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Summary
The thesis diali with certain aipicti of thi corrispondine« bitwnn 
objicts and nunbiri that is exploited in iiasurimmt. Thera ara two «ain 
anas of invistigation.
The first is to do with thi construction of scalis of «lasuriamt, 
with major emphasis on ixtinsivi measurement in physical sclmci. Thi 
discussion includis examination of (a) thi distinction bitwnn those 
fiatuns of scalis that a n  ditirminid by thi natun of miasunmmt and 
thosa that a n  ditirmimd conventionally, and (b) the role of constraints 
imposid by characteristics of thi objicts biing miasund and constraints 
imposid by thi measunmmt operations. Then is a treatment of 
experimental error and the limits this sits to our knowledge of the 
structure of physical systems. The view that extensive scales are designed 
for counting is considered.
The second area relates to the mismatch between empirical relations 
among physical objects and relations among numbers to which the former are 
supposed to correspond, a mismatch due to the fact that there are 
fundamental constraints on the extent to which physical objects can be 
manipulated for operational purposes. Consequential problems in formal 
theories of measurement are identified in the thesis, and some new formal 
structures to accommodate them are proposed.
Material believed to be novel include« (i) some aspects of thè 
treatment of random error (Chapter 2), (ii) some arguments about thè 
conventionality of scales, thè relation to counting, and some discussion 
of counterarguments due to Ellis (Chapter 3), dii) a suggestion about thè 
classification of scales (Chapter 4), and <iv) thè development of certain 
formai structures, in particular thè structures of Définitions 5.4, 6.6. 
6.7, 7.3 and 7.13 (Chapters 5, 6 and 7). The development of Définitions 
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CHAPTER ONE
I N T R O D U C T I O N
1.0 Praaabla
This thaaia is concarnad with soma fundamental aspects of the 
subject of measurement, especially in the physical sciences. Part is 
devoted to some problems related to formal theories of measurement.
The accepted view of the foundations of measurement can perhaps be 
summarized in this way. A property common to some set of objects is 
quantifiable, and is therefore a suitable candidate for measurement, when 
a certain kind of correspondence exists between the set of objects and a 
set of numbers. A key feature of this correspondence is that it involves 
not simply the objects taken individually but certain kinds of relation 
among them. That is, a measurable property is seen as a characteristic not 
of single objects considered in isolation but of their relation to other 
objects of a similar kind. The property is seen to be quantifiable by 
virtue of the fact that a set of empirical relations among the objects has 
an image in a set of corresponding arithmetical relations among the 
numbers.
Stated as succinctly as possible, my aim is to say something useful 
about the nature of this correspondence. There are two aspects of interest 
which together provide the major themes of the thesis. I give an initial
brief indication of what these are.
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Ona aapact ia tha statua of tha link batwaan objacta and nuabara.
A fundamental issue is whather or not thia link ia intrinaic to aeaaurable 
syatema. la it soaething in tha Morid that ia discovered and axploited 
with tha aid of appropriata maasuring operations? Or ia it instead simply 
an invention daviaad to enable us ta express eepirical information in 
numerical languaga? la tha image of tha empirical System reflectad in tha 
numerical syatem, or ia it simply projected on to it? Fiald <1980) 
has arguad that tha naed for numbers in science ia entirely a mattar of 
convenience, and that it ia possible to giva an account of, for example, 
tha structura of spaca without racoursa to numbers at ail. Undoubtadly 
thara ara features of maasurement operations, and of numerical scalas, 
that are sattled by convention, and this question may parhaps ba 
understood as ona of tha démarcation batwaan tha convantional and, should 
thara prova to ba any, tha nonconventional features of givan Systems of 
maasurement. Tha first part of tha thesis (Chaptars 2, 3 and 4) is, 
gsnerally spaaking, concerned with mattare relatad to this question. In 
particular 1 wish to examine thè idea that a centrally important typa of 
maasurement - extensive maasurement - can ba construad as counting.
Tha othar aspect of tha correspondance batwaan objecte and numbers 
is tha dagrae to which numerical relations próvida a faithful image of tha 
empirical relations. Thara ara important respects in which, eithar bacausa 
of fundamental différences in nature batwaan physical objecta and numbers, 
or bacausa of tha nature of maasuremant operations, tha correspondance is 
incompleta. The image, whather reflectad or projected, is subjact to
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distortion, and a satisfactory theory of measurement aust take this fully 
into account. Ths kind of question 1 am interested in is this. Hon does 
the pattern of relations among objects that have some measurable property 
in common differ from that among the numbers Nith which they are supposed 
to correspond, and how does the existence of the differences affect our 
understanding of the nature of a measurable property? The second part of 
the thesis (Chapters S, 6 and 7) is given over largely to questions of 
this kind.
Questions such as these are of undoubted interest, particularly 
from the point of view of their significance for the the application of 
mathematics both in the commonplace examples of everyday life and in the 
special examples of science and technology. However the amount of 
philosophical literature on measurement is surprisingly modest. Ellis puts 
it in the opening sentence of his Basic Concepts of Haasuraaant, one of a 
fairly small number of books in this field, that “measurement is the link 
between mathematics and science" (1966), and he goes on to comment that, 
nevertheless, the subject of measurement has, attracted strangely little 
attention from philosophers of science. Campbell's Rhysicsi th§ Elements 
(1920) was a pioneer work. This was followed by Bridgman's Diaansional 
Analysis (1931). There appears to have been no other major publications in 
this genre since Ellis's.
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Thara is on tha othar hand a conaidarabla body of existing writing 
davotad to the progranae of deviling foraal itucturei to rapraaant the 
pattern! of relation! found in a wide variety of ayataaa of aaaauraaant. 
Much of thia aakea full uae of technique! of abatract algebra and foraal 
language!, and a large body of technical roaulta haa been obtained. A 
coaprehenaive aurvey of technique! and application! acroaa the whole range 
of aeaaureaent in both the natural and the aoclal iciencea ia to be found 
in Foundat ions oi Heasureaent, Vol. 1, by Krantz, Luce, Suppea and Tvoraky 
(1971). Though now IS yeara old thia aonuaental work ia probably atill the 
aoat important reference aource in the field. An iaportant later 
publication that bringa together reaulta of the moat recent mathematical 
developments is Narens, Abstract Heasureaent Theory (19B6). As perusal of 
works such as these quickly reveals, many of the detailed problems that 
have been encountered have inevitably proved sufficiently interesting and 
important at a technical level to command attention without regard for 
wider issues. A great deal of the literature in this area ia primarily of 
mathematical rather than philosophical interest. Nevertheless a prime 
reason for employing formal techniques is that the process of devising 
adequate formal structures to represent the material in hand inexorably 
brings the underlying philosophical issues into sharper focus, and it is 
in this light that I wish to investigate some specific problems to be 
found in the formal theory. Before attempting to elaborate on the Issues 
to be dealt with in the body of the thesis 1 wish to prepare some ground 
by sketching in the next section what I take to be a standard approach to 
the construction of a formal theory of measurement. 1 shall then give, in
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a aubatquant aaction, a aynopaia of tha aatarial of latar chaptara.
1.1 Formal thaoriaa of aaaauraaant
Tha ganaral atratagy in conatructing a foraal thaory ia aa follow». 
Tha firat atap if to idantify tha ralavant ralationa undarlying tha 
aaaauraaant. Tha aacond ia to express tha eaaantial featuraa of thaae 
relationa in axioaatic fora. Tha final atap is to daaonatrata that tha 
axioms are sufficient to support a nuaerical assignment. I shall elaborate 
on each of these in tha following subsections, 1.1.1 to 1.1.3.
1.1.1 Eapirical Relational Structures
In the first stage a suitable abstrict rtlttioml structure la 
chosen to represent tha objects and tha aapirical relations aaong them 
that are associated with the measurable property. A relational structure 
is a set consisting of a domain A and a (finite) number of relations Rt, 
R2,... defined on the domain, and is denoted by:
<A, Rt, R2i..*,R„>
The empirical relations in question are assumed to be determined by 
aeasureeent opiritions. It is supposed that for any particular measurable 
property, attributed to a given set of objects, there is an ideal 
measurement process that would in principle be sufficient to establish a 
scale of measurement *b initio, and to assign values to the objects 
according to this scale, without recourse to any pre-existing calibration. 
In general the process involves one or more aiaaentary procedures, 
specific to the measurable property under consideration, and each of them
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ia aaaociatad with a specific ralation. A atandard example ia providad by 
tha case of waight aa it ia datarainad by tha usa of a coaaon balança. For 
this it is imagined that wa hava a sat of objacts whoaa waighta according 
to any seals ara initially unknown, and a balance sufficiently large to 
accommodate in its pans as many of tha objects at one tine aa wa care to 
place in then. In this example there ara two elementary procedures each 
associated with an empirical ralation. Since each of these procedures and 
their associated relations are representative of typos that are central to 
much of the material of this thesis it is worth paying close attention to 
them hero.
(a) The Couperison Procedure
The first procedure is one in which wo coepere pairs o1 objects - 
placing them on opposite pans of a balance and observing the outcome - and 
it is associated with a binary relation, usually denoted in the formal 
language by fc. The expression x fc y might be interpreted by something 
likei
when objects x and y are placed on opposite pans of a balance 
either the balance remains in equilibrium or else the pan 
containing object x descends.
[This could be expressed more rigorously. It is a metalinguistic statement 
and strictly it should be worded "when objects represented by x and y are 
placed...etc. “. In the interests of avoiding too tedious a stylo I shall 
use the looser form of expression quite freely throughout the text when 
it leaves the intended meaning sufficiently clear.]
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Thar# ia juat ona ralational pradicata to covar what wo might intuitively 
regard aa two aeparata kinda of outcome, but the advantage of doing thia ia 
that a aingle primitive can then be uaad to axpreea the reeult of every 
teat. When needed, the two componente of the interpretation can be
expressed aeparately in terme of fc, and it ia convenient to define (in 
tarma of fc) two further terms * and > in the uaual way by:
Def.l.l (i) x * y iff x fc y and y i x.
(ii) x >■ y iff x i y and not y fc x.
The interpretations of % and > are straightforward, x * y is:
when objects x and y are placed in opposite pane of the balance, 
the balance remains in equilibrium,
and x > y is:
when objects x and y are placed in opposite pans of the balance, 
the pan containing object x descends.
The importance of £ is that in terms of this relation we can order the set 
of objects according to what we intuitively recognize as weight. If x fc y 
holds then x occupies the same position as, or is higher in the order than 
y. i: is taken to correspond with the arithmetical relation i ("is equal to 
or greater than"). In standard accounts of the foundations of measurement 
the existence of an ordering procedure associated with a relation of this 
type is held to be necessary condition for any property to bo measurable.
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<b> T ha Concatanat ion Procedure
The second procedure it ona in Mhich we coabint objacts - placing 
two or aora togathar on tha «ana pan of the balance - producing coapoaite 
objects whose behaviour on the balance aay be observed at before. Thie if 
aaaociated with a ternary relation. Thla can be denoted by C where the 
expression Cxyz might stand fori
object z is formed by placing object x and object y together in the 
pan of a balance.
An equivalent more common formulation is in teras of a binary operation, 
o, such that Cxyz is replaced by xoy ■ z. The concatenation operation, 
unlike the ordering relation, is not a common feature of all measurable 
properties but is peculiar to extensive properties, and it is taken to 
correspond with the arithmetical operation of addition.
Thus on the basis of this analysis wo decide on the appropriate 
structure to represent the property of weight, naaelyi
<A, *, C>
or, in the more usual fornulatloni
<A, ¿,  o>
Structures such as <A, t> and <A, fc, o> that represent systems in 
which the relations are determined empirically are commonly referred to as 
tapir ical relational structural.
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1.1.2 Définition of a Haasuromant Structura
The naxt ataga la tha formulation of a sat of axioas to define the 
propertiaa of tha ralational structura. I shall quota hara ona important 
axanpla for illustration and for rafaranca. It is a standard dafinition of 
a uttk ordtr. This is a particularly simpla structura that occupias a 
cantral position in tha fiald of measurement thaory and it mì 11 provida a 
basis for much of tha discussion in latar chapters. Its iaportanca lias in 
the fact that tha existence of a weak order is ganarally supposed to ba a 
minimum condition for tha existance of any maasurable proparty. Tha 
définition is quotad (with minor notational changes) fron Krantz et al, 
(1971, p.14).
Def.1.2 Let A ba a sat and ) be i binary relation on A, i.a. 1 is a
subset of AxA. Tha ralational structura <A, t> is a mttk ordtr iff 
for ail x, y, z f A, the folloaing axioms are satisfied:
1 Either x £ y or y fc x.
2 If x i y and y fc z than x i z.
(The name "weak order” is not completely standard but appaars to ba 
•stablishad in this area. An alternative is "pre-order■.)
Tha axioms express rules concarning the outcoaa of the measurement 
procedures and whethar or not tha axioms are satisfied in a particular 
contaxt is a mattar of ampirical investigation. Tha ralational structure 
and tha axioms together ara rafarred to as a ttasurittnt structuré.
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Axiom 1 raquiraa that for any two arbitrarily choaan objects in A 
at laaat one of tha two stands in tha ralation fc to tha othar. This 
includes tha case where tha two are identical, that is tha axioa iaplies 
that t is reflexive. Tha condition is usually referred to as connectedness 
although some authors, a.g. Suppes <1937, p.216), refer to it as itrong 
connectsdness, and reserve the tere "connectedness" for the weaker 
conditioni
1' Either x fc y or y fc x or x * y,
ahich, unlike 1, does not imply reflexivity.
Incidentally connectedness does not in general hold for either of 
the components * and > of fc. Thus the incorporation of as primitive in 
the measurement structure brings some economy and technical advantage, 
albeit at the cost of some complexity in the interpretation.
Axiom 2 is the condition of transitivity. Its interpretation in the 
context of our example of weight is quite straightforward and it can be 
seen to be satisfied in an obvious way.
1.1.3 Homomorphisms
The third stage is the construction of a homomorphism from the 
measurement structure to an appropriate numerical relational structure. 
This itself falls into two parts, which wo shall describe in turn.
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The first »tap it to deeonatrate the existence of a hoaoeorphiae. 
The reault la expreaaed in a rapruantation thaoraa of which the following 
ia a typical example.
Th.1.1 Suppose that A ia a countable aet. If there exists a
relation t on A auch that <A, t> is a weak order, then there exists a 
function n from A onto Re such that for all x, y c A,
x fcy iff n(x) in(y).
The proof of this representation theorem ia atraightforward and is given 
in Krantz ft al <1971, p.15). The theorem is a formal statement of the 
fact that the empirical structure to which it refers does characterize a 
measurable property. It expresses the fact that there is a correspondence 
between the empirical structure and the numerical structure. Empirical 
relations among the physical objects can be projected on to relations 
among numbers.
The second step concerns the range of different possible ways in 
which the assignment of numbers may be made in accordance with the 
representation theorem. This is expressed mathematically, in a so-called 
uniquanass thaoraa, as follows!
Th.1.2 If n is a homomorphism from the structure <A, fc> to the
structure <Re, i,> that has the property described in Th.1.1, and n' is 
another real-valued function on A, then n' has the same property iff there 
is a strictly increasing function f from Re to Re such that, for all x « A
n'(x) ■ fCn(x)l.
This equation nay be viewed as a transformation from one scalm to another.
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On th* firat x hai tha valua nix), on tha aacond n'(x). Tha iaportanca of 
a uniquanaaa thaoraa il that lt govarna tha typa of transforaationa that 
aay occur in tha acalaa aaaociatad ai th a givan aaaauraaant atructure, and 
it ia poaaibla to classlfy tha acalaa accordingly. Th.1.2 alloas tha aoat 
liberal typa of tranaforaation to ba found in aaaauraaant, and acalaa to 
ahlch it appliaa ara rafarred to aa ordinai acalaa.
Tha typa of hoaoaorphiaa ia govarnad by tha typa of atructura, and 
diffarant typaa laad to tha differant typa» of aaaauraaant acale. For 
illuatration and for futura refaranca I ahall coaplata thia akatch of 
atandard foraal theory by atating a typical dafinition of a atructure of 
axtanaiva aaaauraaant, along aith tha correaponding repreaentation and 
uniqueneaa theoreaa.
1.1.4 Exaapla of an Extensive Structure
Tha folloaing dafinition ia quotad (aith ainor changaa) froa Krantz 
lt ai <1971, p.73).
Def.1.3 Let A ba a nonaapty aat, t a binary relation on A, and o a
cloaad binary oparation on A. The tripla <A, i, o> ia a closad 
positiva extensive structure iff tha folloaing axioaa aro aatiafiad 
for all x, y, z » Ai
1 1 ia a reflaxiva, transitive and connactad relation.
2 x o ( y o z ) * ( x o y ) o z .
3a x fc y iff x o z fc y o z.
3b x i y iff z o x i z o y.
4 x o y > x.
3 If x > y, then for any v, a « A, thara exists a positiva 
integer n such that nx o v t ny o a, ahara nx ia dafined 
inductively asi lx ■ x, <n + 1)x ■ nx o x. Ci.e. nx resulta 
froa tha concatenation of n rapile»» of x.3
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Axiom 1 combina* both axioma of Daf.1.2 and ttata* tha condltion* 
for tha structura <A, ¿>, derivad from <A, t, o> in an obviou* May, to ba 
a waak ordar. Axiom 2 i* tha condition of wtaJIr tssociativity of o 
(relativa to i>. Axiom* 3a and 3b ara cancellation axioma, Axiom 4 i* a 
po*i ti vi ty axiom. The significanca of theie axiom* Mili ba di*cu*sed in 
soma detail in Chaptar 7.
Axiom 5 i* a so-callad Archimedean axiom Mho*e purpose i* to ensura 
that any two objact* in A ara commensurabla. Variou* alternativa form* 
hava bean propotad, a* for example in Holman (1969). An extended di*cu**ion 
of tha rola of thl* axiom together Mith a traatment of extensiva 
■tructure* in Hhich tha Archimedean assumption i* droppad i* to ba found 
in Naren* (1973). The axiom i* rathar diffarant in charactar from tha 
othar* in that it involve* existence assumption* and generally placa*
■trong constraint* on tha memberahíp of tha sat A. Axiom* 1 to 4 marely 
impose condition* on tha relation that any objact ha* to any othar objact* 
thera happan to be. Axiom 3, by contrast, imposes condition* concerning 
Mhat othar objact* thera aust ba. It i* commonly rafarred to a* a 
structuraJ axioa and tha apparent naed for axiom* of this klnd in cartain 
■ tructure* i* of fundamental *ignifi canea. It i* relatad to tha question 
of tha extant to Mhich tha definition of a given measurable proparty 
dependa upon tha existence of othar objact* that shara tha sama proparty. 
This question amarga* at a numbar of placa* in tha discussion in tha 
folloHing chaptar*.
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Tha nuaarical atructura standardly takan to correspond with the 
eapirical structure <A, 't, o> is <Ra, +>. Tha raprasentation thaoraa 
Tor this structure raadai
Th.1.3 Suppose that A is a noneapty sat. IT there exists a binary
relation 1 on A and a closed binary operation o on A such that <A, fc, o> 
is a closed positive extensive structure, then there exists a function n 
Troe A onto Re such that Tor all x, y < A,
x 1 y iff nix) l n(y). 
nix) >0.
nix o y) ■ nix) + niy).
The uniqueness theorem reads!
Th.1.4 IT n is a homomorphism Trom the structure <A, fc, o> to the
structure <Re, +> that has the properties described in Th.1.1, and n' is 
another real-valued Tunction on A, then n' has the same properties ITT there 
exists « > 0 such that, Tor all x c At
n ' <x) ■ sn(x).
Scales Tor which Th.1.4 determines the permissible transTormations are 
reTerred to as ratio scalai.
This completes thè sketch oT thè Tormal theory. I am now in a 
position to indicate thè main problema to be tacklod in thè thesls.
1.2 Sumaary oT Chapters 2, 3 and 4
In Chapters 2, 3 and 4 we take up thè subject oT thè link betweon 
objocts and numbers. Each deals with some material relating to thè 
construction oT scalai oT measuremant.
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1.2.1 Chaptar 2
In Chaptar 2 1 ahall exaaine tha conatruction of ratio acalaa, i.e. 
■cala* appllcabla to thè aeaaureaent of extanalve propartiaa. I ahall 
conaider thia aubject in thè light of tha queation that la to provida thè 
aain aubject of Chaptar 3, naaely tha queation of Mhether or not extanalve 
aeaaureaent la a aathod of counting. I hope to ahoa that it la poaaibla to 
giva an account of Beale conatruction that atrongly aupporta tha idea that 
it la. Froa thia point of v ì o m  tharefora Chaptar 2 la a praliainary to 
Chaptar 3, but I think that aoaa of tha material ia of intereat in ita oxn 
right. Cruciai to ay argument ia a auggaation about tha May in which 
conatruction of an extenaive scale ia affactad by ixpiriatnttl irror. Tha 
existence of arror ia a aajor problea for tha thaory of aeaaureaent. F om 
coaprehenalve treataents bava baan attaaptad. He ahall bave occasion to 
aake substantial raference, in Chaptar 6, to tha thaory of staiordtrs due 
to Luce (1956) which ia succeasful in daaling with cartain aspaets of 
arror. A different approach in Hhich arror ia incorporated as a necessary 
condition for aoaaureaant ia to ba found in Kyburg (1984). Hhile tha 
account of I givo of scale conatruction conforma with thè standard picturo 
of extonsive aeaaureaent, and doaa not, I think, bring to light anythlng 
new at a fundaaental lavai, tha treatment of experimental arror that ia 
included thera aay contain soma novol material. I end tha chaptar with an 
axploration of soma analogies between thè effeets of arror and those of 
intrinsic quantization of physical propartiaa.
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1.2.2 Chapter 3
Chaptar 3 la an axaaination of the view that extensive measurement 
can ba conatrued at a aathod of counting. The quaation la obviously of 
considerable aignificance froa the point of view of our understanding of 
the application of eatheeatics to the eorld. It brings us to the borders 
of the philosophy of mathematics and, though I emphatically do not Mieh to 
stray into that territory, I think that an anewer to the question Mould 
make an important contribution towards preparing a map for someone who 
does. We can illustrate the point in this way.
Consider the following two statements.
(i) 2 apples added to 3 apples gives 5 apples.
(ii) A body of mass 2 kg added to a body of mass 3 kg gives a body of
mass 3 kg.
These are examples of applications of arithmetic. Anyone who opposes the
view that measurement is counting is committed to differing accounts of
the two. Ellis, for example, draws a distinction between priaary and 
secondary applications of arithmetic, of which, for him, (1) and (ii) 
respectively are examples. Primary applications depend only on the 
possibility of anuaar at ion f that is, ho argues, they depend on the very 
condition which allows us to construct a formal system of arithmetic in 
the first place. The •xistanct of arithmetic is a sufficient condition for 
primary application. Secondary application on the other hand presupposes 
stronger conditions, namely those which are necessary for the construction 
of measurement scales. Those happen to be satisfied in the world in which 
we live, but, Ellis argues, we can imagine a world in which arithmetic and 
therefore counting are possible but measurement is not (1966,p.20). On
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thia vitw statement (i) ii auch dotar in logical atatua to the atateaenti 
dii) 2 ♦ 3 ■ 3
than it ia to (ii). If thia ia right it clearly poaaa a aora complex 
problem for the philoaophy of applied aatheaatica than Mould exist in the 
abaence of the diatinction. Thua there ia little doubt that the queation 
ia of aoae iaportance. What appeara in Chapter 3 is not intended aa a 
comprehensive argument in favour of the the view that measurement is 
counting. Rather it is a detailed examination of some objections to the 
idea that are directly related to the characteristics of scalea. In 
particular I consider some important argumenta due to Ellis based on 
claims about the conventional nature of scale construction.
1.2.3 Chapter 4
Chapter 4 contains a discusaion of other types of scale beside 
those for extensive properties. The analysis, in Chapter 2, of the 
construction of ratio scales suggests a different basis for classifying 
scales from those of existing classification schemes. Briefly, the idea is 
that scales can be classified in terms of tha kind of inforaation that is 
incor por atad in tha construct ion of tha scala. My Intention in Chapter 4 
is to examine the possibility of applying this method to the range of 
types of scale found in physical measurement. It has not been possible to 
develop the material as thoroughly or as systematically as a full 
investigation Mould obviously need. The treatment here is in the form of 
an exploratory survey of important types of scale.
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1.3 Summary of Chapttr« 3. 6 and 7
Tha aecond part of tha thaaia, Chaptara 5, 6 and 7, daala with 
problaaa more explicitly related to formal theories. It is clear from the 
literature of the field that, at least in broad outline, the programme of 
devising suitable formal structures has been largely successful. The shape 
of the foundations of measurement has become fairly clear, and something 
recognizable as a generally accepted standard basic theory has emerged. 
However it is also clear that even at a fundamental level significant 
problems of detail remain. In these chapters I shall be concerned with 
problems that fall into two groups.
One important group is due to the fact that at certain points the 
correspondence between the properties of physical objects and the 
properties of numbers breaks down. Physical objects cannot, of their very 
nature, be manipulated as freely as can numbers and this places 
significant constraints on empirical relations, constraints which do not 
occur in the case of numerical relations. Two examples will servo to 
illustrate this point.
(i) As we noted above, the relation fc is usually taken to correspond to 
the numerical relation i. Now i is always connected in any set of 
real numbers, but whether or not fc is connected in a set of 
physical objects is by no means so straightforward. For instance, 
if the interpretation of x fc y requires the objects x and y both to 
be present at the same time in some experimental arrangement, as
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Mith the axaapla of weights on a balanca mentioned above, there ie 
a problee if x and y refer to a tingle object. It ia iepoeeible to 
put the aaee body on both pane of a balance at once, and eo whereat 
the nuaerical expreaelon 3 I 3 it perfectly clear an exprottion 
auch at x fc x it far lete to. The difficulty becoeea tore terioua 
when we take into account exaeplet where wenbert of the let A are 
statts of phyaical bodiea rather than aieply the bodiea thenaelvea. 
Conaider temperature measurement where t it uaually interpreted in 
termi of heat flow between two bodiea in thermal contact. If x and 
y refer to different temperature atatee of the salt body, ao that 
they are neceaaarily incapable of being in thermal contact, there 
ia a problem about the expreaaion x fc y. We shall refer to this as 
the problta of noncoaparabiiity.
(ii) A related point arises in connection with the concatenation of
physical objects with regard to extensive properties, o is taken to 
correspond to +. Now addition in arithmetic is closed ao that for 
instance the operation on the number 3 that gives 3 + 3 is quite 
permissible. The physical concatenation operation, by contrast, 
cannot be closed, since a body cannot be concatenated with itself, 
nor with another body that has some constituents in common with it. 
Expressions such as x o x, x o (x o y) and <x o y) o <x o z) cause 
difficulty. Me shall call this the problaa of nonconstructibility.
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These departures from the pattarn of nuaarical ralationa, both 
noncoaparabi1ity and nonconatructibi1ity, lead to difficultiea in tha 
foraal theory. The two standard structures, the weak order of Def.1.2 and 
the positive extensive structure of Def.1.3 do not apply iaaediately in 
the presence of these phenomena. Significant adjustaent is called for in 
the axioas or in the interpretation of expressions of the language, or in 
both, and the material of Chapters 9 and 7 is an investigation of matters 
of this kind. The problems clearly originate in fundamental differences in 
nature between physical objects and numbers. The consequent failure of the 
foraal structures can be dubbed tsstntiil failure. However I shall not be 
concerned with questions of ontology. 1 do not think that the solutions I 
shall discuss are bound to any particular theory about the ontological 
status either of physical objects or of numbers. I shall take for granted 
the kinds of restrictions on the behaviour physical objects that have been 
alluded to and examine ways of accommodating them in the theory, and I 
shall simply assume that numbers are available, whatever their nature 
might bo, to allocate to objects to suit the requirements of a scale. The 
kind of question I am interested in is this. How does the fact that there 
art differences between the two sets of relations affect our understanding 
of the nature of the measurable properties involved?
For the other group of difficulties we return to the problem of 
experimental error. The existence of error gives rise to severe problems 
in the formulation of formal theories. Generally speaking the axioms of 
the structure of Def.i.2, the basic conditions for a weak order, fail in
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tha praaanca of parvaaiva kinds of arror auch as lialta to tha sensitivity 
of coaparison operations. Me shall refer to this kind of failure as 
txpiriatntal failure. Soee theories that incorporate soae such aspects of 
error have boon produced, most notably the theory of staiordwrt due to 
Luce (1956) to which mo have already referred above. The treatment that 1 
give in Chapter 6 is developed from the theory of semiorders. One motive 
for dealing with the problem in this context is that it is possible to 
indicate interesting parallels between essential and experimental failure. 
This echos a theme that first appears in the discussion at the end of 
Chapter 2. The outcome of that discussion is that although Intuitively we 
believe it possible to distinguish between the role of limitations in the 
measurement procedures and the role of the fundamental characteristics of 
the measured objects in determining the outcome of the measurement, this 
distinction cannot bo formulated in terms of the measurement operations 
alone.
I givo a brief synopsis of thè contente of each of thè final throe 
chapters.
1.3.1 Chapter 5
Chapter 5 deals with noncomparabl 1 ity and thè failure of thè axioms 
for a weak order. Thore is a discussion of thè consequent problem of 
interpreting expressions of thè formai language in terme of operational 
proceduros, and of adjustments in thè formai theory noodod to meet thè 
problem. The principal new result is thè definition (in Section 5.7) of a
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structura that I cali a siai-conmctid ordir that offers what appaara to 
ba an adaquata solution to tha problaa. Tha chaptar anda wlth aoaa coaaent 
about tha significance ai tha problaa of noncoaparabi1ity and of tha 
proposad solution for our underatanding of tha comparativa taras that ara 
associatati with aaasurabla propartias.
1.3.2 Chaptar 6
In Chaptar 6 a siapla modal for systeaatic arror is suggastad that 
laads again to failure of tha waak ordar axioes. Tha solution to this 
problaa providad by tha thaory of seaiordars is discussad, and than a 
possible lina of davalopaant of this thaory is examined. Tha new rasults 
presantad in this chaptar are tha définitions of a de» i s u  i or dir (Section 
6.4) and of a autuil ordir (Section 6.3) both of Mhlch ara Maakar 
structures than tha semiorder and ara therefore more generally applicable. 
Tha chaptar ends Mith a survay of possible applications.
1.3.3 Chaptar 7
Tha final chaptar is givan to a discussion of tha probleas of 
noncoaparabi1ity and nonconstructibi 11ty in extensive structuras. The 
définitions of two new structuras are givan. One is a parti y connictid 
ordir (Section 7.2.2). This has affinities with tha saal-connactad ordar 
dafinad in Chaptar 5 but is different in scopa, and providas a solution to 
tha problaa of noncoaparabi1ity for an extensive structura. Tha second is 
a propir concaténation structure (Section 7.3.2) which daals with tha 
problaa of nonconstructibi11ty. These ara lncorporatad into tha définition
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of a positiva extensive structura (Def.7.6> that aaats both problaas.
In tha structura of Daf.1.3 above the concatenation operation 
satisfies tha conditions of Mask associativity and weak coaautativity. 
These are distinct from the (strong) conditions of associativity and 
commutativity, in that they merely require pairs of objects such as 
x o (y o z) and (x o y) o z or such as x o y and y a x to be equivalent, 
not identical. In the course of formulating the definition of a proper 
concatenation structure however it is observed that a certain degree of 
simplification ensues if the strong conditions can be assumed to hold. In 
particular it is possible to reformulate the structure in Boolean terms. 
Section 7.4 contains a discussion of the nature of the concatenation 
operation in a wide range of examples of extensive measurement, with the 
aim of assessing the significance of the choice between the two sets of 
conditions. It is concluded that nothing essential to the notion of 
extensive measurement is lost if the strong conditions are adopted.
This paves the way for the material of the final sections of the 
chapter. This is to do with a further problem due to nonconstructibillty. 
This is a problem which first came to light in the context of probability 
measurement (Kraft, Pratt and Seidenberg, 1939) but which is significant 
for extensive measurement in general. Kraft et al demonstrate that 
cancellation axioms similar to those in our Def.1.3, unites they art 
conjoinad uith strong structural assuaptions, are too weak to generate a 
certain class of results that we would be Inclined to expect the theory to
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deliver without racouraa to any atructural aaauaptiona at all. Tha problaa 
it explainad fully in Saction 7.6 and a aolution, batad on a Boolaan 
structure, it proposed in Section 7.7.
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CHAPTER THO
E X T E N S I V E  ME AS URE ME NT ,  Q U A N T I Z A T I O N  
mrtd EXPERI MENTAL .  ERROR
2.0 Introduction
In this chapter we discuts the baeie of extensive measurement and 
in particular the construction of ratio scales, which are invariably 
employed in practice for the measurement of extensive properties. The 
account is framed in the light of the question that provides the aain 
subject of our next chapter, namely the question of whether or not 
extensive measurement is a method of counting. I hope to show that the 
account lends strong support to the view that is.
I begin the analysis of scale construction by describing in Section
2.1 an ideal procedure for what might be termed ab initio calibration.
This is a procedure for assigning values to a fixed finite set of objects, 
without recourse to any previously established calibration. Ne shall take 
as an example the ab initio calibration of a fixed set of weights with the 
use of a beam balance. The account includes a specification of optimum 
conditions for calibration, in terms of the membership of the set of 
objects in question. When these conditions are satisfied the set can be 
ordered in a particular pattern, which I have called a "well determined 
order". Examination of the properties of such an order provides strong 
support for the view of extensive measurement for which we are intend to 
argue. The concatenation operation plays a crucial role in this, and as a
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■■ana of highlighting thia I preface tha account with a brief raaindar of 
how tha calibration would ba curtailad if, aa an artificial aaaaura, wa 
wara to forbid concatanationa of objacta in tha oparational taata.
In Saction 2.1 wa traat tb initio calibration aa a modaat 
aalf-containad antarpriaa in that it takaa no account of objacta not in 
tha aat. Tha construction of a wall datarainad ordar ia daalt with in this 
saction. In Baction 2.2 wa nova on to consider tha ordar aa tha foundation 
of a scale of aaaauraaant. In thia context tha aim of tha calibration ia 
to provide a baaia for assigning values to indefinitely «any other objacta 
beyond tha original set, and wa investigate tha adequacy of tha procedure 
described in 2.1 for tha construction of scales for various types of 
extensive property. In particular wa consider its application to <a) 
■easuraaant of quantized properties, and to (b) neasurenent in tha context 
of experimental error. Wa complete tha account with a brief discussion 
(Saction 2.3) comparing tha outcome in situations (a) and (b). Tha main 
theme of this discussion is this. Tha results of any measurement are 
determined by two groups of factors. One group is to do with tha nature of 
tha property being measured and the set of objects that possess it. The 
other comes from the nature of the measuring operation, including any 
departure from what we construe as ideal conditions. Intuitively we may be 
inclined to view these two groups of factors as entirely distinct. However 
the arguments of 8ection 2.3 will show, I believe, that the distinction is 
in the last analysis artificial. I shall argue, for example, that the 
distinction between the concepts of continuity in (some) physical
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Magnitudes and of perfect s e n s i t i v i t y  in seasuresent o p e r a t i o n s  cannot be 
drawn in operational teres.
2.1 Calibration
2.1.1 Ordinal Calibration
Suppose that we have a large, though finite, fixed set of objects 
whose weights (according to any scale) are initially unknown. Ns denote 
the set byi
flQ ■ <a, b, c,...),
and it is understood that a, b, c are all physically distinct. Ne also 
have at our disposal a well behaved balance. It is convenient to defer an 
explanation of what a 'well behaved' balance is to a later point in the 
discussion in order to avoid a description which begs any questions that 
are under investigation. In the early stages of the account, it is 
sufficient to rely on a common understanding of the idea of a normal 
balance.
Eventually we shall require the balance to be sufficiently large 
and robust to accommodate in its pans as many of the objects at one time 
as we care to place in them, but to begin with we shall assume that each 
pan can take only one at a time. Under this restriction we carry out the 
following restricted calibration programme. There are two stages.
In stage 1 we compare objects pairwise, placing them in opposite 
pans, and noting the behaviour of the balance. The whole set is examined
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in this Nay, every possible pair being tested and in the light of the 
outcoee the objects are given positions in an order. Intuitively ee 
recognize that the ordering is by Height, but it can be achieved Nithout 
benefit of any such intuitive insight by application of a sieple rule. For 
any two bodies x and y subjected to this test, if the pan containing x 
descends then x is assigned to a higher position than y| if the pan 
containing y descends then y is assigned to a higher position than x| 
otherHlse x and y are assigned to the saae position. The outcoee can be 
iaagined to be a line of all the objects ranged froe the lightest to the 
heaviest (as we intuitively knon thee to be) with the coeplication 
that at soae, or perhaps all, positions there aay be two or eore bodies 
piled together. He could represent a typical arrangoeent this wayi
(i)
a, d, e, g, h, k, etc.,
b, f, i, 1,
c, J.
This is a Ntak order. It can be regarded as a sitplt order of equivalence 
classes, and it Hill be convenient in euch of what follows to be able to 
refer directly to such classes. For that purpose we use the following 
natation to denote a general sequence of classes in ascending orden
C,* Ca, C3, C4,..■
Using the foreal terminology introduced in Chapter 1 we say 
describe the results of the analysis in this way. The outcoees of the 
tests define a binary relation fc on the set Aol where intuitively x fc y is
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understood to eean "object x ie at leaat ae heavy aa object y"| that is, 
they establish an eapirlcal relational structure <Aol k>. The fact that 
the order in exaaple (i) has been detereined unaabiguously shoes that this 
structure satisfies the axioms for a weak order which were stated in 
Def.1.1.
8tage 2 of the calibration procedure is the assigneent of nuabers, 
and the essential feature is the rule or rules used for the assignaent. 
One rule is coaaon to all types of calibration and siaply ensures that 
objects arc given values according to their positions in the order.
I For any pair of objects, x and y, the corresponding nuabers n(x>
and n<y> are such thati
(a) if x is at a higher position in the order than y then
n(x ) > n(y) j
(b) if x and y share the position then n < x) ■ n(y).
To put it inforaally in terns of our existing notion of weight, the 
heavier the body the larger the nuaber.
Assignaent in accordance with this rule alone produces an ordinal 
calibration. Any ordered sequence of nuabers whatever can be selected to 
represent the sequence Ct, Ca, C3,.... Within the constraints of rule I 
the choice for each equivalence class is arbitrary, and it is a hallmark 
of this type of calibration that there are as many distinct choices to be 
made as there are equivalence classes. That is to say in no case is the 
value for one class uniquely detereined by the aesignaent of values to
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othar claaaaa in the atquanca.
A calibration of thia tort uaat nuabart aaraly at an ordarad aat of 
labala. In principla any othar ordarad aat would do, naaaa of Archbiahopa 
of Canterbury in hiatorical order, for oxaaple, provided that there ware 
enough to match the number of equivalence claaaea. It la aufficient that a 
Bet of labela haa the required ordinal propertiea. The advantage of a 
numerical repreaentation of couraa ia that infinitely many labala are 
available whoae poaitiona in the order can be recognized ayatematically. 
Thia ia important when it cornea to treating the calibration at the baaia 
of a scale which ia to bo uaed to aaalgn weight valuea to indefinitely 
many other objecta. Even then it la lamaterial whether we think of the 
numerical itema attached to the objocta at numbers or aa numerals. If we
opt for numbers then we tag the physical objecta with mathematical
objects, if numerals then we tag with linguistic objects! both seta of 
tags have the same ordinal properties.
The outcome of this first calibration programme ia not at all 
satisfactory from the point of view of what we ordinarily understand about 
the measurement of weight, and in general ordinal scales have little use 
in physical science, though there are a few examples. One is Moh't scale
of hardness in mineralogy, another is Richter's scale for earthquake
intensity. Ho shall say a little more about them in the next chapter.
He normally employ scales which allow us to attach more significance to 
the numerical values than simply that of indicators of position in an
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order. If two bodiee x and y have valuee n(x) ■ 3 and n(y) ■ 6 on a noreal 
■cale of weight, we can deduce aore than that y it heavier than x. He are 
entitled to expect that if x le coabined with another body x' to which it 
ie equivalent in weight (perhaps a replica) then the coabination will be 
equivalent to y. y in this obvious sense is equivalent to two of x. 
Expectations of this sort are at the centre of our intuitive understanding 
of the concept of an extensive property. At the root of it all is the fact 
that in constructing an ordinal scale we draw only on inforaation given in 
the outcoae of the operational tests. The construction of any other sort 
of scale requires the addition of inforaation froa elsewhere. In Chapter 3 
we discuss this point with respect to a range of types of scale. In the 
next section of this chapter we pinpoint the source of the extra 
inforaation required for an extensive property. It is precisely what we 
have excluded by forbidding concatenation of objects in the tests, and we 
now turn to the rest of the calibration prograaae to reaedy this oaission.
2.1.2 Extensive Calibration
For the coaplete calibration prograaae we relax the restriction on 
concatenation, and assuae that we can place as aany objects froa the set 
A0 as we wish on a scale pan at the saae tiae. Such a collection is 
treated as a further coaposite object. Hhile it is asseabled in the pan 
this object aay be tested against soae other object, siaple or coaposite, 
aade up froa the reaaining aeabers of A0. That is to say the set on which 
the tests are conducted for this prograaae is not A0 but a larger set A 
containing both the siaple and the coaposite objects. A includes A0 as a
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propar aubaat. Na ahall rafer to a, b, c,..., tha aaabara of AoI aa thè 
atoaa of A. Uaing an obvloua notatlon tha coapoaita aaabara ara denotad by 
ab, ac, abc, bc,...etc. and raferred to aa aolaculaa.
An exhaustlve aet of teata ia agaln carrlad out, thla ttaa taking 
account of all poaaible coabinationa and palringa, and on tha baaia of 
thaaa tasta an ordarlng of A ia achiavad. In generai, deducing tha corract
ordar froa tha thè resulta of tha testa Mill ba a aora coaplex task than
In tha casa of tha earlier prograaaa. This ia bacause lt ia not poaaible 
to compara all paira of aaabara of A diractly. Ha cannot compara ab aith 
ac for axaapla. Tha introduction of concatanation haa givan risa to a 
problaa that aa ahall rafer to aa nonconnactability, and aa ahall deal 
aith this in forasi tarma in Chaptar &. Hoaavar intuitivaly it ia claar 
that tha posltion of ab relativa to ac aust be tha saae aa that of b 
relativa to c, Tha completa ordar can be daducad .in this aay, though thara 
ia a corresponding minor coaplication in tha fact that it la not poaaible, 
aa it ia in tha othar siapler prograaaa, to display tha coapleted ordar by 
laying out all tha objecta in line at tha saae tiae. For tha saae reason
that it ia not possible to compare ab and ac diractly lt ia not poaalblo
to display ab at one point in thè ordar and ac slaultaneously at anothar. 
The ordar Mhich ia thè and product of tha aapirical stage of this 
prograaaa ia a aora abstract affair.
Aa bafora aa can dascriba tha resulta of tha analyals in aora 
forasi tarma. Tha concatanation of objecta la rapreaantad by a binary
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operation o on A, bo that the object forced by coebining object y with 
object x ie represented by x o y. Using this tereinology Me can describe 
the outcoee as the discovery of an eepirical relational structure 
<A, fc, o> that satisfies conditions sufficient to ensure that t gives a 
weak order on A.
The second stage of the calibration, as before, is the assigneent 
of nuebers to all objects in the order, both atoes and eolecules. Again 
the assigneent proceeds in accordance Mith rule I but the crucial 
feature of this coeplete prograeee is the adoption of a second rule. The 
function of this second rule is to deteraino the value to be assigned to a 
eolecule in teres of the values of its constituent atoas. The one that is 
universally adopted isi
II For any body x that is a coaposite of separate bodies y and z the
corresponding nuabers nix), niy) and niz) are such thati
nix) ■ niy) ♦ niz).
The point of this rule is perfectly obvious. It ensures that the Meight of 
an object is equal to the sue of the ueights of its separate parts. It 
thus produces an additixt scale. In a later section I shall discuss the 
grounds for adopting this particular rule. It corresponds ulth universal 
practice in the construction of scales of Height (and of scales for very 
aany other aeasurable properties, such as length, voluae, etc.). The 
practice reflects, no doubt, a coaaon intuitively held conviction that 
Nhen tmo bodies are coabined certain of their properties are in soae sense 
added together and that it is natural for the scale to incorporate this
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baaic feature. Hoiivir to«« commentators hold that thii ii an accidint of 
convention, determined largily by thi claim of arithmtical conviniinc*. 
Thiir viiw ii that thin ii no mintial riaion, no riaion dictated by the 
intrinsic character of the property of night by itielf, why an additive 
■cale muit be adopted. He ihall dlicun thii question in 8ection 3.1. 
However before this I Mint to consider the effects of applying the rule. 
The adoption of any rule which fixes the values for eolecules in tens of 
the values of constituent atom has a aajor consequence for the numerical 
assignment, and for the purposes of explaining this we shall assume that 
rule II is accepted.
The major consequence to which I refer is this. It so constrains 
the assignment of numbers that, providtd that the collection of bodits is 
fufficiently structured, once a number has been chosen for one member of 
the set, the numbers appropriate to all the others a n  fixed and there is 
no further choice available. The only arbitrary step is in thi choice of 
the first number. This contrasts very markedly with the situation in 
programme 1. In order to appreciate exactly how this comes about, and in 
particular to show what is meant by the phrase "sufficiently structured", 
it is worth considering some simple examples.
Suppose first that in the original set there are just two distinct 
bodies a and b. There are two possible situations) they fail to balance 
<i.e. one, b say, is heavier than the other) or they do balance (i.e. are 
equal in weight). Consider these in turn.
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In thè firat caia tha ordar iti
(il)
a, b| ab
Notica that ab la in thia caia aaaignad to ita poaition in tha ordar not 
aa tha raault of any t«*t, ainca no diract taat of ab againat aithar a or 
b ia poatibla, but in antlcipation of thè application of rule II. Non no 
aay, without loia of ganarality in tha arguaent, lat tha firat arbitrary 
choica ba n(a) ■ 1. Thia placea no conaaquant raatrictlon on n(b) othar 
than that n(b) > 1 aa required by rula I. Any of 2, 5, 17, 129 nould ba 
accaptabla. Hara tha choica la aa opan aa lt would ba lf calibrating 
aithout banaflt of concatanation. Of courae onca n(b) ia choaan, than 
n(ab) la fixad at 1 + n(b) by rula II. But overall thara ara aa aany 
choicea aa thara ara atoaa in A. Ha can deacribe an ordar for ahich thia 
ia trua aa ainiaaily dtttn intd.




thara ia no choica beyond tha firat. If n(a) » 1 nb aust bava n(b) * 1, 
n(ab) ■ 2. Ha can deaciba an ordar for ahich a alngle arbitrary choica 
ia aufficiant, aith thè help of rula II, to fix all thè othar valuaa aa 
fully dittraintd.
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It should ba pointad out that in thla trivial caso tha fact that a 
aingla choica it aufficiant to dataraina valuaa for tha raat of tha ordar 
ia dua aolaly to tha fact that a and b ara aquivalant. This auch Mould 
have baan possible even in tha situation considered in programme 1 »here 
addition is not involved. So far rule II has helped only Mith assigning a 
value to tha additional object ab that concatenation has generated. 
Houever Mith lass trivial examples tha situation can change.
Suppose now that there are three atoas a,b,c. Various possibilities 
arise. A minimally determined order is likei
(iv)
a, b, c, ab, •c,
In this case the choice of n(a), n(b) and n (c
as there are
possible fully determined cases admitting of
(V)
• » ab, abc
b, •c.
ti be,






In this last example the membership of Ca is an important link in the
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calibration. If wa put n(a) ■ n(b) ■ 1, n i  thin havi n<c) ■ n(ab) ■ 2 and 
thi valuta for raiaining tini ari corraipondingly ditininid. Hithout 
■oh link bitNiin a, b and c liki c « ab, or c « a, c * b ai in (v), 
tha ditiriination could not bava b u n  io coipliti and an intiriidiati 
lavai bitaiin liniial and full datarlination nould m u l t  ai in thii cani
(vii)
a, ab, c, ac, abc
b, bc,
Hara fixing n(a) alio fixia n(b) and n(ab), but n(c> m a i n i  opan to 
choici ai bifora. In thii c u i  c and tha coapoiltai Nhich includa it 
float fraa, ai it lira, of that part of tha lyitai nhich involvai a and b 
only. C3 can ba ralatad nuiarically to C, and C2 only ai in an ordinai 
•cala.
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It la parhapa worth finishing thla aactlon by displaying a coupla 
of axaaplaa of ordara with four atoaa a,b,c,d. Ona poaalbla fully 
datarainad ordar iai
(vili)








«, ab, d, ad, abd, abed
b, K , abc, bd, acd,
c, be, cd, bed,
It is again readily seen for both of these examples that
flxad ao la the value for every naabar of A.
Now despite the fact that the calibration procaaa shown in these 
exaaplas is highly idealized I think that it indicates some important 
characteristics of extensive measurement. In the following sections I 
investigate the properties of fully deteralned orders and the conditions 
under which they are produced. I then go on to consider the extent to 
which they provide an adequate basis for the construction of extensive 
scales. The idea of sotting out these examples has been to expose soae of 
the general features to be found in the structure of a fully determined 
order and we are now in a position to consider a number of principles 
that can be abstracted from the examples.
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2.1.3 Dafinition and Propartiaa of a Wall Datarainad Qrdar
Tha firat thing to b a  aatabliahad i» a condition for an ordar to ba
fully datarainad. Nith a v í a n  to thia Na firat dafine a aat of ralationai
«1, -2, *3,....ate. Tha d a f i n i t i o n  la givan r a c u raivaly aa folloNBi
Daf.2.1 For all x,y i A and n c N
» «1 y i f f x * y
k *n y <n > 1) i f f (3u) O v )  (3a) (u,v ( A  te a < n
ti u *a y It v *n—  m y ti x ■ uv>
In tha languaga of a norial acala of Naight tha axpraaaion x %n y aaana 
that tha ratio of (tha N a i g h t a  of) x to y la tha intagar n. In oparational 
languaga, hoaavar, it aay ba intarpratad vary looaely aa "x la aquivalant 
to n y'a". In aoaa caaaa t h i a  could aaan that objact x la aquivalant to an 
objact formad by con c a t a n a t i n g  n maibara of y'a equlvalanca clama. HoNOver 
thia naad not ba ao. Tha r a a a o n  for tha coapla x l t y  of tha dafinitlon la 
that Na do not Niah to a a a u M O  that thara alwaya ara n membera of y'a 
equivalanca clama availabla for thia conatructlon. Such an aaauiption 
Nould ba unduly reatrictlva on tha aaabarahlp of A. Ha do not naad to hava 
ona thouaand individual 1-graima weighta in ordar to ahoN that a 1-kg 
Naight ia aquivalant to ona thouaand of thaa. To find tha ratio of x to y 
it ia aufficlant to find a m o l acula uv aquivalant to x for Nhich tha 
ratioa of coaponanta u and v to y hava already baan datarainad, and tha 
dafinitlon raflecta thia.
Inapection of tha partic u l a r  axaaplaa of fully datarainad ordara 
[< 1 i 1),<v ) ,<v i ) , (vi i i ),(l x )1 diaplayad in Sactlon 2.1.2 ahoaa that tha
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folloMing structural condition ia aatisfied in all casta.
Ili (3a)(x)(in)<x %n a)
Thia atatas that thare ia an objact a auch that aach objact in tha aat ia 
équivalant to an integral nuabar of a'a. He can coabine Def.2.1 and III to 
stata, lasa foraally, a condition on tha aeabership of tha classes Ck.
IV 7/itrt if foat atoa a such that arary class Ck includa* aithar a or 
soaa aeiacula of ahich a is a constituant.
If any atoa answers thia description it muât balong to tha lowest aat C, 
of tha aaquanca. Furtharaora if ont aaabar of Ct satisfies IV than avery 
meabar of C, doea. Thia ia sean in ail tha exaaples of fully daterained 
orders of Section 2.1.2. In (ix), for instance, a, b, and c, tha aeabera 
of tha loaeat claaa, ail occur as a constituants of at laast one aaabar of 
avary othar claaa.
It ia easy to asa that once a value has baan choaen for ont objact 
in thè aat Ct III ia aufficiant for tha assignaent of nuabera to ail othar 
objecta (in accordance aith I and II) to ba unique. Thia assignaent ia 
aoat obviously achievad by firat assuaing a value for (tha aaabara of) Ct, 
and than aorking up through tha aaquanca C3, C3, C4,.... III ensures that 
aach of thesa highar classes containa a molécula ahosa constituant atoas 
hâve baan assignad values loaar in tha aaquanca, and than tha appropriate 
value for ail aaabara of that claaa ia siaply tha sua of tha values of
thosa constituants
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It *utt bo stressed at thia point that III la not a nacaaaary
condition for an order to be fully deterained. To see this consider the
following exaaple of an order on a set containing five atoas.
( X )
a, d, ab, ad, abc, abd, ade, abed, abde, abede
b, a, *». do, abe, bde, abce, aede,
c . be, bd, acd, ede, beds,
be, ace,
cd, bed,
c » t bee.
Thia doaa not satisfy III but It la fully datarainad. If, for axaapla, a, 
b, and c are givan the valua 1, than, ainca da * abc (aao Ca), d and a 
must ba givan 1.5. Thia fixea tha values of all the atoas and hence of the 
entire set. However I do not wish to foraulata a aore general condition to 
encoapaas example» of this kind, ainca I shall shortly produce reasons for 
regarding then as incoapleta. I shall argue that orders whose structure 
conforas with III provide tha correct basis for an account of extensive 
aeasureaent. He shall refer to fully datarainad orders which satisfy III 
(or IV) as "well daterained orders".
One property of a well deterained order is that every equivalence 
class except the highest aust have aore than one aaaber. (The highest has 
as its sole aeaber the eolacule aade up froa the entire set of atoas.) In 
particular this is true of the lowest class Ct (except in the trivial 
case where A itself has only one aeaber). Suppose there were only one 
aeabar of Ct, a say. If this is to be a constituent of soae aeaber of 
the next lowest class Ca, C2 aust contain a molecule ab, say. Then b
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au*t be a ••■bar of to«* data lower than C2. Either, contrary to 
hypothaaia, it balonga to C,, or alaa C2 ia not tha naxt lowest claaa.
An Interesting exaaple is providad by a standard sat of weights for 
uaa with a cheaical balance. Typically, such a sat will consist of a 
series of brass weights with values, in graeeesi
1 , 2, 2, 5 10, 20, 20, SO, 100.....
These values are chosen to ensure that any value equal to an integral 
nueber of graeees (up to the total value of the weights in the series) can 
be obtained by judicious selection. However such a set cannot be fully 
detereined. Left alone in a laboratory with nothing other than this set of 
weights (fro« which we eay suppose the value Barkings have been erased) 
and a balance, we could not get very far with calibrating thee. He could 
discover the orderi
(xi)
(1) (2a) (1,2a) <2a,2b> (S) (1,3) (2a,3) (1,2a,3)....
(2b) (1,2b) (1,2a,2b > (2b,5) (1,2b,3)....
However since there is no way of discovering that (1) is half the weight 
of <2a> or of (2b), we cannot detereine that the order corresponds with 
values which are eultiples of weight (i>. The calibration fails to go 
through because the lowest class contains only one «sober. The best that 
can be done to give an additive calibration for this set of objects alone 
is to reaove fro« the order all except the teras corresponding with 
eultiples of (3) so that we are left withi
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( N i l )
(S) (10) (9,10) (20a).....
(1,2a,2b) <1,2a,2b,9) (1,2a,2b,10) (20b).....
<1,2a,2b,9,10)....
Thia provida« an additivi calibration for thi largir Niighti in tini of 
thi (9) a« unit. Thi roll of (l),(2a) and (2b) i« riducid to thiir biing 
pinamntly luipid togithir to providi a ticond atoi iquivalmt to (9).
Al tornati vil y, thi lituation lay bi r i d i m d  by uiing a «icond 1 - g r a m  
«tight froi anothir box and thi following could thin bi achlovidi
(xiii >
(1) (1,1') (1,2a) (1,1',2a> (9) (1,9)....
(1') (2a) ( 1 ' ,2a) (1,1',2b) (1,2a,2b) ( 1 ',9)......
(2b) (1,2b) (2a,2b) (i',2a,2b> (1,1',2a,2b)....
(1',2b)
Thia ixaipli indicati« a furthir point of griat intiriat. Suppoai 
that biam balancia, inatiad of working in thi familiar way, ahowid thi 
following bihaviour. Whin objicta in opponiti pana a n  iqual in wiight thi 
biai m a i n a  in iquilibrium, but whin thiy ari uniqual it oacillatia, with 
no indication of which objict ia thi hiaviir. It would «till bi poaaibli 
to latabliah a will ditiriinid ordir auch aa that diaplayid in (xiii) by 
ayataiatic trial and irror. Thi prociaa would bi longir and i o n  tidioua 
than bifora but it could «till bi doni. Thi outcon of thi tiata would 
«irvi to ditiriim thi iquivalinci claaaia. Thi ordir of tht datiti could 
thin bi oatabliahid by inapiction of thiir iiobira and thi application of 
a alapli ruin for any objicta x and xy if x is a «««bar of class Cj( and 
xy in a inbir of Ck, thin Ck is highir in thi ordir than CjS This shows
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that an empirical ordering oparation it not a necessary raquiraaant for 
axtanaiva aaaauroaant. Proridad that a sat of objaets doas satisfy tha 
conditions for a nail datarainad ordar an oparational tast that indicatas 
no aora than ahathar or not tao objacts ara aquivalant aill suffice. Thua 
tha rola of tha ordaring oparation ia not aa fundamental to the definition 
of extonaive quantities as haa generally bean supposed. That balances do 
in fact indicate by their behaviour which of two objecta ia the heavier 
can be seen aa a useful empirical discovery about balances. The discovery 
is exploited to provide a operational tast of whether the relation "is 
heavier than" holds between two given objects, but there is no reason to 
see it as an operational daf in it ion of the relation. This point has not 
been widely discussed. The earliest acknowledgement of it that I have seen 
is in Carnap (1966), where there is a brief informal suggestion that the 
basis for extensive measurement can be expressed in two rules. One of 
these is to the effect that there must be an operational equivalence 
relation * such that, for any two objects x and xy where the former is 
part of the latter, the following holdsi
i (x « y ).
The other rule is our rule II (p. 33 above). A formal treatment is to be
found in Holman (1973)
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Anothor signlflcant fattura of a Nell daterainod arder le thla. 
According to III in any data Ct (i > 1) thara Nili ba a aolecule of 
conatruction ef ubera a la a aaabar of Ct and f ia aoaa othar objact, atoa 
or aolecule uhich ltaalf auat ba a aaabar of C1_1. A conaaquanca of thia 
la that a Nell dataralnad ordar ia ragularly apacad. To put it roughly, it 
goea up in atapa aqual to a. Thia in turn fixea tha apacing in thè 
aequence of nuaarical valuaa that reaulta froa application of tha addltiva 
rule II. It ia claar that thè valuaa aaaigned to claaaoa Ca, C3, C4, atc. 
auat ba auccaaaiva multipla» of tha value aaaigned to Ct. (Thia ia not 
true for tha fully dataralnad ordar of axaaplo (x>, which, aa no  pointed 
out, doaa not conforo uith III.) More apecifically, if thè valua aaaigned 
to Ct ia 1, tha aequence of valuaa for tha highar clasaes auat ba 2, 3, 4, 
atc. In thia raapact tha aequence Ct, C2, C3,... cloaely correaponda uith 
tha atandard »aria» deacribed by Caapball (1920, p.280) and uith tha 
atandard aequence in Krantz #t al (1971, p.84), although in thoae achaaaa 
tha aaabara of tha aequencea ara objacta rather than clasaes of objacts.
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2.1.4 Tha Batla Claaa and P« Facto Unit«
It la apparant that tha loaest claaa C, haa a apacial rola in tha 
achaaa. It providaa unit building blocks for tha raat of tha ordar. Aa ms 
hava aaan thara Mill ba at laaat ona aaabar of C2 conatructad froa two of 
thaaa blocks, and aora ganarally thara Mill ba at laast ona aaabar of C(4.t 
constructed by adding one of these blocks to a aaabar of C,. The idea of 
extensive aeasureaent as counting coaaa in vary naturally at this point. 
Dataraining the value for aaabera of any given class aay ba thought of in 
terms of counting those unit blocks. It need not bo construed as counting 
them directly. Indeed Mith Mall detarainad orders characterized as they 
hava bean so far direct counting Mill not usually ba possible. In general 
an arbitrarily chosen aaaber of class Cn Mill not actually be coaposad of 
n aaabars of C,. It aay be a molecule Mith faNar, larger coaponants or 
indeed it aay ba an atoa. Rather Me aay think of tha counting in tha saaa 
sense as in counting money. Thara Me treat individual coins and notes as 
atoms, and the total value of some amount of cash is found by adding tha 
values of its constituent atoms. Tha total is tha number of unit coins to 
Mhlch tha cash is equivalent. It is in this nay that tha objects in Ct sat 
a natural unit for tha calibration! and aaasurlng any other object aaounts 
to counting tha number of these unit objects needed to construct another 
equivalent to it.
This natural unit is in general distinct froe a conventional unit 
associated Mith a scale standard. In normal usage in aeasureeent the tera 
’unit" rarely, if ever, refers to the smallest aeaber of a calibrated set 
of objects. Adoption of the metre as a unit of length, for example, does
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not restrict ut to aeasuring lengths only in eultiplee of a eetre. This it 
becauae it it coaeon practice to aetign the nuaber 1 to aoae elate other 
than Ct and at a result of this fractional values inevitably arise. Very 
often the choice is to assign it to that class one of Mhose aeabers, or 
subset of aeabers, provides a defining standard for the calibration. But 
this is siaply a aatter of convenience and is by no aeans always followed. 
A trivial departure is seen in the tera “Hr i logr aaae" for the standard of 
east. Or consider the standard of length for the aetric systea. For over 
half a century it was a certain platinua-iridiua bar kept in Paris which 
was assigned the value 1 on the aetre scale. In 1961 this bar was replaced 
as the standard by the wavelength of certain radiation froa krypton atoas. 
At the change this wavelength was assigned not the value 1 but the value 
6.097B0211 x 10 7, on the aetre scale. Again this was done siaply for 
convenience. The latter value corresponded, as closely as it was possible 
to ascertain, to the value under the old standard, and adopting it averted 
the need for changes to other existing values. To eaphasize the nature of 
the distinction we shall refer to the conventional units, those in which 
the result is expressed, as dt jurt units, and those which correspond 
with the class of saallest eleaents, as dt fteto units. Me shall refer 
to the class C, as the basis class.
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2.2 Beala Conatructlon
In Bactlona 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 aa have vieaed «6 in i tio calibration 
alaply aa a procadura for aaalgning nuaarical valuaa to a glvan finita aat 
of objacta aithout ragard for any objacta not In tha aat. Ha noa turn to 
tha aattar of «cala conatructlon. In thia largar antarprlaa calibration 
(of aoaa finita aat) ia aaant to próvida a baaia for aaalgning valuaa to 
any objact ahich haa tha aaaaurabla attrlbuta lnvolvad, ahether or not lt 
ia a aaabar of tha originai aat. Thara ara tharafora not ona but tao sata 
of objacta to ba conaidarad. Tha flrat la tha callbratad aat itaalf, ahich 
aa ahall rafar to aa a C-sat. The othar ia tha aat of all objacta to ahich 
tha acala la auppoaad to apply, all tha candldatea for aaaauraaant on that 
acale, irreapective of ahich ara actually aeasured. Ha ahall cali thia an 
S-sat. Thara ia not in generai a unlqua C-aat for a givan acala. Indaed 
onca a acala haa baan establiahed on tha baaia of aoaa C-aat, aubaequent 
aaaauraaant of othar objacta aay be aaan aa a aaana of anlarging tha C-aat 
by tha incorporation of noa aaabera. On tha othar hand aa aay think of an 
S-aat aa uniquely dataralnad by tha eeaaurlng oparation on ahich tha acala 
ia definad, lt ia thè largeat aat A for ahich, under tha ralavant 
intarpratation, tha atructure <A, fc, o> satisfiea tha appropriata axioaa.
Tha obvioua polnt ia that in any givan caaa tha tao typaa of aat 
aay bava diffarant atructures. Any C-aat ia nacaaaarily finita. Tha total 
of acta of aaaauraaant that bava aver baan perforaad and tha total of 
thinga that bava aver baan aaaaurad on any acala can no doubt ba vary 
larga but thay are finita. An S-aat on tha othar hand can ba aithar finite
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or infinite. A possible example of a finite S-aet ie that for ease. It eay 
be the caee that all eatter it constructed froe indivisible fundaeental 
particles, and that there is only a finite nueber of these particles in 
the Universe. It is in principle possible for the ehole 8-set to be 
calibrated but in eost if not all cases of genuine Interest it is 
practically iepossible. Thus any C-set is a proper subset of the 8-set. An 
exaeple of an Infinite S-set is that for length. Me noreally assuee that 
there is an infinity of space intervals all of which have length and are 
eligible to be eeasured on a scale of length. In the case of an infinite 
8-set it is of course necessarily true that any C-set is a proper subset.
In the light of this let us stipulate the following condition for 
the successful construction of a scale of neasureeent for a specified 
extensive property.
V It suit be possible to select froa the S-set a C-set on which a
eall deterained order Ct, Cff... can be established such that it is 
then possible to assign any further object subsequently selected 
froa the S-set to one of the classes Ct, C3, etc.
On the face of it the idea that this eight be applicable across the whole
range of extensive eeasureeent does not look very proaising. For a good
eany properties there will be a significant eiseatch between the structure
of the 8-set and that of any C-set selected froa it. There are two
necessary (though not sufficient) conditions for establishing a well
detereined order on a set, naaely that (a) the set has a seallest aeeber,
and (b) the set of equivalence classes is denuaerable. These hold for any
C-set, following trivially froe the fact that a C-set is finite, but
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whether or not they hold for tho S-aot it open to investigation for any 
particular property, (a) Mill not be true, for exaaple, if objecta can be 
divided without liait, and if the fragaenta produced at each divieion are 
also aeeuaed to be aeabere of the 8-set. For then it Mill apparently 
always bo poeeible to select a further object saallor than any aeaber of 
tho current C-set. (b) will not hold in the case of properties whose 
aagnitudes vary continuously. Mhon a rod expands on heating, its length 
changing from L, to La say, it is usual to assuae that its length varies 
continuously within the interval defined by t, and La. That is to say the 
rod passes through an infinite nuaber of distinct states whose order type 
is that of the real nuabers. (In aany cases both (a) and <b) are thought 
to fail together but they are independent. The order can be countable 
without there being a saallest eleaent - the order type aay be that of the 
rationale - and conversely noncountabl1ity is coapatible with the 
existence of a saallest eleaent.)
I hope to show that, despite appearances, it is possible to go soae 
considerable distance towards accoaaodating these differences between the 
two types of set in the construction of a well deterained order. I shall 
use two general arguaents in support of this.
One is, granted that they do exist, the troublesoae features of the 
S-set are expected to show up only under ideal conditions. The occurrence 
of indefinitely saall objects can at aost affect the calibration only if 
the aeasureaent operation is perfectly sensitive. But such conditions are
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iapoaaibla to obtain in practica. Tha oparatlonal taata which ara uaad to 
conatruct tha ordar act, aa it wara, aa a aalactor or filter fro* tha 
S-aat to tha C-set, and wa can ahow that liaitationa in aanaitivlty or 
othar experiaental defects hava tha effect of distorting or of obscuring 
certain features of tha S-set in tha process.
Tha second arguaent, if succaasful, supersedes tha first. It is 
that, given that any C-sat is finite, there ara features of tha structure 
of the 8-set that would be inaccessible to aaasuraaant art» under ideal 
oxpor inontnl conditions. Ha cannot discover in a finite nuiber of tests 
that in relation to so*a given property there ara indefinitely saall 
objects or that it is capable of continuous variation. This, I shall 
argue, gives rise to doubts about tha intelligibiliy of notions like 
indefinitely saall objects and perfect sensitivity of aeasuring 
operations.
First I shall discuss briefly, in 2.2.1, a situation that is free 
of this problea, that of so-called quantized properties. I shall then deal 
with the problea of indefinitely saall objects and continuity in 2.2.2 to 
2.2.4.
2.2.1 Structural and Non-8tructural Quantlzation
For quantized properties condition V appaars to hold in a very 
straightforward way. These properties are suppoeed to be availabla only in 
aaounte that are intégral values of a fundaeental quantua or unit. A prise
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exaaple it electric charge. Thit ie believed to occur only in eultiplee of 
a batic quantua of charge equal to that on the proton or, if no ignore the 
difference in sign, to that on the electron. The existence of charges of 
opposite polarity is a coaplication but it does not spoil the illustration 
in any wayi ms can confine our attention to positive charge. According to 
aodern atoaic theory any positive charge residing on a body is due to the 
presence of unbalanced protons. If there are n of thea, the total charge 
is (n x o) where e is the value of the proton charge. The applicability of 
rule V to this is obvious. 6iven a suitably sensitive aeasuring operation, 
so that differences in aagnltudo as saall as e are detectable, conditions 
for a well deterained order are coapletely satisfied. There is basis class 
Ct whose aeabers are protons and other bodies which bear a single 
unbalanced proton, and in general the aeabers of class Cn are bodies of 
charge (n x e). This is a paradiga case. The proton charge is the de facto 
unit, although the de jure unit aost coaaonly eaployed is the couloab, 
which is equivalent to 6.241457 x 10*a protons. And it is clear that for 
exaaples like this the cardinality of the 3-set, finite or infinite, is 
isaaterial. The account is the sane whether there is a finite or an 
infinite nuaber of protons in the Universe.
In the case of quantized properties the existence of a class of 
■aallest eleaents is due to characteristics of the property itself, or at 
least of the sorts of entity which possess the property. Quantization of 
charge, if true, is not a product of the aeasureaent operation, but is a 
fact about charged objects. Me could perhaps refer to it in this context
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at structurai quantization in that it ia a conaaquanca of atructural 
propartiaa of tha total aaaauraaant ayataa.
Ha next auat conaidar tha caaa of non-quantisad propartiaa. Up to 
thia point in our diacuaaion wo havo tandad to aaauao idaal axperiaantal 
conditiona. In tha caae of waight for exaaple thin aeana that tha balança 
that ia parfactly ayaaotrical, parfactly poiaod, parfoctly rigid, frao 
froa diaturbing influoncaa auch as draughts or vibration of tha support, 
and so on. Daparturos froa such conditiona always occur in practice, and 
in ganaral thay havo two aorta of offacta. One ia tho sotting of liaits to 
the sensitivity of the weighing operation. There ia a lower liait to 
diffarancaa in aagnituda to which tha balance can respond. Tha other is 
instability. For aoaa pairs of objecta a coaparlaon test does not always 
yield tha saao result. 1 now wish to argue that in tha abaonca of 
atructural quantization these nonstructural features of tha syatea give 
rise to a virtual or nonstructural quantization. 1 shall consider each 
type of defect, lack of sensitivity, and lack of stability, in turn.
2.2.2 Sensitivity, Precision and Pa facto Units
The existence of lieits to sensitivity is a universal feature of 
coeparison procedures found throughout the whole field of aeasureaent.
They are first of all, a characteristic of direct perceptual Judgaents.
If, for exaeple, two bodies are too close in weight, we cannot Judge 
reliably which of thee is heavier than the other fron how things feel ae 
we hold one in each hand. Or again there are Halts to how saall a
diffirinci in lingth can bi ditictid by iyi, dui to liilti in Hom fini a 
lack of coincidine« bitwnn ind pointi of rodi or tiiilar larkiri can bt 
ricognizid. Thiri ari liiiti to boi anali a difforme« in intimity of tuo 
aounda can bi ditictid by iar. Exanplis can bi citid indifinitily. Thi ubi 
of iquipunt, auch aa a baiane«, or a aicrontir acriM gaugi, or a sound 
livil aitar, can incrinai our poura of diacrinination quiti conaidirably, 
and indnd it ia thi ai« of doing so Mhich viry oftin aotivatia thi 
•xpiriaintal aciintiat in disigning apparatua, or diviaing n m  uaya of 
«aking maauriainta. Nivirthiliss, honvir pnciaily «ad« or honvir 
aophiaticatid in diaign auch iquipaint nay bi, liiitationa alwaya ixiat. 
(Thia ia ao of coursi ivin with thi casi of a quantizid propirty. Mi 
assumd pirfict amsitivity in diacuaaing that, but thia ina urily to 
siaplify thi account and it ia not nudid ivin thiri. Mi n u d  aaauai only 
that thi iiasuriaint opiration ia sufficiintly smaitivi to diacriiinati 
bitiiin iliunts diffiring by a tingi» quantua. Expiriaintal tinta of thi 
quantization of chargi bica«« poaaibli with thi divilopamt of tichniquia, 
auch aa thoai in Millikan'i faaoua oil drop ixpirlamt, ihich «adì it 
fiaaibli to distinguish bitwnn chargia on oil dropa dlffiring by no «ori 
than a tingi» ilictron.)
Thi iffict at thi fundaamtal livil of liaits to amsitivity la 
failun of thi axioas of thi aiasuriaint atructuri. Conaldir for ixaapli 
thi folloiing aituation. A sit of objicta to bi calibratid conaiata of a 
nuabir of 1 ag wiighta togithir ni th ottura auitably dlatributid, ao that 
givin a sufficiintly ainsitivi baiane«, mi could obtain a Nili ditiraimd
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ordar with the 1 eg claaa aa tha basis class. Tha balanca available 
however is sensitive only to differences of 2 eg or aore. In this case the 
axions for an extensive structure do not hold for the full set of objects. 
For exaaple, given objects a of 1 eg, b of 2 eg, and c of 3 eg we will 
have a % b and b * c, but not a * c, we will have a o b * b, and so on.
The transitivity and positivity conditions (Axs. 1 and 3 of Daf.1.3) fail.
Me now iaagine an ideal procedure whereby, faced with the situation 
wo have just described, an oxperieenter trios to recover what he can in 
the following way. He analyses the results of the operational tests with a 
view to constructing soee other well detereined order in place of the one 
that he had hoped to build with a basis class of 1 ag objects. The whole 
set of objects is sifted with a view to picking out a sparser set that 
does satisfy the axioes. In the course of this analysis he discovers that 
with the balance at his disposal the best that can be done is to construct 
an order with a basis class of 2 eg objects (sob s of these eade up of 
pairs of the original 1 eg collection). He discovers that the da facto 
unit appropriate to his experieental arrangement is 2 eg. The key idea is 
that the experieenter ensures that rule V is satisfied by judicious choice 
selection froe the S-set.
In this way the experieental arrangement ieposes a basis class on 
any C-set, an effect we have referred to as "nonstructural quantization". 
This counters the threat which coees fro« the existence of indefinitely 
snail objects. Any object snaller than a eeeber of this lnposed basis
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claaa, one obtained, eay, by splitting one of iti aeabere, lie» beyond the 
■cope of the calibration procedural. Me eight have euppoied otherwise. It 
eay appear that we could continue anigning valuei to eealler and eealler 
objects by lplitting a unit object into lay two equal frageenti and giving 
each the value 0.5, aplittlng one of thoie into two equal frageenti of 
value 0.25, and eo on. But thia ii blocked by the fact there ii no way of 
knowing that the frageonti are equal, or that they belong to a lower clan 
at all. The coepariion procedure on which the reit of the calibration ii 
baaed ii, by hypotheiii, not lenitive enough to allow ui to decide thii. 
It aay be claieed that we can aoeetieei know independently that frageonti 
are equivalent! perhapi we can arrange to ipllt lyaaetrlcal object! down a 
plane of lynaetry. The reply to thii ii that any criterion that ie uaed 
will itiolf ieply aoee definite coepariion procedure. In the exaeple 
■uggeited it ii preiuppoied that there ii a mean of locating the plane of 
■yeeetry which will rely on the ability to aeaiure the object in »owe way. 
If the coepariion procedure involved ii different froe that on which the 
original calibration li baaed then the equivalence relate! to a different 
property. If it ii the iaae (e.g. auppoie we are dealing with a scale of 
length and we claie to be able to locate the centre of a unit rod in order 
to iplit it into two equal length!) then we are in conflict with the 
■uppoiition that we have already reached the lialt of diicrielnation.
The ideal procedure described above in which the experieenter 
diacoveri the dt facto unit by conitructing a well deterained order 
correspond! to the eore workaday practices by which he estimates the
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affact of tha liaita to sansitlvity on tht praciaion of tha aaaauraaanta. 
Ha can ralata tha praciaion to tha axiatanca of a dt facto unit. Conaldar 
tha fact that in practica aaaauraaanta of tha aaaa proparty ara oftan 
parforaad to diffarant dagraaa of praciaion. Supposa, for axaapla, that 
tha aaight, H, of aoaa objact la aaaaurad by tno aathoda. In tha firat a 
atandard chaaical balança la uaad and tha raault iai
(A) H - 1.246 g.
In tha aacond a aora aophiaticatad alectronic balança ia uaad and tha 
raault ia noai
(B) H ■ 1.24384 g.
In (A) tha raault ia givan, aith tha uaual convantlon for algnificant 
figuras, to tha naarast ailligraana) in (B) to tha naaraat ona-hundradth 
of a allligraaaa. In tha light of our analysis of a Hall datarainad ordar
aa can daacriba tha diffaranca bataaan (A) and (B) quita aiaply. Both of 
thaa usa tha aaaa dt Jura unita, but bacausa tha aaaauraaanta thay raport 
diffar in praciaion, bacauaa tha aiza of tha aaallaat alaaanta that can ba 
diacriminated by tha aaasuraaant procadura la diffarant in tha tno casas, 
thay diffar in thair dt facto unita. In (A) tha aaallaat alaaant la 1 ag 
in aiza, in (B) 1 x 10 a ag in aiza. Thasa aaallaat alaaanta giva tha 
raspactlva dt facto unita.
Na can if na chooaa aaka tha dt facto unita of tha aaasuraaant 
axplicit by using thaa aa tha dt Jura unita. In thls vain (A) and (B) can
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ba aritten in tha forai 
(A) N - 1246 ua,
<B') M - 124584 u„,
ahare tha unit ua la 1 ag and tha unit uB is 1 x 10 ag. That intagral 
valuaa ara non obtalnad aaraly raflacta tha fact that uaing tha da jura 
unit ai tha da facto unit of a aaaauraaant ia equivalent to aaaigning 
valuaa 1, 2, 3,... to tha classai Ct, Ca, C3,....
Thara ara occasiona whara an indication of thè liaita of preclalon 
cannot ba given so naatly Mithin thè deciaal ayataa aa thay ara in (A) and 
<B). Suppose that aith tha alactronic balanca it la poaalbla to raad 
valuaa only to tha neareat tao hundredths of a ailligraaae. Thia could 
arisi for axaapla if it had a scala graduatad in tantha of a ailligraaae 
linea it is coaaon for an observer to ba abla to interpolata to no batter 
than ona fifth of a acala intarval. In thia casa convantiona about 
aignificant figurai ara not aufficiant to convay what tha praciaion ia and 
it ia nacaaaary to indicata it aora axplicitly. Ona May la to replica <B> 
byi
(C) W - 1.245B4 + 0.00001 g.
Tha valua of H ia given aa an intarval, talea aa Midi as that undaratood 
in (B). Thia lattar could bava baan indicatad aora axplicitly byi 
(B''> N - 1.245B3 ♦ 0.000005 g.
In (C) tha da facto unit la talea that in (B), and danotlng it by uc aa 
can rearite (C) to giva tha valua of N aa an integrai aultlple of uci
(C ' > N - 62292 u .
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2.2.3 Experiaental Inatability and Error
Instability in experiaental arrangeaents appaara to affect tha 
procat» of aaaauraaant rather differently froe lneoneitivity. Typically 
ita effect is that repeated eeasureaenta of a putatively fixed quantity 
yield a spread of readings. Let us return to the exaaple of Measuring M. 
Repeated atteapts with the electronic balance could have produced a series 
of readings like*
(D) M ■ 1.24368 g
(E) M ■ 1.24392 g
(F) N ■ 1.24601 g
(8) M - 1.24373 g
etc..........
This variation reflects instability in the conditions of the experlaent.
It is standard practice to aake assuaptions about the stochastic nature of 
this phenoaenon, and on the basis of these assuaptions to derive a best 
estiaate of the value by statistical analysis. It would be usual for a 
value of N to be obtained froa the Mean, and froa the standard deviation 
about the aean, of just such a series of readings as <D>, (E).... to give 
a typical resulti
(H) W > 1.24583 * 0.00003 g
Stateaent (H) is foraally slailar to those in (A') and (B‘> of the 
last section, but despite thie it is usual to regard it as different froa 
thea in kind. The bounds in (H) are accorded a different significance froa 
those in the other two in that they are taken to indicate not Halts of 
precision but liaits of error. The underlying idea is that in the list
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<D), (E).... aach reading la ln arror, in that aach daviataa froa tha 
(unknosn) trua value of H to a graatar or letaer extent. On thia vie** 
aaaauraaant la lika ahooting at a target, Mhere features oí tha practlcal 
arrangaaenta oí tha aaaauraaant aay conspira to spoil our aia, aith a 
conséquent scattar oí resulta. It is likely that (H) also falls to stata 
tha trua value oí H but tha liaits oí error indicate bounds Mithin **hich 
this trua value is baliavad to lia Mlth a certain probability.
Tha dis t i n c t i o n  betMeen précision and arror is not alNays drawn in 
this May. It is difficult to sattle on a standard usage oí tha taras 
"précision" and "liaits oí arror" in tha literatura oí arror analysis and 
soaatiaes t h a y  ara usad lnterchangeably. (Saa, for exaaple, tha traataant 
in Barford <1989), Section i.4.) I an inclinad to think that this 
loosanass r a f l e c t s  tha fact that tha tMO concepts are such lass distinct 
than tha vieM skatchad abova aight suggast. In particular thare is ona 
c h a r a c t a r i s t i c  that randon arror has in coaaon Mith précision that is oí 
central i a p o r t a n c e  for our discussion, nasaly that it too sets liaits to 
tha fineness oí di s e r iaination that can be achiaved in tha aaasuraaant 
operation. Ha can illustrata his Mith a siapla axaapla.
Suppo s a  t h a t  a b a l a n c e  i s  axposad  t o  d r a u g h t s .  I t  i s  r a a s o n a b l e  t o  
a s s uaa  t h a t  t h i s  M i l i  a f f e c t  t h a  o u t c o a a  o f  a t e s t  o n l y  i f  t h a  tMO o b j e c t e  
b a i n g  c o a p a r a d  a r a  v e r y  c l o s e  i n  M e lg h t  so t h a t  t h a  i n s t r u a a n t  i s  n a a r l y  
a t  t h a  p o i n t  o f  b a l a n c e .  Ha s h a l l  a s s u a a  t ha  f o l l o u i n g  b a h a v i o u r .  I f  tMO 
o b j e c t e  x ,  y unde r  t e s t  d i f f a r  i n  M e ig h t  by a o r a  than  a f l x a d  a a o u n t ,  m
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aay, than aithar x tipa the balance agalnat y or alaa y tipa it against x 
but not both| rapatitiona always yield the saaa result. If on the other 
hand they differ by leas than w both outcoaaa are poaalblai we aay expect 
to obtain thee both in the course of repeated testa. This aaounta to a 
failure to discrieinate between the two objects. It la possible to reaedy 
the situation to soae extent by adopting a criterion in teras of the 
relative frequencies of the two outcoaes. This can reduce the threshold 
for discriaination, but it cannot ellainate it. Biven that only a finite 
nuaber of tests can be conducted on any pair there will be a residual 
difference w', which aay be auch less than w, but nevertheless for which 
it will not be possible to decide whether one object is heavier than the 
other. The effect of this is entirely stellar to that of failure of 
discriaination due to Insensitivity. The axioas of the foraal theory fall 
in the saae way.
The consequences for the existence of a well deterained order are 
the saae as well. The experlaental defects lead to nonstructural 
quantization. Once again we aay envisage an ideal aethod of analysis in 
which an experiaenter, faced with the spread of readings such as in the 
list (0), (E)...., sifts through the collection of objects with a view to 
finding a set which satisfies the axloas. He discovers that a well 
deterained order can be constructed with a basis set of eleaents of 
aagnitude w*. This ideal aethod corresponds at a fundaaental level with 
the statistical analysis that is likely to be undertaken in practice.
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Na can give another illuetration to eupport the view that lack of 
aenaitivity and lack of stability are alike in their effects. In the 
following idealized account of a aeasureaent we ahow how lack of 
sensitivity can lead to a randoa spread of results.
Suppose again that the set of objects being calibrated consists of 
a nueber of 1 eg weights together with others which, given an ideal 
balance, would allow us to construct a well deterained order with the 1 eg 
class as the basis class, but that the balance available is sensitive only 
to differences of 4 eg or eore. Suppose further that, in ignorance of the 
fact that the axloes do not hold on the total set, an experieentor 
attoapts to arrive at a nueerical value for an object p which in fact 
weighs 20 eg by balancing it against soeo other objects selected froa the 
set, calibrating as he goes along. The value he arrives at will depend 
very strongly on the particular selection he happens to eake. Suppose he 
chooses a, b, c and d which have the values shown in the second rowi
a, b, c, d
1 eg 1 eg S eg 10 eg
1 1 2  4
If a and b are counted as unit objects, then the others are awarded values 
shown in the third row. c is awarded the value 2 since, given the liait of 
sensitivity of the balance, it balances ab, and d is counted as 4 since it 
balances abc. But the coabinatlon abed balances p and so p is aeasured to 
be 8 units. On the other hand suppose he happens to sake a different 
selection, a, b, e, f, g, h with values as shown in the next arrayi
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• l b, «i h
1 ag 1 ag 2 ag 3 ag 4ag Bag
1 1 2 4 e 14
The valuaa attardati to thaaa ara again ahown in tha third row. a balancaa 
ab, f balancaa aba, and ao on. Tha coablnation abofgh balancaa p whlch no tu 
coaea out at 32 unita. <Ha aaauaa that, happily unaware of tha dangora, 
tha oxporlaanter carriea out only tha ainiaua nuabar of taata ao that no 
diacrapanciaa ara rovoaled). It ia aiaple to ahoa that othar aalactiona 
can lead to yat othar valuaa and a ttlde ranga of readlnga la poaaible. Ab 
in reai aeaaureaent tha exiatence of tha Bouree of arror aay coaa to light 
only becauae rapaatad readinga fall to agraa.
All thla auggeata that randoa arror can ba viewod aa axpariaental 
intentitivity in a differant guiaa. In tha light of thia wa can parhapa 
giva an alternative daacription of thia aort of arror. Ma can attributa 
variationa in readinga, auch aa thoae in (D),<E),(F), atc., not to 
aalfunctioning of thè equipaent but to an axcaaa of preciaion in tha 
nuaarical languaga in which wa raport tha aeaaureaent over what tha 
aeaaureaent procaaa la capable of dalivaring. Ma vary oftan fail to Batch 
thea axactly becauae of our lgnoranca of thè aiza of tha da facto unita.
In ao far aa it ia appropriato to daacriba thè readinga aa arronaoua at 
all, tha arror ia due to aoaathing aora akin to linguiatic iapropriaty 
than to axpariaental aaladroitnaaa. Vary oftan our ignoranca of tha 
appropriata unit ia inevitabla in advanca of obtaining a aerioa of 
aeaaured valuaa, and wa ara obligad to carry out tha aubaoquent "arror"
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•nalyaia aa a aaans of distilling inforaation about tha da facto unit 
froa tha aaaauraaanta thaaaalvaa. Adding liaita aa in <H> ia a way of 
blunting the nuaerical inatruaent, ao correcting tha initial aiaaatch 
between nuaerical prociaion and experiaental capability. Thia puta (H) 
very auch on the aaae aort of footing aa the earlier atateaenta (A') and 
(B'). No atateaent of a nuaerical reault ia coaplete if it doea not 
include an indication of the liaita of preciaion, either explicitly or, by 
a correct uae of aignificant figurea, iaplicitly. Due regard for thia la 
streaaed in the training of experiaental phyaiciata.
2.3 Structural veraua Honstructural Quantization
The central point of the discussion of the last few sections is 
that extensive aeaaureaent la aade possible by either structural or 
nonstructural quantization, and it waa argued that in every case one or 
other of these types always occurs. It seeas that, of tha two, structural 
quantization fits our account aore readily and it ia teapting to speculate 
that all extensive properties are quantized in this way. In addition to 
electric charge which we took as an exaaple there are other properties 
such as angular aoaontua which are currently held to be quantized. 
Adaittedly there are soae entities for which the idea of a corpuscular 
nature is very difficult to accoaaodate intuitively, perhaps aost of all 
apace and tiae. Howevar since the advent of aodern relativistic theories 
of apace and tiae we are used to the need to be wary of our intuitions in 
this area. Just as relativity theory has required physicists to face 
giving up a concept like absolute siaultaneity, which froa an intuitive
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point of vita aay onca hava taaaad inviolable, ao quantua thaory aay 
require uà to faca othar difficult potaibi1 itiaa. Angular aoaantua ia 
dafined claaaically in taraa of apead of rotation in opaca, and if it ia 
quantizad than it ia plausible to suggest that this ia a conaequence of 
quantua properties of space and tiaa. For any proparty Mhatever thara ia a 
poasibility that thara ia an undarlying structural quantization bayond tha 
liaits of precisión of current observational aethoda.
By tha saaa token, however, aith ragard to any proparty that ia 
at present supposad to ba quantizad thara ia a corraaponding poasibility 
of discovering that ahat aera thought to ba quanta can after all ba split 
into smallar amounts. Current thaory of tha aubstructura of fundamental 
partidas involvaa rafarenca to quarka, partidas ahich ara supposad to 
carry charga loaar in magnitude than that on tha proton, though so far 
thara ia no evidanca for tha axistanca of frea quarka. Ha clearly cannot 
stake an arguaent on thè truth of any particular thaory of phyalcs. Tha 
point ia aimply that meaaurement cannot próvida decisiva evidanca aither 
May as to ahethar or not any givan property ia (structurally) quantizad.
The impoasibility of daciding thia question ia not aimply a product 
of contingant experimental limltationa. It lisa daapar than that. It could 
not ba settled avan if ideal experimental conditions Mara realizable. Tha 
condition that tha set A (interpretad bara as tha S-set) has no aaallast 
sambar ia aquivalant to saying that for any objact x in A thara must ba a 
further objact y such that x ia graatar than y. The folloNing condition
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must obtalm
VI <x> Oy> (x > y)
Sine* A la infinite VI can naithar ba confirmed nor disconflreed in 
finitely aany eapirical teats.
For the very saae reason, we could not even discover that we Mere 
fortunate enough to have a perfectly sensitive exporiaental arrangement at 
our disposal. The difficulty about the concept of perfect sensitivity in a 
measuring operation, as far as mo intuitively understand it, is that it 
cannot be expressed solely in operational terms. VI is a strong condition 
on the sensitivity of the operation as mail as on the membership of A. It 
is a sufficient condition for perfect sensitivity, but ordinarily it Mould 
not be thought of as a necessary one. Me might be Inclined to suppose that 
it is logically possible to have a perfectly sensitive instrueent even if 
the set of objects to bo measured is Insufficiently rich for perfect 
sensitivity to be required. In this situation the superlative qualities 
mould simply be redundant. Homover it is ieportant to notice that there is 
no empirical marrant for the separation of the idea of perfect sensitivity 
from that of indefinitely small objects. From an operational point of vleN 
the tmo are inextricably linked. 1 shall elaborate on this point.
He recall the problem that Mas alluded to at the start of Section 
2.1.1, namely that of giving a specification for a sell behaved balance.
In the interests of getting started on the discussion mo set this question 
aside, and simply relied on an intuitive notion of an ideal balance. At
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that point Mt parhapa understand parfact sensitivity, for exaaple, to 
iaply that thara ia no loaer liait to a différence betaeen tao aelghts 
that can ba datactad ao that tao objacta aill balança, and tharefore aill 
ba countad aa équivalant, only if thay ara exactly aqual in aeight. But 
thia goaa bayond oparational concepts. Usa of tha expression "axactly 
aqual", claarly intended to convey soaething other than sera oparational 
équivalence, alraady présupposas tha kind of aatheaatical représentation 
whose validity is at présent undar scrutiny. It is intelligible only by 
virtua of our noraal habit of thinking of aaight as a quasi-nuoerical 
variable. Hoaever froa observation of tha behaviour of tha balance aa can 
at aost astablish that an équivalence relation existe on a certain set of 
abjects. If the appropriât» axioas ara obayed aa ara in a position to 
describa tha balance as aall bahavad, but aall behaved relative to the set 
of objecte in question. Ne aight say that lt is sufficiontly stntitivt 
rtlêtivt to A. This is tha beat that can ba dona froa an oparational 
standpoint. So aith the tara "parfact sensltlvity*. It can indlcata no 
aora than that a aeaauring operation is sufficiently sensitive relative to 
a set ahlch has lndefinitely saall eleaents. Thara seeas no alternative 
but to regard VI as a spécification of parfact sensitivlty just as auch as 
it is of indefinita saallneos.
Tha conversa of this is that if VI dosa not hold for a partlcular 
proparty thara la nothing to dlctata ahlch of tha tao coaponents of tha 
systea - tha set of objecte or tha aeasuraaant operation - should ba hald 
responslbla. Conslder agaln tha axaaple of quantlzatlon of charge. Tha
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oxiatenca of a quantua of charga la uaually thought of in teraa of tha 
atructura (or parhapa lack of atructura) of protona or alactrona. But all 
aathoda of aaaaurlng charga ara baaad on tha lntaractlon of tha aaaaurad 
charga aith tha alactrlc flald of othar chargea, and tha quantization 
could Nell ba thought of aa a function of thla interaction. If thin line 
of thought ia correct than I think that tha diatlnction that ae have 
freely aaauaad in the diacuaalon ao far, naaaly that betaeen atructural 
and nonatructural quantization, ultiaately aay not bo auatainablo. Na auat 
view quantization aiaply aa a feature of the total ayatoa.
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CHAPTER THREE
E X T E N S I V E  M E A S U R E M E N T  m nd  C O U N T I N S
3.0 Introduction
IT tha idaa that Mat axplorad in tha last chaptar - that Nall 
datarainad ordara provida tha propar baaia Tor extensive meaureaent - ia 
accaptabla it claarly landa atrong support to tha viau that axtansiva 
aaaauraaant ia, Tundaaantally, a process oT countingi aora precisely, that 
it is a aaans oT counting unit eleaents. In this chaptar 1 Nish to explore 
this idaa Turthar. In particular there are aoaa iaportant counter 
arguaents that aust be considered.
As was indicated in the suaaary in Chaptar I what Tolloxa in thia 
chaptar is not intended to be a coaprehensiva arguaant in Tavour oT tha 
viea that aaaauraaant is counting, let alone a coapelling one. Hhat I Nish 
to do is discuss soaa objections to tha idaa that are directly related to 
tha characteristics oT aeasureaent scales. Thera are two in particular 
that I shall discuss at soae length. Tha Tlrst is that tha adoption oT an 
additive numerical representation, on Nhich this vieN oT axtaneiva 
measurement crucially depends, is entirely conventional. The argument is 
that additivity in the representations, though intuitively appealing, is 
not dictated by the logical characteristics oT measurement and that the 
Tact that me do employ additive scales has come about, as it mere, by 
historical accident. Thus the notion oT counting cannot be an essential 
ingredient oT extensive measurement. The second objection is to the eTTect
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that although additivity in tha representation ia a nacaaaary condition 
for the counting of unita, it ia not aufficiant. Tha arguaant ia that avan 
if an extanaiva acala ia baaad on an addltiva represantation, thia doaa 
not guarantaa that an objact of aagnituda n unita on that acala can ba 
daacribad aa baing coapoaad of n alaaanta of unit aagnituda. Na ahall 
axaalna an intaraating nodal of an axtanaiva atructura which Ellis 
dascribaa and proposas as a countaraxaapla.
3.1 Ia tha Additive Rula Convantional?
3.1.1 Additiva and Nonadditiva Extanaiva Scalaa
In practica all axtansiva scalas ara baaad on additiva nunarical 
rapraaantationa. Tha fornal basis for thia was outlinad in Saction 1.1.4. 
Provided tha approprlata axions for an axtanalva atructura ara satisfied, 
a hononorphian exista fron tha anpirlcal structura <A, fc, o> into tha 
nunarical structura <Ra, ♦>. Tha additiva rula coaea fron corralating 
tha physical oparation of concatanation with tha arithaatical oparation of 
addition. Howavar other kinds of representation ara possible. These ara 
baaed on different nunarical structures, in which concatanation la 
correlated with a different arithaatical oparation. A ainple axanple coaes 
fron replacing <Re, ¿, +> by <Re, i, i> where i is tha usual nunarical 
operation of aultiplication. If there la a hononorphian froa <A, fc, o> 
into <Ra, ♦>, than there alao exists a hoaoaorphisa into tha atructura 
<Re, i, x>. He can obtain a nuaerical assignaent baaed on this if we 
replace tha additiva rula II of section 2.1.2 by a corresponding 
aultiplicativa rulai
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II' For any body x that la a coapoaita of aaparata bodlaa y and z tha
corraaponding nuabara n(x>, n(y) and n<z) ara auch that«
n <x ) ■ n <y > i n <z ).
An axt a n a l v a  acala baaad upon thia rula Mould atrlka ua aa rathar strange. 
Conaidar auch a scala for weight. All objacta Mould bo aaaignad a nuabar 
groatar than 1, tha nuabar 1 itaalf now baing raaarvod for tha oapty pan. 
If tmo oqual Moighta Mara concat a n a t o d  tho coabinad weight Mould ba tha 
square of tha value of each. A 3 kg weight, for instance, (assuaing wa
adopt the sane naaa for a unit), coabined with another 3 kg weight Mould
give a composite body of weight 9 kg. A person's weight would increase at 
a prodig i o u s  rata through childhood, and tha affects of overeating Mould 
appear vary alaraing to tho s e  nurtured on an additive scale. Tha scale 
aarkinga on tha coaaon spring balance would ba spaced logarithaically 
instead of linearly. Ha could go on indefinitely sketching in this 
unfaailiar picture.
Biailar things could be said if mb adopted this rule for scales of 
length, of tiae interval (duration), or of any other extensive quantity. 
Hith a aultiplicative scale for length, for exaaple, if the distance froa 
A to B is 4 alias, a Journey froa A to B and return to A is 16 alias In
all. Even stranger, on return to A, we are 1 alle froa where we started.
If a rod 2.23 units in length is cut in the alddle, the resulting pieces 
are each 1.5 units in length. Hith a aultiplicative scale for tiae 
interval, an individual will be 1 year old at birth. After a cyle of four 
seasons (if we choose to define the unit in this way) he will be 2 years
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of aga, aitar 2 cyclaa ha Mill ba 4, aitar 3 cyclaa ha Mill ba 8, and ao 
on. It Mill ba corract to daacriba hla am having llvad ona yaar longar 
than hit tain brothar though ha raaaina tha tana aga at hia. Ii hia aiatar 
ia born when ha ia 4 yaara old, it Mill alMaya ba corract to aay that ho 
haa livad four yaar» longer than her though tha gap in their agaa atarte 
oii at 3 and then Mldena conelderably aa tlaa goaa by.
Whatever aay ba the caaa Mith dataila of thla aort tha central 
point of tha arguaant mc are conaidering ia that aa far aa tha capacity to 
express and convey quantitative inforaation ia concerned a Multiplicative 
acala ia juat aa adequate aa an additive acala, and the aana appliaa to a 
hoot of other poaaible acales based on alternative representations.
Strange as their characte r i s t i c s  aay seen these other acales could be 
eeployod consistently. Adaittedly, it Mould be necessary to refornulate 
numerical laMs in physics and other branches of science. Host Mould bo 
aore coaplicated, aoae hideously so, though aoae others Might Meli be 
siaplified. To give Just one e x a m p l e  of the latter, there are a large 
number of experimental law» that state that some quantity varies 
exponentially Mith time. An important exaaple la the Ism of radioactive 
decay. 8uppose that a radioactive sample initially contains n c active 
atoas. If time t is measured on a conventional additive scale, then the 
nuaber of active atoas roaaining after a tiae t has elapsed is given by 
the foraulai
n ■ n 0 x e
where a is a constant dependent on the particular species of radioactive
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atoa. However if tiaa wara aaaaurad on a aultiplicativa acale thin could 
be replaced byi
n ■  n0 x t ' “ ,
where t' indicatea the tiaa value on the new scale, and b is another 
constant. This would generally be regarded as aatheaatically siapler than 
the first.
On the basis of considerations of this kind soae writers regard the 
adoption of one typo of scale rather than another as entirely a aattor of 
convention. There is nothing to coapol a particular choice. Me aay as well 
decide on grounds of convenience and select those representations that 
lead to the siaplest arithmetic or to the greatest econoey in expressing 
the laws of physics. But those are alleged to be the only possible grounds 
for a decision. As Ellis puts it "only reasons of eathoaatical sieplicity 
can guide us in the choice of a fundaeental scale* <1966, p.B3). There is 
held to be nothing intrinsically additive about an extensive property like 
length, or weight. Our attacheont to additivity, which aakes conteeplation 
of the nonadditive representations described above so disconcerting, is 
sieply a product of lifelong faailiarity with traditional aethods, and is 
no reason for awarding additive scales a unique status. To quote Krantz at 
al, ‘despite its groat appeal and universal acceptance, the additive 
representation is just one of ... infinitely eany, equally adequate 
representations* (1971, p.102).
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Non If n o ara prepared to accept the c l e i a  that nonadditive ecalea 
are equally adequate, it appeare that the idea of exteneive eeaaureaent ae 
counting can h a r d l y  be euatained. For the c l a i a  implies that Nhether or 
not a 2-kg H e i g h t  it coapoaed of tmo 1-kg p a r t s  is fixed by convention, 
and not by a n y t h i n g  characteristic of the p r o p e r t y  of Height. The idea 
that Hhen He perform a measurement on some e x t e n s i v e  property me are 
counting s o mething is seen as no sore than an incidental byproduct of our 
conventions! xs have in effect been eisled by the language of eeasureeent 
that h o  have chosen to eeploy. To suppose that a 2-kg Height is referred 
to in that n ay because it is coeposed of tno of something is sieply a 
mistake, e q u i v a l e n t  perhaps to supposing that the naee of a Booing 747 is 
intended to i n d i c a t e  the number of components in the aircraft. If in the 
make of acc e p t i n g  the claim me Here persuaded to adopt nonadditive 
representations, h o  mould find it necessary to adopt non attitudes tonards 
the numbers Involved, and in the process the illusion of counting mould 
disappear.
1 think the claia that mo cannot count mith a nonadditive scale 
needs more s u b t l e  c onsideration than has been given to it in the last 
paragraph and I shall remedy this very shortly. But the point I Nish to 
make first is this. Nhether the claim is a c c e p t e d  or not the arguaont from 
the e q u i v a l e n c e  of additive and nonadditive r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s  to the denial 
that exte n s i v e  measurement is counting does n ot mork. One Hay or another 
it begs the question at issue. If an additive scale is not essential for 
counting and a nonadditive one mill do then t h e r e  is no argument. If on
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the other hind an additive acale ia eaaential then the dale that the two 
typea are equally adequate can be eade only after it haa been eatabliahed 
that there ia no counting to be done. The arguaent la circular becauae in 
effect it goea like thia. If we ignore the need to count anything then 
nonadditive acalea are on an equal footing with additive acalea. Therefore 
there ia nothing to count.
What the arguaent haa ignored ie the poaaibility that we begin by 
recognizing that there ia aoaothing to count and that no chooae additive 
acalea to count with. If we firat grant that deteraining the weight of a 
body really doea aaount to counting the nuaber of unit eleaenta into which 
the body aay be decoapoaed then the aaauaption of additivity ia no aore 
conventional here than it la in any other context in which the arithaetic 
of counting ia uaed. The aaaertion that a 2-kg weight added to a 3-kg 
weight givea a 3-kg weight ia conventional to preciaoly the aaae extent 
that the aaaertion that 2 apples added to 3 apples gives 5 apples is 
conventional. That is to say I aa prepared to adalt that there aay be 
conventional eleaenta involved in the choice of a representation but that 
if so they are not distinctive features of extensive aeasureaent, but are 
coeeon to counting generally. By way of elaborating on thia I wish to take 
up the point froa the last paragraph about whether or not counting 
presupposes an additive scale.
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3.1.2 Additive and Nonadditive Counting Systems
A convintional eleaent in counting it tha naaes of tha nuabara. Ma 
can uaa Arabic nuaarala or Roaan nuaarala, me can count in different 
languagaa. But a changa in tha naaaa of tha nuabara ia not a change in tha 
nature of tha counting proceaa. Na are doing tha aaaa thing ahathar aa 
count in Engliah or in French. Thia ia true even in thoaa caaaa ahare tha 
changa ia aiaply a reallocation of existing naaaa in tha aaaa language.
Tha changa froa a daciaal to a binary ayataa ia Juat auch a changa, and am 
can count equally wall in both ayatoaa. Ha can iaagina aora coaplicatad 
changes. Suppose for axaapla it ware decided to replace the sequence of 
numeral* we ordinarily use - those in roa (a) - by tha alternative sat 
shown in (b).
(a) 0 1 2 3 4 3 ......
<b> 1 2 4 0 16 32 ......
This syatea aould be aora difficult to use. Tha rule for generating tha 
next nuaeral after any given one in (b> la certainly aora coaplex than for
(a), involving as it does a process ahich bears a close raaaablanca to 
ahat aa knoa as aultiplication by 2. To help thaa aith this, and aith 
addition generally, children brought up under tha naa ragiaa aould have to 
learn ahat aould no doubt coaa to be called addition tables. In general 
rather more mental agility aould be called for than aa are accustomed to 
in arithmetic. Nevertheless this naa syatea could be used consistently, 
and in particular aa could count aith it perfectly aell.
Noa tha changa from (a) to (b) is a changa in tha system of 
counting that is entirely analogous to tha change froa tha additive to tha
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aultiplicativa rapraaantatlon for a acala of weight (l.a. tha changa froa 
rula II of Saction 2.1.2 to rula II' of thia taction) that we diacuaaad at 
an axaapla at tha baginning of tha taction. Alternatively however, it can 
ba daacribod aa a chango in tha languaga. For anyona roarod only in tho 
knowledge of (b), tha nuaeralt in that toquanca will have the aaaa aeaning 
as the corresponding nuaarals in (a) have for ut. Ha will ba at happy in 
the belief that ha hat 32 fingen on each of hit 4 handa, aa wa are in 
accepting that we have a total of aaraly 10. Froa hit point of view (b) la 
in a new languaga. On tha other hand an individual who atarta off with (a) 
as hit first nuaerical language aay be tore inclined to tea (b) in tarea 
of an arithaotical tranaforaation within tha aaaa languaga. At least to 
begin with ha will aaka regular use of the tranaforaation relation!
n (b) ■ 2"“ ’
However we can expect that with practice ha will rely on this laaa and 
leas. Thera will coaa a tiae for axaaple whan, on being told that tha 
nuaber of guasta invited to dinner haa gone up froa 64 to 128, instead of 
nervously doing aoae aantal arithaatic, ha iaaediataly enquires who the 
extra parson is. As the result of continued use (b> is seen leas and lass 
as a transforaation of (a) and aora as a new nuaerical language. At the 
point at which ha can dispense with the tranaforaation relation, and 
aental arithaetic is unnecessary, the process is coaplete. He has becoae 
bilingual and translation is no longer needed. When he roaches the point 
of using the sequence (b) to count directly, he has in effect pressed the 
new nuaorals into the saao service as the old and by doing so has 
converted the sequence into an additive sequence. It has becoae suitable
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for counting by virtue of boing used for counting. Coaaon, if trivial, 
exaaples of this sort of thing occur with aathoda of acoring in soee 
games. Conaidar tha aaquanca IS, 30, 40 froa tannia. If aoaaona faailiar 
with tha gaaa ia inforaad that tha acora atanda at 40-13 ha recognizaa 
without affort that 4 pointa hava baan playad.
Suppoaa wa now labal (a) and <b), aa wall wa alght Initially ba
inclinad to do, aa additiva and non add it iva counting ayataaa, in parallel
with our exaaples of additive and nonadditiva aeaaureaent acalaa. What ia 
tha iaport of theaa labala? What diatinction do they actually aignify? We
hava aaen that both ayataaa can ba uaad for addition, in that they both
incorporate auitabla operationa for tha purpoae. To put the quaation 
another way, how would aoaaona unfaailiar with either ayataa know which 
way round to put tha labala? He aight, after aoae exaaination, decide that 
one waa aiapler to uae than tha other, though even then hia daciaion aight 
well depend on tha characteriatica of hia own counting ayataa. In any caae 
it ia not clear how aiaplicity of aanipulation can bo relevant. Would wa 
withhold tha epithet “additive" froa tha Roaan systea of nuaerala on the 
grounda that it ia worao than both of thaa in thia reapoct? 1 think that 
tha only ground for labelling (b) aa nonadditiva ia that ite addition 
operation ia not the aaaa aa (a)'a. Thla la a foraal diatlnction aada in a 
fixed language and rendera tha notion of additivity entirely relative. We 
are entitled to atato that if the teraa of aequoncea (a) and (b) belong to 
the aaae language than sequence (b) is nonadditive relative to (a).
Equally we are entitled to say that <a) ia nonadditive relative to <b).
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Tha distinction in quaition it claar only if the teras used in each ayataa 
have a fixed leaning. It hae no leaning otherwise. Thus, at an inforial 
level the distinction is vitiated at the very point at which we start to 
treat the sequences as counting systeis. In the act of using the sequences 
to count with wo proioto shifts in loaning which destroy the assumption on 
which the distinction was based.
I suggest that the position is the saie with respect to nonadditivo 
scales for extensive loasureiont. Foreally wo can recognize the difference 
between an additive and a nonadditivo scale in tens of the relation to 
our prisent numerical systei. If it were insisted that for length, say, we 
adopted the lultiplicative scale that was described earlier in this 
section, we could sake consistent use of it. But this does not prejudice 
the claii that length leasureient is counting. After sufficient practice 
with the new scale we would be inclined to attach to the numbers on the 
new scale the same significance that went with the nuebors they had 
replaced on the old scale. Ne would become accustomed to the fact that a 
rod 25 units long can be split into two pieces (assuiing now that "two" 
has its traditional meaning) 5 units long. Me would come to recognize that 
in this context 25 units is twice as much as 5 units. Mhat started off 
looking like a now scale, is later revealed as the old one in disguise. In 
the act of using the new scale to eake measurements, wo bring about those 
shifts in meaning which tend to eliminate the distinction we started with. 
I conclude that the existence of nonadditive scales is no way threat to 
the view that extensive measurement involves counting.
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3.2 la tha Method of Concatenation Convantlonal?
3.2.1 Inch«» and Dinchta
1 noN Hi ah to conaidar tha aacond of tha poaaibla objactiona to tha 
viaM of axtanaiva aaaauraaant aa counting. Ma ahall diacuaa an intriguing 
example of an axtanaiva atructura, firat daacribad by Ellia (i960), for 
Mhich, apparantly, tha counting idaa doaa not work. It ia a atructura for 
langth aaaauraaant, involving an unorthodox aathod of concatenating roda. 
We can baat explain tha argument Hith reference to tha formal propartlaa 
of tha atructure <A, fc, o>. Ellis pointa out a posaible interpretation of 
tha concatenation operation for thia atructura Mhich ia different from tha 
one that ia traditionally aaaumed, Mhich nevertheleaa aatiafiaa tha aaaa 
axioma, and therefore, ha claiaa, yielda an alternative additive aeaauro 
of length. He then pointa out that thia nee acale faila to confore Mith 
the picture that Me have tried to paint above of extenaive aeaaureaent aa 
a method of counting unit eleaenta. He firat give the detaila of thia 
example.
Hia rule of concatenation ia thia. The object x o y ia formed by 
placing x and y end to end ao that the line Joining the extremitiea of x 
ia perpendicular to the line joining the extreeitiea of y. If x and y are 
both alngle rode, the object x o y ia aa shonn in Fig.3.1. (Figa.3.1 to 
3.7 are on the folloeing page.) If a further rod z la then concatenated 
Mith x o y according to thia rule ao forming the object (x o y) o z the 
reault la aa ahoen in Fig.3.2. It ia foreed by aetting z at right anglea 
to the line joining the enda of x o y. Theae compoaite objecta nay be
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coapared with othara. The interpretation of fc in thia achaae involvea 
coaparing what we aight call the aajor chorda of the objacta, naaaly the 
atraight line« between their extreaities. Thia aethod of coapariaon ia in 
effect a generalized veraion of that eaployed for atraight roda alone. For 
a «ingle rod the aajor chord liea along the rod itaelf, for the object in 
Fig.3.1 the aajor chord ia the hypotenuae LM, for that in Fig.3.2 it ia 
the line LN, and ao on.
Ellia'a arguaent dependa upon the fact that the new interpretationa 
of t and o endow the atructure <A, fc o> with the aaae foraal propertiea aa 
before. That la to aay the axioaa of Def.1.3 are atlll aatlafled. It aay 
be thought on initial inapection that difficulty will ariae with aeeting 
the requireaenta of weak aaaoclatlvity and weak coaautativity of o. The 
concatenation operation ia aequential in nature and if aaaociatlvity and 
coaautativity are both thought of in teraa of the apatial configuratione 
that the concatenation operation producea it ia aeen that aignlficant 
differences ariae froa differences in ordering. For exaaple, suppose we 
change the order that leads to the object in Fig.3.2 by first joining y 
and z to fora y o z, and then joining this object with x to give 
x o (y o z). The result is aa shown in Fig.3.3. The objects in Figs.3.2 
and 3.3 are plainly different in shape. However eleaentary application of 
Pythagoras's Theorea shows that their aajor chorda are equal in length. 
Hence Axloa 2 of Def.1.3 is satisfied. The aaae la true for coaautativity. 
Suppose that we change the order by first laying down z and then joining 
the (already foraed) x o y to it to give z o (x o y). The result is shown
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in Fig.3.4. There are in Fact six diatinct configuration» that can be 
obtainad with thraa rods. Tha othar thraa ara shown in Figs.3.S to 3.7. 
And incidentally tha variety ia richer than thaaa diagraaa auggaat. They 
portray planar configurations, but there ia no intention to reatrict tha 
concatenation operation in thia way. For axaapla, in Fig.3.2 rod z aay ba 
rotated freely about the axia LM. Thua a tere auch aa (x o y) o z atanda 
for a whole set of three dieenaional object* of which tha object in 
Fig.3.2 ia a degenerate two dieonaional case. Again uaing Pythagoraa'a 
Theoree we way »how that the aajor chorda of all objecta in Flga. 3.2 to 
3.7 are the aaae length. Thia ia aufficient to eeet the requireaonta of 
Def.1.3.
Ellia now auppoaea that a nueerical repreaentation ia deviaed for 
thia acheae in an entirely aiailar way to that for the eore orthodox one. 
One object (or rather an equivalence claaa of objecta) ia choaen aa the 
atandard, and given a unit naee - he auggeata 1 dinch (abort for "diagonal 
inch") aa an exaapla. An object foreed when two dinch-long objecta are 
joined at right anglea then haa a length of 2 dinchea (in the new aenae of 
"length" baaed aa we have atipulated on a coepariaon of aajor chorda). If 
a third dinch-long object ia joined to thia in the preacrlbed faahion the 
reaulting object ia 3 dinches in length, and ao on. Aa well aa coapoaite 
objecta, (i.e. aoleculoa), we can of courae have atraight roda, (i.e. aore 
atoas) of lengths 2 dinchea, 3 dinchea, and so on. A 2 dinch rod for 
exaeple ia one that just watches the aajor chord of the object foreed by 
the two 1 dinch rods (which is the aaee as the diagonal of a 1 dinch
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■quart). And aitilarly for highar valuta. Tht rtlation btttttn valuta on 
thla acalt and thoat on tht nortal acalt it aitplt to atatt. Aaauting for 
aitplicity that tht aatt atandard ia uatd for tach, i.t. thati
1 dinch ■ 1 Inch,
than wt havt tht rilatloni
n dinchta ■ /n inchta.
Thua thla ttthod allow» tht conatructlon of a acalt which apptara to bt an 
alttrnativt acalt of langth and which ia not lintarly rtlattd to tht uaual 
■calta.
Nt could of courat havt conatructad thia naw acalt on tha baaia of 
our nortal inttrpratationa of fc and o, by producing a fully dtttrtintd 
ordir aa bifora, but than opting for a nonaddltlva rapraaantatlon. Ma 
could aitply havt aaaigntd tht nutbtra fl, /2, /3, ate. to claaata Ct, Ca, 
C3, ate. of our original ordir. [An iaportant ditail ia that wt cannot 
accoaaodata all tht roda frot Ellla'a ordir in thia ona. If hia C4 ia tht 
aata at oura than no objtcta frot hla datata Ca or C3 apptar anywhtrt in 
our ordir. Our Ca ia hia C,, our C3 ia hit C, and ao on. Thtrt art iaauaa 
of incotttnaurabi1ity involvad hart. Howavar 1 do not ballava that thay 
itpingt upon tht argutant at thia point.! But tht taatntial point about 
Ellia'a aathod of construction la that not only art tha ttplrical 
foundationa formally similar to thoat for tht uaual acalt, but alio tht 
nuttrical aaalgnaant ia aadt according to an additivi rula. Formally, 
thtrafora, tht two acalta art on an aqual footing.
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Tha existence of this nan acala now challangaa tha idaa that 
aaaauring tha langth of a rod Involves counting unit alaaanta. For the 
poaaibility of vieaing it thia Nay aaaaa to depend on Nhich acale ia 
adopted. As Ellis points out a straight rod n inches long can be divided 
into n sections each 1 inch long, but a straight rod n dinches long cannot 
siailarly be divided into n sections each 1 dinch long. For exaeple if rod 
AB, eith M i d p o i n t  H, is 4 dinches long it is coaposed of only tuo 1 dinch 
sections, AM and HB. A rod 2 dinches long decoaposes into tNO half-dinch 
rods.
E l l i s  a r gue s  t h a t  ns c anno t  e s cape  t h i s  c on sequen ce  s i a p l y  by 
r e j e c t i n g  t h e  nan s c a l e  on gr ound s  o f  i t s  l a c k  o f  i n t u i t i v e  a p p e a l .  The 
a l t e r n a t i v e  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s  o f  fc and o aay  N e l l  s e e s  u n n a t u r a l  and ee a r e  
c e r t a i n l y  a o r e  c o a f o r t a b l e  N i t h  t h e  i d e a  t h a t  t h e  c o a b i n e d  l e n g t h  o f  t a o  
r o d s  i s  e x h i b i t e d  Nhen t h ey  a r e  abu t t e d  a l o n g  a s t r a i g h t  l i n e  t h a n  N i t h  
t h a t  of  t h e  r e c t a n g u l a r  a e t hod .  But  t h i s  he d i s a i s s e s  as  a " f e e l i n g " ,  t h e  
r e s u l t  o f  o u r  t h i n k i n g  hav in g  been " c o l o u r e d  by our  u p b r i n g i n g " .  On h i s  
v iew  our  i n t u i t i o n s  about  t h i s  a a t t e r  owe auch t o  t h e  p s y c h o l o g i c a l  
c o n d i t i o n i n g  o f  c h i l d h o o d  l e a r n i n g ,  and n o t h i n g  t o  t h e  l o g i c a l  f e a t u r e s  o f  
a e a s u r e e e n t ,  and i n  no Nay j u s t i f y  r e j e c t i o n  o f  t h e  neN s c a l e  as  l e s s  
a p p r o p r i a t e  t o  l e n g t h  a e a s u r e a e n t  than t h e  t r a d i t i o n a l  one .
I have teo arguaents against these conclusions. The first is that 
although Ellis's nee scale aay be a legitiaate scale there is no reason to 
suppose that it is alternative to the noraal scale of length. The second
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ia that It ia not tha cata that aeaauraaanta on hla acala cannot bo 
conatrued in toras of counting oleaanta. I ahall alaborata on aach.
3.2.2 Ara dinchaa unita of langth?
Tha first point concoma tha quaation of what proparty tha naa 
scala actually aoaauraa. Ellia aaauaaa that it ia an altarnativa acala for 
length, but it ia by no aaana clear that thia ia right. What hia arguaenta 
show is that there are two different interpretations under which tha 
structure <A, t, o> satisfies tha saaa sat of axioas. This is clearly not 
sufficient for the corresponding aaasurabla properties to be identified 
with each other since the saao thing applea to a whole range of different 
interpretations which are associated with different extensive properties.
If A is a set of roda and fc and o are interpreted in the standard way in 
teres of operations with a balance, then <A, i, o> satisfies the saae axioas 
but we do not deduce that a scale of weight is an alternative to a scale 
of length. There oust be a stronger relation between two interpretations 
for thee to be counted as detoraining the saee property. Mould it be 
sufficient for the two to produce the sane ordering of A? This would rule 
out counting weight and length as the sane, since if A contains rods of 
various thicknesses or nade of various naterials, the weight order and 
length order would in general be different. However it would not exclude 
other pairs of properties that we recognize as different. If A is a set of 
pendulues and if t and o are interpreted in the usual way for (i) length 
neasureaent, and (ii) tiao aeasureaent, then the ordering of A is the saae 
for both cases. And yet length is not tiao.
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It 1« perhaps in the epirit of Ellie'e discussion, though I do not 
think that it is aade explicit, that the two interpretations in question 
differ only in the significance attached to the concatenation tern o and 
that fc is the saae for both cases. The idea could be that it is this tere, 
or the interpretation of it, it is the ordering relation alone, that fixes 
the property. The nature of the concatenation operation is ieeaterial 
provided that it leaves the axioas satisfied. However, even supposing this 
point is granted, the claie that fc has the saae aeaning in the exaaples we 
are coaparing is dubious. Let us denote fc in the standard systea, based on 
linear concatenation, by fca, and that in the Ellis's systee by fca. As we 
saw involves coaparing aajor chords, the straight line distance between 
extreaities. Now when both of the objects under coaparison are single 
straight rods the aethods of and fca are equivalent but this does not 
give thea the saae aeaning. For suppose that we keep to the rectangular 
aethod of concatenation but adopt as an alternative to the aethod of 
coaparing objects which is illustrated in the following exaaple. Two 
objects such as x and y in Fig.3.8 (Figs.3.0 to 3.10 on next page) below 
are set with extreae points L, L' in coincidence and sections LH, L'H' 
along the saae axis, x is then rotated about h until the position in 
Fig.3.9 is reached. Then y is rotated about M' to give the position of 
Fig.3.10. In this final position N extends beyond N' and this is expressed 
by xfcFy. It would be tedious to foreulate a general rule, but the sense of 
fcF is clear froa this exaaple. It aaounts to a coaparison of the coabined 
lengths - lengths in the orthodox sense - of the coaponent rods. The aain 
point is that fcF as well as is equivalent to fca when two straight rods
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art coaparad. But ia cartainly not tha aaaa ralation aa I conclude 
that there are no grounds for regarding as the saae as and therefore 
no grounds for supposing that they order A according to the saee property. 
It nay Mali be that straight rods have sone property, hitherto unnoticed 
but non revealed by which increases nonotonically with their length, 
but there is no nore reason to identify this new property with their 
length than there is to identify the area of a circle with its dianeter.
3.2.3 Can dinches be counted?
The points nade so far in this section do not conpletely dispatch 
the difficulties which appear to stee fron Ellis's exanple. There still is 
the problen that whether or not the dinch scale is a scale of length it is 
a scale for sone extensive property. It still nay be a counter-exanple 
therefore to the clain that extensive neasurenent is counting. He still 
face the problen that although the dinch scale has inpeccably additive 
foundations, we cannot split a 2 dinch rod into two 1 dinch rods.
Ellis argues on the basis of this exanple that the view that 
extensive neasurenent is counting is mistaken. He attributes the view to a 
nisconception of what a unit is.
It is thought that if one object possesses a unit of a certain 
quantity and another object also possesses a unit of that quantity,
then the two objects together nust possess two units..... Thus it is
thought that fundamental measurement is simply a matter of counting
units..... [But] a physical object, or group of physical objects
cannot bo said to contain so many units of length (inches, say) in 
the sense that a basket can be said to contain so many eggs.
( 1966,p .89)
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My reply to thia i» that Ma do not claia to ba counting unita. Ma ara 
counting objacta, unlt objacta. Mhan Ma aaaaura thè langth of a rod Ma ara 
not counting eilliaatres, uà ara counting ai 11iaatra-long bita of rod.
Mhan Me Meigh a lump of coppar Ma ara not counting a illigraaaes, Ma ara 
counting ai 1 1 i g r a a a e-aizad piacea of coppar. The t e c h n i q u e  ia Mail 
underatood in banka, M h ere it ia coaaon practica to uae a balance to count 
coppar coina in a bag.
The fact atill raaaina that if Ma aaaaura tha langth of a atraight 
rod to ba 2 dinches, thara ara not tao 1 dinch aections in tha rod to be 
countad up. One May of daaling Mith thia Mould ba to conceda that thara 
ara not tao unit elementa in thè rod itaelf, and to accapt that tha 
aeaaureaent doaa not count bita of thè rod. Inatead Ma could ba contant 
aith tha claia that tha aeaaureaent counta tha nuabar of unit roda that 
Mould be naadad to conatruct an objact aqual in langth to tha ona baing 
aeaaured. That ia atraightforward. A 2 dinch rod ia aqual in langth to tao 
1 dinch roda joined at right anglas. Ellia auggests that thia ia not 
satisfactory since tha L-shaped structure foraad by tha coabination ia not 
itaelf a atraight rod. It ia not an objact "of tha aaaa sort". 1 do not 
think that ha ia antitlad to thia coaplaint, hoMever. According to his 
account both tha atraight rod and tha L-shaped structure ara aaabara of 
tha set A, in Mhich indafinitaly aany othar shapes ara aleo representad, 
and they both bave langth. Thia ia aaaeness of sort anough. To find tha 
diversity of ahape objactionabla ia sursly to quaation tha legitiaacy of 
thè concatenation operation that produces it. Mhan devising a scala of
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aaight aa do not inaiat that if wa atart off Hith only objacta that are 
circular braia diaca with a knob in the centra then the concatenation of 
t h o  of thee auat produce a brats diac Hi th a knob in the centra. Thua, 
aora generally, ne aay fall back on the poaition that in eaking a 
aaaaureaant we are not neceaarily counting the unit objacta that coapriae 
the aaaaurad object itaelf but counting thoae that nould be needed to 
build up an object of the aaee eagnitude.
However I not think that h o  are obliged to eake even thin email 
concession. It is necessary only if h s  take an unduly restricted view of 
nhat the unit elements that we are atteapting to count must be. The 
initial objection rests on the vies that the unit elements to be counted 
must bo bits of the physical structure of the object which possesses the 
property being measured. This may be so in soae cases, but as a general 
statement it is plainly false. There is no difficulty in thinking of the 
weight of a lump of brass as the sun of the weights of the unit sized 
pieces into which it can be cut. But the time period of a simple pendulua 
is never supposed to bo the sum of time periods of a set of smaller 
pendulums which can bo obtained by cutting up the larger one. Indeed given 
that the time period of a simple pendulum does not vary linearly with its 
length there seems to bo no way even to contrive this. In this latter case 
the eoasurable entity is a time interval defined by the swing of the 
pendulum and what it may be decomposed into is smaller tine intervals. So 
it is with the objects of Ellis's system. The measurable entity is an 
interval in space defined by the extremities of the object, and, according
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to tha prescription for concatanation in thla systaa, an intarval 2 
dinchaa long, ahether dafinad by tha axtraaitiaa of a atraight rod or a 
bant ona, is coaposad of tao intarvals at right anglas, aach 1 dinch long.
I concluda tharafora that the existance of tha dinch scale does not 
threaten tha idea that extensive aaasuraaent is counting.
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CHAPTER FOUR
C L A S S I F I CA T I O N  o -f SCALES
4.1 Type« of measurement «cale
The account of nuaerical representation« given in Chapter 2 m b« 
confined to a coaparieon of ordinal and extensive measurement and, 
correspondingly, of ordinal and ratio scales. The main purpose Mas to 
exhibit the foundations of extensive measureeent and to sho« how these 
lead to the construction of a ratio scale. However there are other types 
of measurement and other types of scale. Roughly speaking, by the phrase 
‘type of measurement" I mean the kind of procedures used to obtain the
order Ct,C2,C3....  whereas by "type of scale" I refer to the mathematical
features of the particular numerical assignment that is made once the 
order is set up. There are difference measurement, derived eeasurement, 
associative measurement, and there are linear interval scales, logarithmic 
interval scales, and so on. It seeaed natural enough in the light of our 
analysis to suppose that a ratio scale is peculiarly appropriate to 
extensive measurement, though as wo saw this supposition is contentious.
In other cases links between types of measurement and types of scale are 
less clear cut. I think the method of description that we have applied to 
ordinal and extensive measurement can be useful as a basis for examining 
these other cases as well. In this chapter we shall widen the area of 
discussion, and give an account of a range of other sorts of measurement. 
Among other things I hope to throw further light on the issue of the 
conventionality of scales.
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Various classification schaaas hava baan proposad, for axaapla by 
Caapbell (1920), Stavans (1946), Cooabs (1992). Ellis discussas and 
categorizes such scheaas (1966, Ch.IV). Broadly speaking thara ara two 
approachas. Caapball's schaaa highlights tha procaduras involvad in 
constructing tha scalas, and is aora a classification of typas of 
aeasuraaant than of types of scale. Those of Stavans and Cooabs on tha 
other hand ara based on tha aathaaatical characteristics of tha scales 
theaselves. Nhat I propose to do is to try out a different aathod of 
classification, tha one to which I alluded in tha introductory aateial of 
Chapter 1. The aathod is suggested by our analysis of tha calibration 
prograaaa for ««eight on which wa hava so far based tha discussion. It is a 
classification in taras of the kind of inforaation that is incorporated in 
tha construction of a scale. It is perhaps quite close to Caapball's, but 
I think it is sufficiently different in eaphasis to be worth spalling out. 
I shall begin with an explanation of tha scheaa, and than follow with a 
survey and discussion of a variety of typas of aaasuraaent.
As the account given in Section 2.1 was designed to show, tha 
inforaation on which a ratio scale is constructed coaes froa two sources. 
One is tha results of a sat of operational tests. These results doteraine 
the relation fc on the set A which is the basis of the weak order. The 
other is knowledge of the structure of objects in A. It is necessary to 
know about how certain objects in the set are constituted froa others.
This kind of inforaation about the objects is clearly different froa the 
operational inforaation, it relates to a different relation froa fc, naaely
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the ralation that exists between two objacta ona of which ia a conatituant 
of tha othar. Without it wa could not aaka tha tranaition froa tha ordinal 
to tha ratio acala. Tha fact that inforaation about tha two aorta of 
ralation ara incorporatad in tha nuaarlcal aaaignaant ia raflactad in tha 
fact that tha aaaignaant is govarnad by tha two rulas that wars givan in 
tha Chaptar 2i
I For any pair of objects, x and y, tha corresponding nuabara n(x) 
and n(y) ara such thati
(a) if x is at a higher position in tha order than y then
n(x) > n(y) j
(b) if x and y share the position then n(x) ■ n(y).
II For any body x that ia a composite of separata bodies y and z the 
corresponding nuabara n(x>, n < y) and n(z) are such that!
n ( x > ■ n ( y )  ♦ n ( z >.
As wa have seen, provided that the order is fully deterained and a value 
has bean chosen for one element, the second rule remove* the arbitrariness 
of choice left open by tha first and allows all othar values to be fixed 
uniquely.
This is a general phenomenon of measurement. According to standard 
theory tha existence of a weak order, based on some operational relation, 
is a characteristic of all measurable physical properties, extensive and 
otherwise. The account of the sub-programme which led to an ordinal scale 
for weight can be adapted to fit any other case, and it describes a 
logically prior step in the construction of every scale. Rule 1 applies 
for any scale. However if anything other than an ordinal scale is to be
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conatructad we raquira information from elsewhere about othar ralationa of 
objacta in tha order, togathar with a aacond rula for incorporating it 
into tha acala. Thia additional inforaation, and correspondingly tha 
aacond rula that goaa with it, can ba of aoveral different kinds, and this
in turn leads to tha variety of typaa of acala that are found in practice.
The nature of tha inforaation detarainaa tha type of scale. This point ia 
illustrated in tha following survey where each aeasureaent type ia dealt 
with as follows. Me first assume that a weak order ia obtained on a sat of
objects by means of a binary operational relation which as before can be
represented as a simple ordering of equivalence classesi
C,» C2, C3, C4,..■
No then askt what extra information about these classes, either about 
their number, about other relations among thee, or about their membership, 
can be used to construct a scale, and how does the nature of the 
inforaation affect the characteristics of the scale?
No shall start by making further remarks about ordinal scales in 
which, as wa have already seen, no extra information at all comes into 
play.
4.2 Ordinal Measurement
This type of measurement is based solely on inforaation about the 
relation fc gained from the operational tests. No other information is 
exploited; indeed there may be none available. In this situation there is 
no choice but to resort to an ordinal scale. One is Hoh's scale of
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hardnaaa in aineralogy. For thia, solid eubatancea are arranged in order 
according to the outcoee of a scratching test. Substance x is harder than 
substance y if a saeple of x Mill eake a scratch on a staple of y. No 
further inforeatlon is used.
One consequence of this lack of inforeation is that the choice of a 
single reference standard is of little value. Suppose a particular object 
s from the ordered set is chosen as a standard and given the value n<s). 
The value n(x) for some other body x is then sufficient to convey whether 
x is greater than, equivalent to, or less than s in the property in 
question, but that is all. The only May in Mhich things can be improved 
with such a scale is to choose as aany standards as is practicable 
distributed conveniently along the order so that knowledge of the value 
n(x> then allows x to be located between two of thee. This is done for 
example in the construction of a scale such as the Richter scale for the 
aeasureaent of earthquake intensity. For this a set of 12 types of seismic 
event is selected, each type being specified in teres of certain 
recognizable effects. Each specification is intended to be sufficiently 
precise to define a standard. The set is then arranged in a series in 
order of increasing intensity (it is assumed that the eeans exists for 
doing this) and numbered from 1 to 12. Any actual event can then be 
evaluated by matching its observable effects against these standards. In 
the case where it is judged to fall between two adjacent members of the 
set of standards it can be assigned a fractional number between the two.
In principle there is no significance attached to which intermediate
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nuabar ia choaan, axcapt in ao far aa an obaarvar aakaa a judgaaant on 
grounda that aay not ba Mail articulatad that tha avant ia cloaar in 
natura to ona of tha atandarda than to tha othar and ao chooaaa a nuabar 
in tha appropriata half of tha intarval.
4.3 Diatribution Heaaureaent
Tha naxt typa I wiah to aention ha» not baan catagorizad, ao far aa 
I k n o M ,  under a coaaonly accapted naia, but I think it ia aufficiantly 
diatinct to aarit aaparata recognition and I bava coinad tha tara 
"diatribution aaaauraaant". It appliea to caaaa Mhore tha diatribution of 
objacta aaong thè claaaoa Ct, C2,... diaplaya atabla charactariatica and 
Mhare tha acala nuabar aaaignad to a particular objact ia than aaant to 
rapreaent tha poaition of that objact in tha diatribution. Na can axplain 
thè point with a contrivad trivial axaapla, and than go on to giva a aora 
aerioua ona.
Suppoaa that a acala ia required to aeaaura size of orbit for tha 
planata of tha aolar ayatea. Tha planata aay ba ordarad according to aoaa 
auitable relation. For axaapla Ma could intarprat fc ao that x fc y holda 
if tha orbit of planat x ancoapaaaaa tha orbit of planet y. Ma aay than 
conatruct an ordinai acala Mith nuabar» arbitrarily choaan Nithin thè 
conatrainta of rula I. In thia caaa tha aoat natural cholea Mould ba tha 
intagara 1 to 9. Thia ia bacauaa, in addition to knoMlng about thè ordar, 
Me knoM thera ara only nina in nuabar. Tha reault ia that thaaa nuabara 
ara aora inforaative than any leas ayataaatically aelected nuabara Mould
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b«. They do not toll ua anything aoro about the Magnitudes of the orbits, 
but they do convey extra information of another kind. Me can deduce for 
exaeple that the planet whose orbit size is 4 encoepasses 3 other planets 
within its orbit. It is as if we adopted a second rule of assigneenti
III For any object x, nix) is to be the (cardinal) nueber of objects
lower than x in the order.
This is possible by virtue of the fact that the calibration is perforeed 
on a set of objects which remains fixed. The scale is not intended for 
application to further objects to be added subsequently the set. This is a 
case where the distribution in the order is stable for the east elementary 
of reasons. The order consists of just nine, single membered, equivalence 
classes, and this distribution is not expected to change. Indeed if norm 
planets were discovered the existing values would thereby cease to carry 
their extra content. The simple scale just described measures how each 
object stands with respect to a fixed distribution.
A more serious example is a scale for measurement of Intel 1igencm.
For this a suitably large set of individuals is ordered according to
scares in a tost. In this example the set is not in general fixed, but the 
measurement procedure is based on the assumption, which is open to test, 
that the position of any individual in the order will be (approximately) 
the sane for any randomly chosen set of the same size. That is to say the 
distribution of individuals throughout classes C,, Ca,... etc. is assumed 
to be stable. The I.fl. is an index of how the individual stands in that 
distribution. The number 100, for example, indicates that he or she is at
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the cantra of tha ordar (with dua aodlficatlon for aga variation! if
necessary). Tha calculation of I.Q. follow» a aora coaplex rula than that
\
in (2a) but aaaantially it ratta on counting tha nuabar of individuala 
lower (or highar) in tha ordar. A diffaranca in the valuaa of I.Q. for tuo 
individuala doea not indicato tha aaount by which one exceeds tha other in 
intelligence, auppoaing there ia any aenaa at all in tha phraaa "aaount of 
intelligence") it aaraly indicata» tha percentage of the population that 
falla between thee both in parforaance in tha teata.
4.4 Interval (or Diffaranca) Haaauraaant
Conaidar tha problaa of conatructing a »cala which aeaauraa tha 
poaition of point» on an axia, aa for inatance an axia of a Cartaaian 
coordinate fraae. Thaaa point» are ordered by virtue of their poaltion 
along tha axia. Standard acalaa are baaed on tha definition of equivalence 
of intervale along tha axia. The definition can be given in operational 
tara». For exaapla, tha point» a, b, c, d, etc. ahown hare are counted aa 
being equidiatant if a rigid rod whoae extreaitiea coincide with a and b, 
can be brought into coincidence with b and c, c and d, and ao on, aa tha 
rod ia aoved along tha axia.
F i g . 4.1 . . . . . .
a b c d a f
Thaaa pointa aay than be numbered off atarting froa one arbitrarily choaen
as the origin. If a in the above figure ia tha origin, than tha value 3
for d registers tha number of equivalent intervals separating it from a.
Thus tha additional Information that la brought to bear in making this
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kind of nuaarical assignment conctrn» tha spacing of tha alaaanta, not 
■ iaply tha ordaring. Tha tara "apacing1' bara la not aaant to iaply tha 
prior existenco of sono notric, but aiaply that thara la sona procedura, 
of tha sort n o  have deacribed, ahich reveáis an appropriata binary 
relation betaeen paira of alaaanta.
Thara ia a deal nora to be said about thia aathod of construction, 
of courae. It has thè shortcoaing that it leavas out of account tha 
ranaining intarnadiata points. Ab things stand it does not includa any 
systenatic procedura for assigning valúas to any of then. The situation 
can be inproved by chooaing a abortar rigid rod, and thè abortar tha rod 
thè graatar tha nunber of points that cono to be includad, but points 
aithin thase smallar intervalo Nili stili raaain unavaluated. Thara ia tha 
thaoretical possibility that space ia quantized, and that a procedura nay 
ultinately be devisad - eaploying a quantum rod - for picking out paira of 
adjacent discreto points. Theso paira could thon ba ragardad as defining 
successive aquivalant intervalo, all points could ba nuabered and, in some 
sansa, an absoluta scala Mould thoreby be establlshod. However in dafault 
of this situation's baing realizad, tha liaitation n o  bava aantionad is 
unavoidabla.
The calibration procesa n o  have dascribad in antiraly aquivalant to 
fixing tha scale by maasuring tha distance of a point froa tha origin. 
According to this Nay of looking at it tha intervalo, dafinad by pairs of 
points, are treated as antitios to ba includad Nith a suitable colloction
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of roda to «aka up a aat on «hich a acal« of langth la conatruct«d. Th« 
probla« of th« failur« to aaaign valuta to pointa which art too closely 
spaced is translated into th« probl«« of th« 1i■it of precision d«t«rained 
by the size of the elements in the unit class. This unit clasa will 
contain the saalleat rods in our collection. There «ay will be ««alter 
intervals on the line, but they cannot be incorporated in a fully 
determined order because there is no way of showing that these sealler 
intervals are equivalent to any other intervals. They cannot themselves be 
put into an appropriate equivalence class.
Thus constructing an interval scale on a set of points on an axis 
is equivalent to constructing an extensive scale on the intervals defined 
by thee. Whichever description is adopted, the nu«erical values assigned 
to points on the axis are effectively arrived at by counting the nuaber of 
unit intervals which separate the point fro« the origin.
4.5 Extensive Measurement
This category is Mentioned again for the sake of completing the 
list and there is nothing substantial to add that did not emerge in the 
account of the calibration progra««« given in an earlier section. The 
main point to reiterate is that in this case the additional information 
needed to deter«ine the nu«erical representation coees from knowledge of 
the composition of individual objects in the set. This is the first type 




An aaaociativa acala la anothar typa in Mhich tha addaci inforaation 
coaaa froa tha natura or tha atructure of tha objacta thaaaalvaa. Tha tara 
"aaaociativa" haa baan uaad, a.g. by Ellia (1966, Chap. IV), to dascribe 
scalea in which values ara aaaigned to objacta Mith respect to ona 
proparty on thè basis of values alraady aaaigned to thaa Mith respect to a 
second proparty that is known to vary in association Mith tha first. Tha 
aathod presuppose* that a scale for thè second proparty ha* praviously 
baan constructad by a procedure that is indapandant of any aeasureaent of 
thè firat proparty. (Use of tha tara is not aaant to refar to associativa 
properties of any aathaaatical operations involved in thè construction of 
tha scala. Perhaps "associated aeasuraaant" would ba batter.) A priaa 
exaapla of this typa is a so-called eapirical scala of teaparatura. Tha
entities which aake up tha aeabership of tha classe* Ct, C....  ara
teaparatura state* of differant bodies or physlcal systaas. In generai, 
for any givan S y s t e m  thara is ona aaabar of aach class that is a stata of 
that systaa. The usuai procedura for constructing an eapirical scala 
involvas choosing ona typa of systaa as tha theraoaetric systaa, any 
particular instanca of Mhich can tharafora ba aaployad as a tharaoaatar. 
Soaa proparty of thè theraoaetric systaa, for Mhich a scala of aeasuraaant 
alraady exists is chosan as tha theraoaetric property. Exaaplas ara tha 
langth of a coluan of aarcury in a aercury-in-glass tharaoaatar, tha 
pressure of a gas in a Constant voluaa gas tharaoaatar, tha resistanca of 
a platinua Mire in a resistanca thaaoaatar. Datails ara to ba found in 
introductory taxts, a.g. Zeaansky and Dittaan (1981, Saction 1-7 et siq.).
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Tha nacaaaary requireaent» for a tharaoaatrlc proparty ara that lt ahould 
hava a unlqua valua for a givan taaparatura »tata, i.a. juat ona valua par 
aquivalanca data, and that tha valua» for diffarant claaaaa ahould ba 
diatinct and »hould inerti»» aonotonically along tha ordar. Thaaa valua» 
aay be rafarrad to a» tha tharaoaatrlc valua» of tha aquivalanca claaaaa. 
Valua» ara than assignad to taaparatura »tata» in accordanca with a rula 
of tha ganaral forai
IV If x i» a aaabar of tha aquivalanca eia»» whosa tharaoaatric valua 
i» p than n(x) * F<p).
Hara F i» »oaa Mail bahavad strictly incraasing function. The choica of 
thè function F is conventional. In cartain iaportant standard »cala» it is 
of tha forai
F(p) ■ Constant i p
a.g. thè Constant voluaa ga» »cala Mhere p stand» for gas pressure. If 
a function of thi» fora i» adoptad it folloM» that tha tharaoaatric 
proparty varia» linaarly uith tha taaparatura aa it i» defined on thi» 
■cala. Tha pressura of a Constant voluaa of tha gaa »pacifisti in thè 
construction of a gas tharaoaatar inerti»»* linaarly Mith taaparatura a» 
aeasured on tha ga» tharaoaatar »cale. It i» claar that thia linearity i» 
puraly a consequence of tha definition, lt 1» not a pra-axiating fact 
providing a reason for choosing thè tharaoaatrlc proparty in question in 
tha first place. To thi» axtant than thare is a larga conventional eleaant 
in tha construction of an aapirical scala. Thara is a choica of Nhich 
tharaoaatric systeai thara i» a choica aaong thè propartiaa of that systea 
of Mhich tharaoaatric propertyi thara is a choica of tha function F.
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Tha ganaral baaia of an aaaociativa acala appaara to ba thia. Onca 
tha orbar of claaaaa Ct, Ca,... has baan aatabliahad <on tha outcoaa of 
oparational tasta) it is noticad that there ara varloua seta of nuabara 
alraady attachad to thè classes. Thaaa ara nuabara which bava previoualy 
baan assigned to cartain aeabers in connection with soae aholly separata 
purposes. An associative scale is defined by choosing ona of thasa sets.
It is a little like using a roll of cloakrooa tickats to construct an 
associativa scala of langth. Na notica that thè tickats bava nuabers 
printed serially on thè«, and, irraspactiva of Mhathar or not all tickats 
ara of aqual langth, n o  usa tha roll as a tape mcasure taking tha ticket 
nuabers, or thè values of soaa function of thè«, as scale valuos.
Before we «ove on, it should ba pointed out that in addition to 
associative «easure«ent, intarval «eaaureaent of taaparatura is also 
possibla and tha tao must ba distinguished. Intarval aeasureaent is 
achievad by applying tha ganaral procedura of Saction 4.4 to an ordarad 
set of taaparatura statas. Thare ara various possibla aays of dafining 
aquivalant taaparatura intarvals. Ona is to count tuo intarvals as 
aquivalant if tha saae quantity of anergy is raquired to raise a given 
«ass of so«a substanco through each intarval. For exaaple lf 1 caloria of 
anergy is absorbad by 1 granirne of water its temperatura risas by an a«ount 
n o  «ay stipulato to ba 1 degraa. If it is then allowed to absorb anothar 
caloria of anergy thara is a furthar risa and this, by definition, is 
anothar 1 dagrae chango. In this way 1 degraa intarvals ara stappad out 
along tha temperature axis just as 1 «etra intarvals ara stappad out along
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a straight lint. Another vary iaportant poaaibility ia to define 
aqulvalant intarvala in taraa of the operation of an ideal Carnot heat 
engine. Such an engine operates in theraal contact with two heat 
reservoirs at different teeperatures. This is represented scheeatically in 
the following Fig.4.2 where reservoir 2 is at a higher teeperature than 
reservoir 1.
Fig.4.2
The point is that the efficiency of the Carnot engine depends solely on 
the reservoir teeperatures, increasing as the difference between thee 
increases. Two such reservoirs clearly define a teeperature Interval. Thus 
two intervals eay be defined as being equivalent if a Carnot engine is 
equally efficient when working across either of thee) and if the series of 
reservoirs shown in the Fig.4.3 (next page) are at teeperatures such that 
the engine works with the saee efficiency between any adjacent pair then 
they constitute a series of equivalent steps on the teaperature axis.
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Fig.4.3
The modem Theraodynaaic (or Abaoluta) Scala ia affectively baaad 
on thia principle and ao it ia aaaantially a différence aaaauraaent acala. 
The aattar ia coaplicated aonewhat by tha fact that, for aainly hiatorical 
raaaona, tha acala haa undergone a aatheaatical tranaforaation. On tha 
atandard acala, valuaa range froa 0 to infinity, where 0 ia aaaigned to a 
atata refarred to aa “tha abaoluta zéro of température". On thia acala, 
tha efficiancy, a, of a Carnot angine ia givan by tha formulai
a - 1 - <T,/Ta>,
where Ta and Tt are tha temperaturea of tha highar and lowar réservoirs 
respectivaly. Thia givaa tha saae value of a for tha aaaa values of tha 
ratio <Ta/Tt) but not for tha aaaa values of taaperature différence 
<T2 - T,). Howevar consider tha affect of transforaing to a acala on which 
tha new taaperature value t ia ralatad to tha old byi
t - log T
On thia acala we hava for tha efficiancy of tha Carnot enginei
a ■ 1 - exp(t, - ta)
which now doas take tha aaaa value for aqual lntarvala in t. On thia new 
acala values range froa ainua infinity to plus infinity, with tha abaoluta
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zero noN banished to the forcer extreeity. It eight be thought that this 
constitutes an objection to the transforaation. However the absolute zero 
of the present scale is unattainable - the Third Law of Theraodynaaics 
says so. It is not like the eapty pan in the scheae for aeasuring weight. 
Indeed in very low teaperature physics, where teaperatures very close to 
zero (on the standard scale) are attained, say below one thousandth of a 
degree, it is coaaon practice to transfora the scale in the way I have 
suggested in order to stretch out the range.
In that it has called for lengthy explanation this account of the 
aeasureaent of teaperature is in danger of being a digression. But a 
nuaber of points have eaerged that are directly relevant to the aain line 
of the discussion. He have seen that teaperature states are aaenable to 
both associative and interval aeasureaent. This contrasts with the case of 
points on an axis where only the latter type is possible since points, 
unlike teaperature states, do not possess individuating characteristics on 
which to construct an associative scale. In the history of teaperature 
aeasureaent associative aeasureaent caae first, largely I suppose because 
the type of inforaation it calls for was aore accessible. It is a aajor 
achieveaent of aodern theraodynaaics to have discovered the significance 
of interval aeasureaent as well and to have brought about a wonderfully 
elegeant assiailation of the results of both aethods. The fora of the 
standard scale reflects the way in which this has been done.
However, accidentally, because of the particular assignaent of the
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ziro on thi «cali, it tendi to convey a epurloui tenie of a ratio leale.
It tendi to luggeit that there il loeething anociated teith teaperaturei 
of, iay, 100°K and 200°K iuch that teice ai auch of it goei Mith thè 
■ econd ai Mith thè firit. But io far ai mi knot* there il nothing amwering 
thii deicription that can be defined in tarai of phyiical operatiom.
There ii nothing additivi about teaperaturi valuei becauie there il no 
generally applicable concatenation operation whereby teo lyiteai at equal 
temperature T, iay, can be coabined to givi a lyitea Mith a temperature 
greater than T. By contralt, it il ponible to coabine temperature 
intervali in a luitable May, and io theie bave additivi propertiei of a 
preciiely liailar kind to thoie of diitance intervali along an axii in 
■pace. Thii il a caie Mhere thè diitinction betNien, on thè one hand, thè 
type of aeaiurement procen Mhich providei thè foundation for thè leale, 
and, on thè other, thè type of nueerical leale that li adopted, li quite 
clear. The example lindi lupport to thè arguaent Mhich Mai developed in 
Section 2.3 of Chapter 2 that, although froa a aatheaatical point of vìcm 
mi bave thè freedoa to tramfora icalei in aere or leu any May mi chooie, 
thè type of meaiureaent uied to comtruct thè leale in thè firit place 
m ì 11 depend upon thè exiitence of certain nonconventional eapirical 
attributi! Mhich in turn make one type of leale aore appropriate than 
another.
4.7 Derived Meaiureaent
Derived meaiureaent il liailar to anociative aeaiureaent in that 
the additional lnforaation it draei upon relate! to aeaiurei previously
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established for othar purpoaas on aaabara of tha claasas Ct, C2,.... On 
tha othar hand It diffara in ona iaportant raspact. In aaaoclatlva 
aaaauraaant tha aaaaurabla proparty that la axploitad generally balonga 
only to aalectad aaabara of aach claaa. In tha caaa of taaparatura, for 
exaapla, a given equivalence claaa contains temperature states of aany 
different types of systea, homogeneous samples of gases, liquids, and 
solids, resistors, tharaocouple junctions, radiation-ftiled cavities and 
indefinitely many more. A particular theraometrlc property belongs to only 
a fee of those, and among this fee the sets that share a common value of 
the property Mill be smaller still. Once the choice is made the value that 
truly belongs to the thereometric system is attached to the others by 
association. In derived measurement on the other hand, the measurable 
properties that are exploited, and the particular value they take, are 
common to all members of a particular equivalence class.
A good example is a derived scale for density. It is assumed that 
ee have an operational test for comparing objects mith respect to density, 
involving floating or sinking in liquids, say, and that through this an 
order in the form of a sequence of equivalence classes is obtained in the 
usual way. The members of the classes are bodies of various substances. 
There is no feasible concatenation operation for density measurement, no 
generally applicable operation Mhereby for instance tno samples of the 
same substance are combined to give a sample of greater density. There is 
no question therefore of constructing a scale by extensive measurement. 
Homever it can be assumed that scales for the extensive properties mass
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and voluaa ara alraady aatabliahad. It la noticad that (1) for any given 
aquivalance claaa the ratio of aaaa to voluaa, H/V, la the aaaa for 
every aaabar of the claaa, and <ii) the value of thia ratio increaaea 
eonotonically along the order. Thia ouch ia an eepirical discovery. The 
usual convention is then to adopt the values of this ratio as the density 
values. One useful feature of this sort of analysis is that it aakes it 
easy to disentangle the eapirical content froa the conventional part of an 
equation such ast
D - M/V
This equation aay be expanded to readi
(1) O f )ID - f(M/V)3, and <2> f<y) - y
(1) is the eatheaatical expression of the discoveries just listed in (i) 
and (ii), and it is a law of physics. <2) on the other hand expresses a 
conventional docisioni in principle any other Nell behaved function uould 
do. Thus although the equation D ■ M/V is usually regarded as 
defining density, it is clear that it does so only in so far as defines 
the scale values. The independent existence of the property of density is 
already established once the set of objects has been ordered on the 
outcoee of the operational tests. The subsequent finding that the ratio 
M/V has soae significance in the order is a further eapirical discovery.
The division betaeen eapirical contant and conventional content 
does not aluays fall in the saae place. Consider as a final exaaple a 
derived scale for aoaentua. Me suppose that here the set to be ordered is 
a set of states of bodies, ahere a state is specified by the speed of the
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body. Mo nay davi»* an idaal operational taat for coaparing aoaantua 
»tate». Me arrange for two bodies p and q in specified states x and y to 
approach each other as shown here and they are allowed to collide and 
coal esce.
Fig.4.4 p • ---------------- > <- —  ■ ■ t  q
If the resulting coaposite body is at rest or continues to aove to the 
right then we have x fc y. In this case a suitable concatenation operation 
is also possible. For this we allow p and q to aove in the saee direction 
along the saae axis with the faster aoving one catching up froa behind.
Fig.4.5 p « ----------------> q » ---------------->
They again collide and coalesce, and the resulting coaposite body is 
deeaed to be in state x o y. This body in this state is available to be 
coapared with soae other, and so on. On the basis of these two procedures 
we aay obtain a fully deterained order of aoaentua states Ct, C2,..., in 
a aanner entirely stallar to that for obtaining the order for weights 
described in the calibration prograaae of Section 2.1.2. This is the 
foundation for a fundaaental extensive scale of aoaentua. However, on an 
exaaination of the aeabers of each Ck it is found that (i) for any given 
class the product of ease and speed H i v is the saae for every aeaber of 
the class, and that <ii) the value of this product not aerely increases 
aonotonically along the order (which was the case in the exaaple of
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danaity abova) but la proportional to tha valua of aoaantua aaaignad to 
that data by tha fundaaental aaaauraaant procadura. Thua Nlth regard to 
tha faailiar aquatiom
P - M « v
of mechanics, (where "P* stands for aoaantua), tha division of aapirical 
contant and conventional contant is beat raprasantad by rewriting it asi 
(1) (3k)CP - k i H « y] and (2) k - 1.
This complétés tha survey of iaportant typas of scale
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CHAPTER FIVE
M E A S U R E M E N T  O P E R A T I O N S  
a n d  N O N C O M P A R A B I L I T Y
5*1 Axioaa for a Weak Ordar
Thia chapter ia davotad to an inveatigation of a problaa concerning 
the definition of a weak order. The definition haa already been atated in 
Chapter 1 (Def.1.2), and we reatate it here, now ranuabered aa Def.9.1.
Def.9.1 Let A be a aet and i be a binary relation on A, i.e. 1 ia a
aubaet of AiA. The relational atructure <A, is a weak order iff 
for all x,y,z c A, the following axioes are satisfied:
1 x i y y y i x.
2 <x i y lc y fc z) -» x fc z.
9.2 Direct Coapariaon Operations
The problea I wish to discuaa is related to the interpretation of the 
relational predicate fc of thia foraal definition, or aore particularly 
with an interpretation of a certain type. In standard accounts it la usual 
to give an operational interpretation, one that deteraines the truth value 
of x i y according to the outcoae of an operational teat. An exaaple is 
the following possible interpretation of t in the application of the 
structure <A, fc> to weight aeasureaent.
1.9.1 The expression x fc y holds iff, if objects x and y are
placed on opposite pans of a balance, the balance reaaina in 
equilibriua or else the pan containing object x descends.
A crucial feature of 1.9.1 is that the operation it describes is a direct
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comparison of x and y in tht count of which tht two objects mutually 
interact in a specified experiaental arrangement. This is a feature cosson 
to interpretations of fc standardly assumed in other examples. In the case 
of length we may havei
1.5.2 The expression x fc y holds iff, if rods x and y are laid
side by side with one end of each in coincidence, the other ends 
coincide or else x extends beyond y.
In the case of temperature the interpretation may bet
1.5.3 The expression x fc y holds iff, if a system x Ca specified
body in a specified state] is in thermal contact with a system y, 
the two are in thermal equilibrium, or else heat flows from x to y.
These and many others involve a direct mutual interaction of the pair of 
objects x, y. It is this feature that gives rise to the problem I wish to 
discuss.
5.3 Conditional Interpretations
The problem is that as they stand these interpretations do not, in 
general, apply as intended to all pairs of objects in the set. Consider
1.5.1 and suppose that x and y are identical, x and y cannot be compared 
directly in that case since the configuration required for the operational 
test is not realizable. It is impossible to place the same object on both 
pans of a balance at the same time) a single physical object cannot be in 
two different places at once. Similar considerations apply for identical 
elements in other examples. The problem may not be thought to be equally 
serious in them all. It is clear enough that we cannot get the sane object
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on two pana of a balanca at tha aaaa tiaa, but parhapa tha ldaa of laying 
doan a rod aida by alda with itself la not ao difficult. It could ba held 
that what wa really do whan we coapare two objecta for length ia arrange 
for two llnaa - uaually edges - to coincide. This coincidence obtains as a 
natter of neceaaity for a single object, and the expression x fc x well 
signifies this. If this argunent is accepted then we nay ainply oait this 
exanple, but the others renain to be considered. The problen for then is 
this. The axions require fc to be reflexive (x fc x follows directly fron 
Axion 1 for x * y>. An acceptable nodel nust provide an interpretation 
that nakes the expression x £ x true. However it is not clear that the 
ones we are discussing neet that requirenent.
At first sight it looks as if the answer lies in the fact that
I.3.1 and the other exanples are conditional statenents. They are rules 
for deternining whether x fc y holds, expressed in the form if such and such 
an operation is perforned with the pair x,y then such and such an outcone 
is obtained, or in shorthand:
if Plx,y3 then 0Cx,yl.
Me nay refer to such an interpretation as a conditional interpretation.
The fact that PCx,x] is not realizable, it night well be thought, is not a 
problen because we nay treat the interpretation as a naterial conditional. 
For the case of x ■ y the antecedent is false and x i x cones out true. 
However a sinple argunent will show that this is not a satisfactory 
solution. Though it is alluring and certainly disposes of the problen of 
reflexivity, further probing reveals that we cannot let it rest there.
L~b—
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Suppose that we ar* investigating properties of a rotation (which, 
uaing obviouily luggoitivo notation, wo can donoto by ">") that hai the 
following interpretation!
1.5.4 The expression x >■ y holdi iff, if object! x and y are
placed on oppoeite pane of a balance, the pan containing object x 
deicendi.
This is obtained froe 1.5.1 by reaoving the reference to equilibrlue. Is 
this relation reflexive also? If we appeal to the fact that 1.5.4 is a 
conditional stateeont the answer eust again be yes. Intuitively, however, 
we are inclined to give the opposite answer for this oxaeple. Me choose to 
assune that > is irreflexive, because this assueption leads to a eore 
complete correspondence between > and the numerical relation >. But why 
should we be entitled to ignore the truth functional nature of 1.5.4 and 
make an alternative decision based on what appear to be purely pragmatic 
grounds, namely the need to satisfy requirements of the structure we aim 
to build on the relation? If this is legitimate then surely 1.5.4, at 
least when treated as a material conditional, is inadequate. In that case 
there is doubt about the role of 1.5.1 in relation to fc. For the same 
considerations apply. The decision that £ is reflexive aust similarly be 
determined by how the assumption fits in with the total pattern of 
relations, and the fact that it is also in accord with the truth 
functional reading of 1.5.1 is gratuitous. Unless there are reasons for 
distinguishing the two that are independent of the foreal requirements, 
a reading of 1.5.1 and 1.5.4 as material conditionals is acceptable for 
both of them or else for neither of them.
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Similar conaiderationa apply if we attaapt to aolva tha problan by 
raplacing 1.5.1 with a aubjunctiva conditional, i.a.i
1.5.1' Tha expression x i y holda iff, if objacta x and y ware
placed on oppoaite pana of a balance, tha balance would raaain in 
equilibrium or alae tha pan containing object x would daacand.
This renders fc reflexive, but a corresponding replacement for 1.5.4 would 
in the same way render > reflexive. If anything the situation is worse. 
Under 1.5.1' the relation £ now holds between any pair of objects that 
simply happen not to have been compared with one another, whether because 
of logical impossibility or simply because of physical impracticability. 
There is the well known problem of counterfactual cases.
If this difficulty were confined to the question of reflexivity it 
would perhaps be seen as no more than a minor point of irritation, and 
hardly worth pursuing. But, as we now go on to demonstrate, it is only 
part of a more general and more substantial problem.
5.4 Noncomparable Pairs
There are many possible applications where the set A will contain 
as distinct elements different states or different features of the sae* 
physical objtct that cannot therefore be compared by a direct method. 
Consider the example of temperature. Here the members of A are specified 
states of bodies or systems, and under 1.5.3 above x £ y is to be 
understood in terms of direct thermal contact between bodies in specified 
states. However if the two members of A concerned happen to belong to the
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aaaa body thla cannot be dona. A block of coppar at 30°C can ba placad In 
tharnal contact Mith a different block of coppar at 20“C but not with tha 
mama block of coppar at 20°C.
Taaparatura is not an iaolatad axaapla. Tha aaaa appliaa to any 
measurable proparty that takaa more than ona valua for the aaae physical 
object. This happens for most if not all physical propertiesi teaparature, 
speed, volume, magnetic dipole moment, and many more. Even tha mass of an 
object varies, according to modern relativistic theories. The situation me 
have described is quite general. Thus the more usual situation is that the 
elements of the set A are not objects but states of objects and in such 
cases the specification of an element both refers to a particular object 
and describes tha state that the object is in. Some pairs of states are 
associated with the same physical body and are therefore restricted in the 
way that we have described.
In mechanics for example a body p moving with a speed vt may be 
regarded as one element, the same body p moving with speed v3 a different 
element. A different body q moving with speed vt, and then later with v2 
gives a third and a fourth, and so on. In thermodynamics a fixed sample of 
a gas can be found in various states, different states corresponding with 
different pairs of values of the volume and pressure of the sample. Such 
states, belonging to a whole set of samples of gas, may bo taken as the 
elements of A. In magnetism, we may wish to count as distinct members of A 
different magnetic states of the same piece of magnetic material. It is
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citar that in all these axaaplaa thara ara paira Nhich cannot ba coaparad 
by a dirtct aathod. Confidar tha firat axaapla and racall tha daacription 
aa gave abova in Saction 4.7 of a poaaibla aathod of ordering a aat of 
badia«, aoving at varioua apeada, according to aoaantua. The direct taat, 
dapicted in Fig.4.4, raquiraa two (neceaaarily diatinct) bodiaa to 
approach aach othar at specified apeada ao that they collida and coaleace. 
But thia aathod io úseles« Hhen h b  coae to coapare successive aoaantua 
stata« of tha saae body. It is iapoaaible far a body aoving at ona apead 
to intaract in thia Hay Hith tha saae body aoving at a different apead.
Furthar axaaplaa can be citad inde*initaly, and tha situation for 
all of thaa is that thara ara indefinitely aany paira of state« for nhich 
tha operation P cannot ba performed. Ma «hall retar to any pair x,y of 
«ambara of as coaparabla or aa noncoaparablt (relative to thè operation P) 
according to nhether PCx,yl is realizable or not.
It is raadily aeen that under a conditional intarpretation tha 
axiatanca of noncoaparable paira leada to difficulties. For any auch pair 
thè antacadant ia false, and both x t y and y fc x hold. Thia giva« thè 
diaconcerting result that tha relation «• holds aaong all thè stata« of a 
single body. It is quickly sean that this than leads to failure of tha 
axioas for a neak ordar. For suppose thara ia a third object z that it 
comparable nith both x and y auch that x fc z holds but not y fc z. This 
violate« tha condltlon of transitivlty (i.e. Ax.2 of Daf.S.l).
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For good ■■aaurt wa nay aantlon corresponding argueente which arise 
with respect to the structure <A, i, o>. Here the concatenation operation 
produces further example* of pairs for which these restrictions occur, 
pairs such as x o y and x, or x o y and x o z, which have soae part in 
common. Problems similar to those described above arise in relation to 
expressions such as x o y fc x and x o y i x o z. The situations to which 
they refer, on a straightforward reading of an interpretation such as 
1.9.1, are not realizable. If the interpretation is treated truth 
functionally the consequences are as bad as in the last example. For any 
x,y,z c A we have the result:
x o y f c x o z  It x o z f c x o y ,  i.e. x o y ■* x o z.
Any composite object is held to be equivalent to every other composite 
object that has a constituent in common with it, and it can be shown by an 
argument similar to that given in the last paragraph that the weak order 
axioms fail.
He conclude that in general, under conditional interpretations of 
the sort shown in 1.9.1 to 1.9.3, the structure <A, is not a weak 
order, and falls short as a representation of the physical property 
involved. Either the interpretation or the structure oust be modified or 
replaced and I wish to examine ways in which this can be done. The matter 
is of some importance from a number of points of view.
For one thing, if it is accepted that any measurable property is a 
characteristic not of objects in isolation but of their relation to other
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objects of a elailar kind, successful analyaia of measurement will dapand 
on our having an accurate pictura of tha pattern of ralationa in quaation. 
What haa baan said to far shows that tha pattern ia aora coaplex than that 
of a weak order baaed on a aiaple direct operational relation.
Our problem alao bears on the issue of tha natura of the relation 
between measurement operations and measurable properties. According to an 
operationist view for example, aeasurable properties are defined by the 
operations used to measure them. Heasureaent is a process of invention. 
Dingle, for instance, refuses to accept that quantities exist prior to, 
and independent of, measurement operations and insists that "we should 
begin with the operation and its result, and then if we wish to speak of a 
property (which I do not think we shall do) define it in teras of that", 
(1990). On an anti-operationist view on the other hand aeasureaent is 
more a process of discovery. Quantifiable properties like weight do exist 
independently of the means of aeasuring them, specific operations are 
employed to reveal these properties, and we are free to judge whether or 
not any proposed operation is adequate for the purpose. It is clearly 
important for this debate to establish whether or not it is possible to 
formulate a satisfactory interpretation in purely operational teras.
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5.5 Oparationa aith Indiract Coaparlaon
On tha face of it thara ara tao altarnativa approachaa to altaring
1.5.1 and tha othar axaaplaa to a« to avoid tha problaa of noncoaparabla 
paira. Tha aora radicai of thè tao involvaa changlng P. Ha could aachaa 
oparationa involving dlract coaparlaona of tha aort that 1.5.1 and tha 
othera call for, and adopt inataad oparationa aith raapact to ahich all 
paira ara coaparabla. Hhathar or not thara ara oparationa for ahich thia 
condition ia aatiafiad ia a aattar for inveatigation. Tha aoat proaiaing 
typa of candidata ia an oparation in ahich tao objacta ara coaparad by 
coaparing tha outcoaaa ahan ona ia aubatitutad for tha othar in aoaa 
experimental arrangaaant that otharaiaa remaina fixad. For axaapla tao 
objacta x and y aay ba coaparad for taaperature by putting aach of thaa in 
auccaaaion in tharaal contact aith a auitably choaan third objact z and 
noting tha diraction of haat floa, if any, in aach caaa. Tha forca of tha 
qualifiar "auitably choaan” ia that for tha taat to ba affactlva z auat ba 
aithar aqual in taaparatura to ona of x, y (or to both if x and y 
theaaelvaa ara aqual) or alaa lia betaeen thaa in taaparatura. Tha 
appropriata intarpratation for x i y could ba foraulatad as folloaai
1.5.5 Tha axpraaaion x fc y holde iff thara ie a eyctaa z euch
that if eyataa x ie in tharaal contact aith z tha tao ara ln
tharaal aquilibriua or elea haat floae froa x to z, and if ayatea y
ia ln tharaal contact aith z tha tao ara ln tharaal aquilibriua or 
elea haat floaa froa z to y.
The poaaibility of parforalng thia Operation ia independent of ahathar x 
and y ara atatea of tha aaaa or of different bodiea. It doaa dapand on tha 
availabillty of auitabla interaediary ayataaa, hoaever. For aach x,y thara
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must be an appropriate z, or once again there Mill be noncoeparable paire. 
Further, if each z it a eeeber of the aet, there have to be intereediary 
system» to alloM comparison of x with z and y with z, and to on. Thut
1.9.5 iepotei fairly atrong exiatence conditions. There ia no difficulty 
in meeting these in most instances, but the implications for the character 
of the interpretation should be noted. It is clear that 1.5.5 gives a
sufficient rule for determining if x 1 y holds. But it hardly gives an
acceptable dtfinition of x 1 y. The idea that “x is hotter than y" 
includes reference to the existence of a third object is not part of our 
usual understanding of the phrase. Suppose that at some moment there is no 
object in the world with a temperature between say 1°C and 4°C, except 
only for one object x at 2°C, and another y at 3°C. This is exceedingly 
improbable but not logically absurd. At that moment, if 1.5.5 were the 
definition, y could not be said to be hotter than x, but it could 
subsequently be rendered hotter than x by the action of cooling a third 
object z from 5°C to 2.5°C. It is highly counterintuitive to suppose that 
x's being hotter than y depends upon the contingent matter of whether or
not there is a third body equal in temperature to one of them or
intermediate between the two. Despite this particular difficulty there is 
rather more to be said for this particular approach and we shall be 
discussing some further aspects of it in Chapter 6. However in the present 
chapter 1 an interested in a second more conservative approach to the 
problem, in which we attempt to stay as close as possible to the direct 
operation as the basis for the structure.
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5.6 Construction of Ord«ring Rotations fro« Oparational Relation«
First a point of nosanclaturs. Ho shall rafsr to ths rslation that
is dstsrsinsd by conparing pairs dirsctly, sach in a slnglt opsration, as 
ths d i r t c t  r t l t t i o n or D - r t l a t i o n , and horoaftar ms dsnots it by tho 
sysbol “iD".
Ho now sxplain ths gsnsral stratsgy for solving ths problss as it 
arisss in any givsn application. It falls into two parts.
Ths first stop is to rsplacs ths conditional intsrprstation of 
by what wo say rsfsr to as a cttwgorictl intsrprstation. This is ons that 
has ths fora:
R[x,y] and if PCx,yl than QCx,yl.
Ths addsd clausa RCx,y] is sons condition guarantssing that x,y is a 
cosparabla pair. It could siaply ba ths (nodal) statsnsnt that Ptx,yl is 
possibla, or altsrnativsly it could oxprnss sons furthsr rslation which 
whsn it holds botwssn x and y snsurss that PIx,y] is possibls. An obvious 
possibility hors is tha rslation (bstwsan statss) of bsing statss of 
physically distinct bodiss. Eithsr way R is intsndsd to dalivsr ths sat of 
pairs that ara conparabls rslatlvs to P. Ns nay, for axanpls, rsplacs
1.5.3 byi
1.5.6 Tho sxprossion x fcD y holds iff x and y ars statas of 
physically distinct systans and, if tho systsn of stats x is in 
thoraal contact with ths systoa of stats y, tha two ars in thsrnal 
squllibriun or also hast flows fron tha systsn of stats x to that 
of stats y.
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The adoption of a categorical Interpretation aeounte to a decielon that 
X y doee not hold for any noncoeparable pair x,y (by virtue of the fact 
that Rlx,y] it not eatiefied). ia a eubeet of the aet of coaparable 
paira in A. Thua fcD ia not connected on A. In particular if RIx,x] ia not 
aatiafied, as in this example, then is also irreflexive. Clearly noe 
does not obey the axioms of Def.5.1, and <A, fcD> is not a weak order.
This ia an instance of essential failure of the axioms.
In the second part of the procedure me define, in terms of a 
second relation for Mhich Me retain the unsubscripted symbol "i". Ï is 
intended to be the ordering relation, adequate for representing the 
measurable property involved. Me shall refer to it as the ordtr rtlation, 
or 0-ralttion. An adequate 0-relation Mill satisfy tMO conditions. The 
first is that for any pair for Mhich x y holds x fc y oust hold also. That 
is it must apply to any pair that Mere directly related in the first 
place. The second is that fc must be connected and transitive, i.e. <A, fc>
must be a weak order.
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There ara exaaplaa in tha literatura of structurât in ahich tha 
priaitiva relation ia not connactad, and in ahich it is nacassary to 
defina another relation to provida tha ordar. One ia due to Roberts and 
Luca (1968) ahich ia basad on an axioeatization of thereodynaaics glvan by 
Gilet (1964). Thay includa in thair structura an axioa of conditional 
connactadnassi
<x y Ir x z) -» (y iD z v z y)
This claarly does not hold for our D-relation as givan by 1.9.6. Under 
that interprétation this axioa fails for thè casa ahare y and z ara States 
of tha saaa systaa. In thair schaaa has propartias ahich, as it aere, 
are tha inverse of those it has in ours, in that theirs connecta statas of 
a singla systaa, and fails to connect those of separate systeas. An 
exemple for than is tha relation ahich axists betaeen tao statas of a 
single systea ahen the first can ba raached from tha second by alloaing 
the systea to absorb haat. (This is different from that givan by 1.9.6. 
That a body gats hotter by absorbing haat is logically indépendant of tha 
fact that haat floas spontaneously from a hotter to a coldar body.) Thus 
the solution in Luce and Roberts dépends upon a quita different choice of 
primitive relation from ours. Bafora I say more about thair typa of acharna 
I wish to show that we can defina an adequata structura basad on relations 
of tha typa in 1.9.6. 8o far as I am aware, this particular problem has 
not receivad any attention in tha literatura.
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5.7 Semi-Connected Ordtri
The problem it to define a relation fc in terai of and to give a 
• et of axioms on which enaure that the ttructure <A, it a weak
order. Ne shall continue to refer to the example of 1.5.6 and to use the 
cate of temperature at illustration.
tD connects states of distinct bodies. To deal with pairs of states 
belonging to the same body we define, in teres of iD, a further relation 
i, (which may be read as k,n-tr.et) a* follows!
Def.5.2 for all x,y,w c A
x 1, y i <w){(w x f w y) l (y w ■» x 1D w)>
This says that x y holds when if anything bears the relation to x it 
also bears it to y, and if y boars iD to anything so does x. It is based 
on the principle of comparing two objects indirectly by means of a direct 
comparison with other objects in the manner described in Section 5.4. In 
this respect therefore the intuitive sense of x y is akin to that given 
by 1.5.5. There is the important difference however that Def.5.2 involves 
universal, not existential, quantification. The assertion that two objects 
stand in the relation does not imply the existence of further objects.
If is interpreted in terns of spontaneous heat flow from one 
object to another as in 1.5.6 then x i, y can be recognized intuitively as 
signifying that x is at least as hot as y. However strictly x is as hot as 
y in a different sense from that denoted by the relation fcD. He might 
Indicate this by coining two terms! uhotD" (to suggest "direct") for use
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in connaction with tD and similarly "hot," for t,. Than x ia aaid to ba aa 
hot, aa y if anything aa hotD aa x ia aa hot,, aa y; and if anything no 
hottarD than y is no hottarD than x.
This naw ralation i, has cartain usaful properties. It follows 
atraightforwardly from Def.5.2 that It is both reflexiva and transitive. 
(The proof of the latter is in fact spelt out below when it ia needed as 
part of the proof of Theorem 5.1). Notice that these properties are 
independent of the interpretation of fc0j they are part of the logical 
character of fc, itself.
However given the interpretation of tD that underlies our present 
example fc, is certainly not connected. It applies only between states of 
the same body, and does not connect states of distinct bodies. To see this
suppose that x and y are states of distinct bodies A and B respectively.
, is
We may assume that there^another state of B that is hotter - hotter,, - 
than x. Taking this as an instance of w the first clause in the definition 
of fc, gives w tD x but not w fcD y and hence not x fc, y. Thus all pairs 
that are comparable relative to fcD are noncomparable relative to t, and 
vice versa, x y and x t, y are mutually exclusive.
There is just one detail in which the statement in the final 
sentence of the last paragraph may need to be amended. This relates to the 
question of the reflexivity of tD. We recall the comment, made in the 
initial discussion of the problem of conditional Interpretations in
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Section 3.3, to tha affect that in aoaa a p p l i c a t i o n !  wa aight ba p e r f a c t l y  
happy to count fcD as reflexive. Tha axaaple sug g e s t e d  Mas that of 
conparison of rods with raspact to langth undar 1.3.2. Mhara tha idaa of 
coaparing a rod Mith itself aay ba accaptabla. In such axaaplas if x ■ y 
tha pair x, y is comparable Mith raspact both to and to N o m  it so 
happens, as is aasily chackad, that Def.5.2 Mor k s  in tha intandad May 
Hhether is reflexive or irreflexive, and tha analysis that m b  ara about 
to carry out goas through in aither casa. Ne ara Trae to sattla our 
intuitive consciences on tha mattar hoM m b  m ü I Mithout affecting tha 
resulto. This is perhaps little more than a tachnical curiosity but t ha 
point does crop up again in tha discussion of semior d e r s  in tha naxt 
chapter and for that reason lt has been worth pausing ta mention it here.
H o m o ver whichever May tha question is settled tha fact raa a i n s  that 
tha indirect relation tt is no more connected on tha set A than is the 
original direct relation. Thara is no question t harefora of r a placing ona 
by tha othar to schiava c o n n e c t e d n e s s , but tha fact that togathar t h a y  do 
appear to covar all possible pairs prompts us to combina iD and fc, to 
define a connected relation fc:
Def.5.3 for ail x,y,M c A,
x t y a x y v x y.
It is trivial that fc satisfias the condition!
for ail x , y , m  < A, x y -» x fc y,
Mh l c h  is ona of the tao condit i o n s  mantionad at the and of Section 3.6 for 
t to be accaptabla as tha 0-relation.
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Once an appropriate definition of t is obtained the next talk ie to 
state axioee on fcD, that is, to define a structure <A, ¿D>, such that fc 
gives a weak ordering of A. There is of course a trivial solution, which 
is siwply to state that fc (as defined on fcD) is connected and transitive. 
There is nothing in principle wrong with this. The work has been done, as 
it were, in devising Def.3.3, and indeed it has been carried out with an 
eye to satisfying the first of these conditions. The assueption that fc is 
also transitive is open to test. However a subsidiary aie is to find 
axioms which are as sieple and as intuitively clear as possible, and given 
its complex definition, axioms to the effect that fc is connected and 
transitive hardly meet this aim. The axioms of the following structure - 
which I call a seei-connected order - seen reasonably clear, and, as we 
prove below, they are sufficient for establishing a weak order.
Def.5.4 Let A be a set and a binary relation on A. If fc is
defined on ¿D as in Oef.5.3 the structure <A, ¿D> is a 
seai-connected order iff, for all x,y,z c A, the following axioms 
holdi 1
1 y v y iD X> & i(y fcD z ¥ z y> -> i(x z v z x),
2 (X y fc y fcD Z) -» (x ÌD z V x fc, z) Cm x fc zJ.
Axiom 1 is not a connectedness condition. Rather it expresses the 
transitivity of nonconnectedness. It is of some interest to note that the 
truth of this axiom is not settled by operational tests. In the examples 
we have been discussing, where it is states of single bodies or systems 
that are not connect^able by £D, the Axiom 1 holds as a matter of 
physical necessity. The antecedent of the axiom holds if, and only if, x, 
y and z are all states of one body, in which case the consequent holds.
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It it Axiom 2 that carri«» th» burden of the operational tette. It 
expresses a kind of generalized transitivity of fcD. Whether or not it i» 
satisfied in any given exaaple is open to experimental test. In some cases 
the question can be settled quite simply by appmal to commonplacm 
knowledge, as with the commonly understood behaviour of a balance, for 
example. However in other cases the question may call for more difficult 
analysis of the empirical background. In thm case of temperature for 
example the axioms must be interpreted in the light of the laws of 
thermodynamics. There is some question about the precise role of these 
laws in the foundation of a temperature order. In particular there is some 
discussion as to whether or not the Zeroth Law is independent of the 
Second Law, and if it is, whether or not the Zeroth Law is needed for the 
definition of temperature. (See, for example, Luckhardt and Kessler, 1971) 
Home, 1977) Erlich, 1981.) There is good reason to expect the result we 
have obtained here to throw some light on this problem) it would provide 
an interesting application of the analysis.
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Ha now atata and prova tha following thaorea.
Th.5.1 If tha atructura <A, fcD> ia a aaai-connactad ordar and if k
ia dafinad on kD aa in Daf.5.3 tha atructura <A, k> is a weak ordar
Proofi Connactadnaaa.
Assume!
(a) nx k y,
i.e. ix iD y l nx k, y.
nx k, y togather with Daf.5.2 gives:
(b) U3a)(a kD x It na kD y) » (3b) (y k0 b b ny kD b)>, 
and hanca (a) given
<c) tx kD y b <(3a) (a kD x it na k„ y) v <3b) (y b I n y  k„ b)>.
Taking account of only tha first disjunct in tha second clausa of (c) 
consider!
<d> nx kD y b (a kD x b na kD y),
From this, togather with Axiom 1 wo obtain
<a) y iD x y y kD a.
From this y kD x gives the required result y k x (Def.5.3). So also does 
y kD a in conjunction with a kD x from (d) and Axioa 2.




x y li y I z.
Thii aay occur in aavaral ways, as in (a) to (d) balón.
<a> * y l y fc0 z,
in which caia x t z folloni fron Axioa 2.
(b) x y b y i, z,
i.a. X tD y II InXIn iD y -» w fcD z) li (z n y n)).
Putting x ai an imtanca of n givai x z which gives x fc z (fron 
Daf.5.2).
(c) x 1, y I y iD z.
x z, and hanca x t z, follows in a sinilar way to caia (b).
(d) x t y li y i z,
i.a. IwlUw ïD x -» w y) li (y iD w -> x w)> li
Iwlllw iD y -» w z) li (z w -» y w)).
This given
<W) {(w  X - f w  i0 z) Il (z w -» x kD w)) 
fr o n  w h i c h  x fc z f o l l o w s  d i r e c t l y . |
This result shows that, despite tha probien of nonconparabi1ity, it is 
possibla to order a sat of states of physical systans on the basis of an 
oparatlonal test in which sona pairs of statai ara conpared directly in 
tha nannar characterized in exanplas such as 1.3.1 and 1.3.2.
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9.8 The Concapt is at laast ai hot as
Tha analyala of the last fen aactiona, leading to the definition of 
a aeai-connected order, reveala that a concept like is at laast as hot as, 
if interpreted operationally, ia rather eore coeplex than eight have been 
supposed. The added coeplexity enters the analysis in tuo places.
One place is the interpretation of the direct relation which now 
has to refer not only to the nature of the operational tests involved, but 
also to factors which govern the possibility of the test for any pair of 
states.
The second is in the definition of fc given in teres of fcD, in which 
t appears to be endowed with two coeponents of eeaning. For exaeple, in 
the case of teeperature the expression x fc y eay be read asi x is at least 
as hot as y if either it is at least as hotD as y or it is at least as 
hot, as y. It is the coeposite tern fc which corresponds with the ordinary 
usage of the phrase "is at least as hot as". Both of the locutions "this
body is at least as hot as that one” and "this body is at least as hot as
it was an hour ago” appear in ordinary discourse. It follows that neither 
tD ("is at least as hotD as") nor i, ("is at least as hot, as") aeans the 
sane as "is at least as hot as". If heat flows froe body C to body D when
they are in thereal contact, it is a sign that C is hotter than 0, but it
is not the eeaning of it. Again if when C is in state 1 heat flows froa C 
to D (which is in soae fixed state) but when C is in state 2 heat flows 
froe D to C then we have a sign that C in state 1 is hotter than it is in
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state 2, but not the meaning of it'a being ao. Me eight have wondered if 
the fact that fc, and fcD are related by Def.9.2 givea aome aort of warrant 
for at leaat according thee the aaee meaning aa each other. If thin were 
granted then we could perhapa without much atrain extend the tame meaning 
to all three. However a simple numerical example shows that this is not 
so. Suppose A is a met of numbers and that x y holds if, and only if,
x * (y ♦ i). Then x fc, y holds if, and only if, x ■ y. Me would not be 
inclined to ascribe the same meaning to and fc, in this case. They may 
be thought of as distinct components of the relation fc (as defined in 
Def.9.3), and if we talk of meanings then we might be prepared to say that 
the intuitively more complex meaning of fc accommodates the meanings of 
both components, but this in no way justifies conflating the meanings of 
the components themselves.
It is worth making a point about how this matter relates to the 
strategy employed in the analysis. Faced with the inadequacy of the 
original weak order structure of Def.9.i we have dealt with the problem of 
noncomparable pairs by making changes in the theory at two levels. One 
change takes place at (a) the informal level of the interpretation (i.e. 
in the metalanguage), e.g the change from 1.3.3 to I.3.6| the other change 
is at (b) the formal level of the axioms, e.g the change from the weak 
order, Def.3.1, to the semi-connected order, Def.3.4. In our treatment so 
far, the general idea has been to eake only the minimum changes at (a), 
those that proved to be necessary, and to make the bulk of the changes at 
(b). This has allowed us to keep as close as possible to the spirit of
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1.3.3 (and of tha other earlier exaeplee). However thle It not the only 
way of dealing with the problea. In principle we can adopt an oppoelte 
approach in which we retain the original eat of axioms and aaend the 
interpretation accordingly. Thle eeane, in effect, adopting the relation fc 
that warn dtfintd in Daf.3.3 at a prleitive for the elepler weak order 
structure of Def.5.1. The difficulty here ie that the interpretation it 
correspondingly complex. The etateaent of it ie rather long and unwieldy, 
but it goes something likes
1.5.7 The expreeeion x y holdt iffi
eithers x and y are etatee of phyaically dietinct ayetaae and, when thè
eyetea in etate x it in theraal contact with thè ayetea in state y, 
thè two are in theraal equillbriua or else heat flows froa thè 
systea in stato x to that in state y,
ors x and y are aro States of a single physical systea and (1) lf
when thè systea in state x is in theraal contact with a second 
systea thè two aro in theraal equillbriua or else heat flows froa 
thè second systea into thè first, then when thè systea ls in state 
y and in contact with thè second, whose state is unchangod, thè two 
are in theraal equillbriua or else heat flows froa thè second 
systea into thè first, and <ii) if when thè systea in stata y is in 
theraal with a second systea thè two are in theraal equillbriua or 
heat flows froa thè first systea into thè second, then when thè 
systea is in state x and in contact with thè second, whose state is 
unchangod, thè two are in theraal equillbriua or else heat flows 
froa thè first System into thè second.
Clearly the two solutions are equivalent in that both are based 
upon the same informal account of the measurement operation. They differ 
only in how much of that account is made explicit in the foraal theory, 
and how much is loft to be spelt out in the specification of the model for 
the theory. The first leaves the interpretation relatively staple at the 
cost of complicating the foraal theory. The second, by contrast, preserves
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tha siaplicity of the thaory but requiraa a aore coaplex intarpratation. 
Thara is a trade-off froa one to tha other. The range of choice occurs 
whenever tha fit between a foraal structure and an intended aodel turns 
out to be incoaplete. Soae adjustaont will be necessary but the decision 
as to where the adjustaent is most appropriately aade will depend on what 
we think formalization achieves. There is a tension between the two 
approaches described above.
On the one hand a given set of axioas such as that of Def.5.1 aay 
have a strong appeal independently of any peculiar features of an intended 
application, perhaps because of the siaplicity of the axioas or the 
generality of their application, and for the sake of this it aay be worth 
accepting a more coaplex interpretation. It may give soae aotivation for 
reexamining intuitively held ideas about the intended model on the chance 
of bringing to light some hitherto unnoticed grounds for adjustaent in 
that quarter. We may come to notice that states of affairs which at first 
looked quite different can profitably be linked together under soae more 
general description. Such insights are aaong the fruits of formal 
analysis.
On the other hand an obvious aim in formalizing an existing theory 
is to provide a precise expression of the theory as it is intuitively 
understood. This suggests that siaplicity in the interpretation should be 
a primary goal. It seems desirable that conceptually distinct components 
of the informal theory should be associated with correspondingly distinct
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primitiva taraa in tha forami atructura. Tha aolution basad upon I.S.7 
appaara to fall down on thia scora. That tha »ama priaitlva fc should 
ancompass tha two ralationa indlcatad in 1.3.7 la on tha faca of it 
contrary to tha spirit of thia aia.
Thia dosa howevar beg tha quastion of how "conceptual1y distinct 
componants" ara to be racognizad. Tha answar is likely to dapand on our 
mataphysical viaws on tha natura of aaaaurabla propartiaa. An oparationiat 
is likely to find 1.5.6, appliad to in Daf.5.4, aore attractiva than
I.S.7 for it andowa tha primitiva tara with a more claarcut oparational 
significanca, and it makas axplicit tha saparation batwean and tha 
definad ordaring ralation £. For an anti-oparationiat on tha othar hand 
tha second scheme basad on 1.5.7 may bava tha graatar appaal. He wlll 
admit that 1.5.7 is mora coaplax than 1.5.6 but argue that thia is a 
consequence of ita baing axprasaad in oparational tarma. He does not look 
to 1.5.6 for tha thè meaning of a phrase such aa "is at least as hot asu 
since for him tha tha phrase rafars to a faatura of raality that exists 
indapandently of tha measureaent operation. Ha judges 1.5.6 on whethar or 
not it accurataly deacribes an oparational test sufficient to pick thia 
faatura out. If thè test in quastion is coaplax and calla for diffarant 
procaduras according to whethar States of thè saae or of diffarant bodies 
ara baing comparad, so ba it. Tha centrai point for him is that it is tha 
0-relation t that captures tha centrai undarlying concapt and that tha 
underlying aignificance of x i. y is thè sane for any pair x,y, naaaly an 
expression of a relation betwaen temperatures (or whatevar is tha relevant
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measurable proparty In a givan application).
I do not think that conaidarationa of thia aort ara coapalling for 
either party. Thera ia a great deal to be said for examining both options, 
preferably in the order in ahich they have bean described here. The first 
calls for a deeper analysis of the basis of the eeasureaent process, and 
requires a sore precise expression of it in the foraal theory. The second 
then allows us to make capital of this by revealing hoe apparently 





This chapter, like the pravioua one, la concerned with probleaa to 
do with the failure of the axioas for a weak order. The problee that waa 
conaidered in Chapter 9, that of noncoeparabi1ity, haa ita aource in the 
ontological propertiea of the phyaical objecta on which the aeaaureeent 
operation! are perforeed. A single object cannot bo in two places at the 
same tiae, or be in two distinct teaperature states at the saaa tiao, and 
so on. He have referred to this type of problea aa assentisi failure of 
the axioms. The type of failure to bo considered in this chapter, by 
contrast, is due not to characteristics of the objects but to those of the 
measureaent operation, and in particular to the intrusion of experiaental 
error. We refer to this variety as experieentai failure.
We have already given soae attention to the subject of experiaental 
error in Chapter 2. It was pointed out that the axioas of Dof.1.2 (or 
Def.9.1) presuppose ideal experiaental conditions. In relation to the 
measureaent of weight on a balance, for exaaple, the axioas will be 
satisfied in all possible tests only if the balance is ideal in 
construction and behaviour - perfectly syaaetrical, perfectly poised, and 
so on, - and this does not occur in practice. However well constructed a 
balance aay be there is always soae departure froa an ideal specification
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and this i«ti limit» to the accuracy and the aanaitivity of the taata. In 
Chapter 2 we were concerned with the coneequencee of this for the 
construction of tcalee. Here we consider the consequences for the foreal 
theory. I wish to discuss how one ieportant type of systeeatic error leads 
to failure of the axioms, and to examine possible modifications to the 
axiom system for dealing with it. In particular I wish to present and 
discuss the definition of a structure (which I have called a eutual order) 
that appears to meet the problem. It is related to the ttwiordtr, a 
structure first defined by Luce (1956), but it represents a significant 
development from it and is, I believe, to that extent novel. A major part 
of the chapter is given to an analysis leading to the definition of a 
mutual order and to a survey of the ways in which it nay be applied. 1 
also include some comment on the fact that there are features of this 
problem of experimental failure in common with the problem of essential 
failure.
6.1 A Model for Systematic Error
I shall turn once again to the example of weight measurement, which 
gives us the following simple model for the type of error I wish to 
consider.
Suppose we have a balance that is ideal in every respect other than 
that its arms are uneaual in length, in the ratio lsk, say, as in Fig.6.1 
on the following page.
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Fig.6.1
k nay be lean than 1 or greater than 1 but we shall assuee that its value 
is fixed. This produces so-called systaeatic error) but in spite of this 
it turns out still to be possible to use the defective balance to order a 
set of objects according to weight, and in this section we investigate how 
this can be done. Random variation in the value of k would produce randoa 
error. Since this sort of error is an ineradicable feature of eeasureeent 
no theory which leaves it out of account can be coaplete. Nevertheless it
is not my intention to pursue this considerably sore complex problem here.
The features I wish to examine exist beneath the perturbations resulting 
from random error, and it is clearly more profitable to consider them, at 
least in the first instance, in an ideal context supposedly free of such 
perturbations.
The fact that the balance has unequal arms makes it necessary to 
take account of which object is placed on which pan. Failure to do so 
quickly leads to unacceptable results. Suppose for example that two 
objects x and y are nearly equal in weight and, for the sake of this
particular point, that k is greater than 1. (It is easier to visualise the
outcome of tests if we imagine the departure from ideal conditions to be 
large - say k ■ 5, making the right hand arm several times longer than the 
left.) Now if x is placed in the left hand pan and y in the right then 
under a standard interpretation of fc, such as 1.3.1, which makes no
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diatinction between tha two poaaibla arrangaaanta, tha raault iai
i* 1 y > y 1 *,
but with x in tha right hand pan and x in tha left tha raault iai
x i y M y  1 x,
Thaaa contradict. To daal with thia wo auat atipulato what arrangaaont 
x t y ia to refer to. To aaphaaiae tha point we change the notation, 
introducing the predicate L corresponding with which wa give tha 
following provisional interpretation of Lxyi
1.6.1 The expression Lxy holds iff, if object x is
placed in tha ¡eft hand pan of the balance and object y in tha 
other, tha balance reoains in equilibriua or else tha pan 
containing x descends.
It is easy to show that <A, L> is, in general, not a weak order.
Let us denote the nueorical values of weights of objects by n,, n , etc.
Then Lxy holds if and only if n, i kny. Hence we require, for all
x,y,z ( Ai
(a) for connectedness of Li n } kn or n 1 kn ,
(b) for transitivity of Li if n, i kny and ny i kn, then n, i kn,.
It is seen ienediately that (a) holds in general only if k < 1. For <b) we 
note that the transitivity of i (on numbers) guarantees only thati 
if n, i kny and ny i kn, then n, l k*n,.
This leads to (b) only if k )1. Only for a perfect balance (for which 
k ■ 1) can both hold together.
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In thè aaaa May Ma can introduca a ralation R Mhara Rxy hai an 
intarpratation obtainad by aubstituting "right" tor "lett" in 1.6.1. 
Similar arguaenta ahoM that <A, R> la not a waak ordar aithar, tha only 
ditterence baing that tha conditiona on k for connactadnaaa and 
tranaitivity ara ravaraad (assuaing that k atili Tatara to tha right hand 
ara aa in tha abova diagra«). In tact L and R Mi 11 bava coaplaaantary 
proporti««! it ona ia connactad but not tranaitiva tha othar la tranaitiva 
but not connactad. In Mhat tallona mo «hall, Mithout loaa ot ganarality, 
atick to tha aaauaption that k > 1, i.a. that tha longer ara ia on tha 
right in tha abova diagraa, ao that L ia alMaya tha tranaitiva relation 
and R tha connactad ona ot thè pair.
Thara ia tha queation ot Mhether or not L and R ara retlaxivo.
Since 1.6.1 ia a conditional intarpratation tha aaaa ditticulties aria* aa 
thoae daacribad in Saction S.3, and auch ot thè diacuaaion ot that «action 
appliaa again bara. In anticipation ot nuaarical «odala in nhich Lxy ia 
aada to corraapond with x i ky and Rxy nith kx * y, ne ara proapted to 
«uppoae that L auat be irratlaxiva and R ratlaxiva, but, aa betore, thara 
ia no narrant tor any auch deciaion in tha resulta ot tha operational 
testa alone. In tha naxt saction (6.2) mo shall be concarned Mlth tha 
conatruction ot a waak ordar basad on aithar L or R and it m i11 bacoaa 
claar that tor that partlcular purposa no deciaion on retlaxivity la 
requirad. Tha situation ia just tha aaaa aa that daacribad in tha account 
ot tha aaai-connactad ordar in Saction S.7. Ho aro trae to sattlo tha 
queation in Mhataver May our intuitive proaptings suggest Mithout any
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affect on the reaulta of the aubaaquent analysis.
Ma have established that unless k ■ 1, neither <A, L> nor <A, R> is 
a weak order, so that neither L nor R is adequate to represent the 
normally understood relation of "is at least as heavy as". Their 
deficiencies are simple to describe in informal terms. L is too strong so 
that Lxy does not hold in some cases where x is heavier than y, those 
where x is not as much as k times as heavy. R on the other hand is too 
weak and Rxy holds for cases where y is actually heavier than x, up to k 
times as heavy. For any pair x, y where neither is as such as k tines as 
heavy as the other we have both of the resultsi
<i> iLxy l< iLyx and Rxy It Ryx.
That is to say neither L nor R discriminates between objects for which the 
ratio in weight has a value less than k. Of course this description of the 
limitations of the system goes well beyond what the operational tests 
alone entitle us to say. It rests on a particular mathematical theory of 
beam balances and presupposes that a numerical representation of weight 
has already been established. At this stage of the analysis we should 
confine the account to operational concepts, and the most that can bo said 
within this constraint is that there are pairs of objects which are not
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discriminated by the taata. In this vain it ia standard to uaa ona or 
othar of tha results in (i) to define a further relation, sayi
Daf.6.1 For all x,y « A, Ixy ■ (Rxy & Ryx).
I is syanatric but, as further tests show, it is not transitive, and 
therefore it is not an equivalence relation. The standard tern for this 
type of relation is indif fir met riJition. Correspondingly a relation of 
the type of which L is an exaeple is called a just noticiabli diffirtnci 
relation. <There does not sees to be a recognized tare that applies to R 
alone.) It should again be emphasized that neither of these labels has a 
numerical connotation and should not be understood to refer to any 
particular arithmetical relation between objects, which in any case would 
be subject to change under scale transformations. For instance the 
geometrical difference of our example would become an arithmetical 
difference on transformation to a logarithmic scale. (He happen to have 
chosen an extensive property for illustration but this is incidental at 
this stage) .
Thus, L and R are both insufficient to represent the property of 
weight. He need to obtain a further relation fc that lies somewhere between 
L and R as it were. He need to find a suitable definition in terms of L, 
or R, or both.
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It la t e m p t i n g  to t r y  s t a p l e  a a n t a n t l a l  f u n c t i o n s  of Lxy a n d  Rxy, 
but t h i s  Hill n o t uork. It ia, for e x a a p l e ,  a i a p l a  to a h o n  that!
x y ■ (Lxy v Rxy)
is connactad, but not transitive. Or again, that!
x y ■ (Lxy ti Rxy)
is transitive, but not connactad. The relation!
x y ■ (Lxy «* Rxy)
is neither transitive nor connected. This third is in any case not very 
promising froa an intuitive point of vies since x y holds both if x is at
least k times as heavy as y and if y is at least k tines as heavy as x.
What stands in the nay of finding a suitable coebination of Lxy and 
Rxy is that they are not independent. They are trivially related byi
Lxy y Ryx
Intuitively He recognize that the relation i xe want for "is at least as 
heavy as" must be related to L and R byi
Lxy implies x fc y, and x fc y implies Rxy, 
for any x, y and this gives!
Lxy -) Rxy.
This indeed holds for the model of the uneven balance. It Hill appear as 
an axiom or a theorem in a satisfactory theory. But the consequence is 
that Lxy and Rxy cannot be independent sentences in a definition of x ) y.
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6.2 Sfiordara
Liaita to diacriaination in coapariaon procedural occur univeraally 
in meaiureaant and relations with the properties mo have ascribed to L and 
to R are nomai. The very fact that aoasureaent is possible despite these 
limitations, hoMever, indicates that it is possible to establish an order 
on the basis of just noticeable difference and indifference relations. 
Goodman described a satisfactory scheme in Tht Structure of Appearance 
(1951, Chs.lX,X). Subsequently Luce (1956) defined a tttiordtr. This is a 
structure based on tMO binary relations, P and I say, where, in the 
context of his paper, P is a preference relation (Mhich is equivalent to a 
just noticeable difference relation), and I an indifference relation. Luce 
gives a set of axioms on the basis of Mhich a weak ordering relation can 
be obtained from P and I. His definition is <Mith sono notational 
changes)i
D*f .6.2 Let A be a set and P and I be tMO binary relations defined
over A. <P, I> is a stuiordoring of A Ei.o., in our usual format,
<A, P, I> is a semiorder] if for all m, x ,  y, z a Ai
1 exactly one of Pxy, Pyx, or Ixy obtains,
2 Ixx,
3 Pxy, Iyz, Pzw iaply Pxy,
4 Pxy, Pyz, IyM iaply not both I xm and I zm.
The import of these axioms is not immediately obvious, but Inspection 
shows that they apply to our system of the uneven balance if Pxy and Ixy 
are construed in one of several trivially related ways. One is where Pxy 
corresponds with our (Lxy fc nRyx), and Ixy with (Rxy Ic Ryx), where, in the 
light of Axiom 2, we must nuppose that R is reflexive and, in the light of 
1 and 2, that L is irreflexivo.
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In Def.6.2 P and I ara both praaantad a> priaitlva taras, but Luca 
doaa aake tha point that it la alto paraiaaibla to define I in taras of P, 
putting Ixy a *i(Pxy v Pyx), and ae aay axploit that hara by putting Lxy 
for Pxy and i(Lxy v Lyx) for Ixy. This aova doas alloa tha définition to
ba siaplifiad and so rathar than discuss Def.6.2 as it stands it aill ba
conveniant to go to a siaplifiad version givan by Scott and Suppas (195B). 
Thair définition isi
Def.6.3 A stwiorder is a relational systaa <A, P> Mhich satisfies
tha folloMing axions for ail x, y, z, w c Ai
1 Not Pxx,
2 If Pxy and Pza, than aithar Pxw or Pzy,
3 If Pxy and Pzx, than aithar Pay or Pzw.
Scott and Suppas point out that givan a seaiorder <A, P> we can 
deriva froa it a weak order <A, Pt>, ahere P, is an indirect relation 
dafined in taras of P of precisaly tha saae typa as that aaployed in tha 
définition of a sani-connactad ordar (Section 5.7). P, aas dafined in 
Def.5.2, (ahich is ranuabered and repeated hara for convani ance)i
Def .6.4 P, x y a (a)f(Pax -> Pay) fc (Pya -) Pxw))
In section 5.7 aa comnented on tha operational significanca of P, 
(or of i, in tha notation of that section) and on hoa it diffars froa its 
direct counterpart P. The aain idea aas that abile a test for Pxy aay 
requira direct interaction betaean tha objecta x and y, or at laast for 
them both to ba presant at tha saaa tiaa in an axpariaantal arrangeaent, a
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test for P,xy involves thè substitution of one object for thè other in an 
experiaental arrangeaent which ia otherwise kapt fixed. Tha differance ia 
that between a taat in uhich objacta x and y ara placad at tha aaaa tiaa 
on oppoaita pana of a balanca and a taat in ahich x and y ara placad 
auccaaaively in ona pan ahila tha contanta of tha othar raaain unchanged. 
In tha contaxt of aaction S.7 tha iaportanca of indiract taata aaa that 
thay avoidad problema of connactadnaaa ariaing froa logicai difficultiaa 
in aatting up diract taata. But aa aa ahall noa aaa thia aaaa notion ia 
axploitad in tha application of tha aaaiordar to axpariaantal arror.
Tha folloaing ia a thaoraa.
Th.6.1 If tha atructura <A, P> ia a aaaiordar and P, ia a binary
ralation on A dafinad froa P aa in Daf.6.4 than tha atructura 
<A, P , > ia a weak ordar.
Tha proof of thia ia fairly alaaantary and tha authora oait it froa thair 
papar, but it ia iaportant for aoae of tha following analyaia to exaaina 





(a) for aome x,yi nP,xy l nP,yx,
i.e. i (a) { <Phx 4 Pay) It (Pyw -* Px m )> It i(aK(Pay -» Pax) it (Pxa -) Pya)>. 
Tha firat conjunct of thia givtai
(b) < 3 a ) { ( P a x  ti l P a y )  v (Pya li - iPxa>>, 
and tha aacond giveai
(c) (3b){(Pby fc iPbx) v (Pxb & iPyb)>.
Tha proof noa fall* into tao part*.
The firat conaiata in ahoaing that the conjunction of tha firat diajunct* 
from (b) and <c) and, aiailarly, tha conjunction of tha aecond diajunct* 
violate Axiom 2. The firat pair for example givei
(Pax li nPay) lc (Pby & nPbx), i.a. Pax It Pby li n(Pay v Pbx)
ahich contradict* Axiom 2.
The aacond part of tha proof conaiata in ahoaing that the conjunction of 
the firat diajunct of either (b) or (c) aith the aacond diajunct of the 
other violate* Axiom 3. For example the firat diajunct from (b) and the 
aecond from (c) giveat
(Pax li nPay) b (Pxb ti nPyb), i.e. Pax V Pxb fc n(Pay v Pyb), 
ahich contradict* Axiom 3.
Thu* aaauaption (a) lead« to a contradiction.
Tranaitivity.
Follow» immediately from Def.6.4 alone.I
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Nom inapcction show» that Axa.2 and 3 of Def.6.3 ara satisfiad by 
both of our ralationa L and R. Howavtr givan that it ia usuai to count L 
but not R as irreflexive, tha praaanca of Ax.l indicata* that tha systea 
ia intendad to apply only to L, i.a. only to a just noticeable difference 
ralation, so that Th.6.1 applies to tha structure <A, L,> but not to thè 
correaponding structure <A, R,>. Now in tha light of coaaanta wa bave aade 
earlier about thè irralevance of tha question of raflexivity it aay be 
Hondered if this restriction ia necessary. Ma nota that thè foregoing 
proof nakas no appeal to Axioa 1) in so far aa mo are concernad aeraly 
with eatabliahing thè existence of a Neak ordar this axioa ia radundant.
It ia quickly shown to be indepandent of tha othar two. Conaider tha 
nunerical relational structure* <Re, >> and <Re, ì>. Axa.2 and 3 hold for 
both, Mhereaa Ax.l holds only for tha foraar. If aa discard Ax.l Th.6.1 
applies to <A, R,> aa Nell.
Tha quaation non ariaes of ahat these aeak ordars <A, L,> and 
<A, Rf> are. Ara thay thè saae aa tha aeight ordar? la L, (or R,) an 
adequata raprasanattion of tha ralation "ia at least aa heavy aa"?
Tha nost insediata answer ia that L, (or R,) ia an tpproxiwatt 
version of tha ideal, direct, Naak ordar, ralation that n o  suppose to ba 
obtainabla N i t h  a parfact balanca, ona for Nhich k ia axactly 1. Suppose 
that n o  roprosent this ideal direct ralation by M. (In tha liait of k"l 
both L and R Nould reduce to M.) N o n  if M ia a Neak ordar than M and M, 
ara aquivalent - tha rasult Mxy « M,xy folloas very aiaply fron thè axioaa
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for a weak ordir. But Hxy H Ltxy doea not hold in ganaral. He racogniza 
intuitivaly thati
Hxy iapliaa L,xy
auat hold, but tha ravaraai
L,xy iapliaa Hxy
ia not guarantaad. For auppoaa that far • particular pair, a and b, Ma 
hava iHab. Then Me hopa for iLIab but for thia thara auat ba aoaa othar 
alaaant, c Bay, auch that aithar (Lea ti iLcb) or (Lbc t iLac) holda. 
Hhathar or not thia ia ao ia contingant upon tha aaabarahip of tha aat A. 
If A containa no auch alaaant tha procaduraa Nili fall to diacriainata 
between a and b. In thia avant tha axpariaantal ordar baaad upon L, Nili 
ba erudir than tha idaal ordar of H that m i  ara aftar. Tha failura of L, 
to diacriainata in cartain caaaa Nili laad to tha dalation of gapa that 
Mould appaar in tha idaal ordar. It ia in thia aanaa that tha axpariaantal 
ordar ia an approxiaation to tha idaal. It ia claar that tha aora finaly 
distributed tha aat ia, tha graatar tha chancaa of diacriainating batwaan 
paira of alaaanta, and ao raducing thia typa of arror. In particular, if
thara Mira availabla a continuua of objacta, Mith weighta diatributad ovar
a continuua of valuaa, it aould ba poaaibla in principia, ao m i  auppoaa,
to u b i  L, to riproduca axactly tha ordar H uould giva. On thia v ì i m ,
<A,Lt> approachea <A,N> as a liait aa tha aaabarahip of A ia incraaaad 
indafinitaly and L, approachaa H.
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Thia argument p r e s u p p o s e s  tha theory of an ideal baaa bal a n c e  and 
aaeueea that if a perfect inatru a e n t  Mere constructed, with k exactly 
equal to 1, it Mould behave aa our inforaal arguments have auppoaod. Maybe 
it Mould, but it ia not l o gically neceaaary that it ahould. It ia poaaible 
that, even Mith a ayaeetrical balance, W is an i n d ifference relation. It 
could be the case for exaeple that eoeenta of forces obeyed soee kind of 
quanti z a t i o n  principle so that teo objects auat differ in Melght by aore 
than a certain threshold value before the e q u i libriue of the bal a n c e  ia 
disturbed. Indeed it could be that if experiaental error is reduced beloM 
•one aa yet unknoen level, p r e c i s e  Measurement Mill reveal effects of this 
kind. G i v e n  that Me cannot c o m p l e t e l y  e liminate experiaental error m o  can 
never be in a position to be s u r e  that this is not actually the case. He 
cannot be sure that the supposed underlying ideal rneak ordering relation 
does exist. And if it does not, then even Nith a perfect balance at our 
disposal, Me Mould still need to appeal to an indirect relation M, to 
obtain a weak order and H, not M Mould be the underlying relation to 
Mhich L, approximates. This is not to claim that H, and L, are 
incorrigible. The point I Mish to establish is simply this. Ordering a set 
by a r e l a t i o n  representing a direct mutual interaction imposes aore 
stringent conditions on the test operation than ordering by the 
a l t e r n a t i v e  indirect method. This is some reason for regarding the 
Indirect relation as the more fundamental from the point of vies of 
establ i s h i n g  the existence of a measurable property.
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Thu« to suaaariae, tha »•■lordar copes Mith th« probità of tha 
unavan balanca, (and Mith kindrad problaaa in othar ayataaa «hara tha aaaa 
aort of axperimeritai arror occura) , by raplacing a binary relation P, 
rendared unauitable by ahortcoainga in tha aaaauring oparation, by ita 
indirect derivativa P,. Any reaaining arror ia than attributable to 
deficianciaa in thè diatribution of thè aat of objecta along tha order. It 
ia poaaibla in principia to reduce theaa errore to an indefinita axtant by 
auitably augaenting tha aat.
6.3 Nethod of aubatitution
Tha tachniqua by which tha aeaiorder deals Mith tha problea of 
axpariaantal arror ia «ore than a «atheaatical contrivance. It correaponda 
«ore cloaaly than «ight at firat be apparant Mith oparationa aaployad in 
practice. There are vary «any caaaa of routine procedura« in Mhich graater 
praciaion ia obtainad by co«paring two objecta by an indirect aathod 
rather than by a direct aathod. He deacriba a particular axaapla.
Suppose Ma Miah to adjuat a variabla resistor R until thè valua r 
of ita restatane« ia aqual to that of soae resistane« standard rm, aay. 
Typically Ma «ake use of a Hheatstone Bridge arrangement. (An account of 
thè thaory of tha Hheatstone Bridge, togather Mith soae coaaent on tha 
aubatitution «ethod can ba found in EdMarda (1971, p.10).> A dirtet «athod 
Mould uae thè cicuit depicted in Fig.6.2 on thè follouing page.
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Fig.6.2
R is tha variable resistor and S the standard. The circuit contains two 
further resistors «those values rt and r2 are nominally equal, giving a a 
nominal value of 1 for the ratio k ■ (r,/ra) . The variable resistor R is 
adjusted until the bridge is balanced, that is until no current flott is 
registered by the meter at A. Standard circuit theory gives for the 
balance condition«
r * (rt/r2) i r9 ■ k x r.
As this equation shoes, the accuracy of the setting of the value r to rm 
is dependent upon how close to 1 the value of k in fact is. Any departure
of the value fros 1 will be revealed if the two resistors R and S are
interchanged when in general it will be found that the bridge is no longer 
in balance. In this respect the behaviour of the circuit as a 'resistance
balance' is entirely similar to that of the weight balance, with arms of
lengths in the ratio lik, that was described in an earlier section. The 
accuracy of the method is limited by the imperfection of the bridge. A 
standard method of dealing with this problem is to employ the arrangement 
of the following Fig.6.3.
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There R' it anothir variable raiiitor that il put in placa of R. Firit tha 
bridge il balancad by adjuiting R". Than, without any further changa to 
R ’, R il lubititutad for S and adjuitad until tha bridge il again 
balancad. R (now fixed at thii valúa) and S can than ba intarchangad at
Nili Nithout any changa in tha condition of tha bridge. Ha aay than
concluda that r ■ ra, and thii reiult ia independant of thè valuai of any 
othar coeponenti in tha circuiti it holdi for any valué of k.
Tha principia of thii aethod il in lina Nith tha analyiia of thè
•aaiorder. He aay obviouily daicriba it ai an indiract coepariion of R and 
S by aeana of a direct coapariion of each of thaa Nith R'. Nota that thè 
aethod ONei iti auccaii to tha fact that R' il a variable raiiitor. Thii 
provid«* in affact a notionally continuoua lat of reiiitori out of Nhich 
n i  lelact tha ona raquirad for tha aoit preciia coapariion of R and 8.
But thare il a aora generai Nay of looking at tha Batter. Ai thè 
analyiii ahoNi tha valúa of tha raiiitanca of R', or, to talk about it in 
pre-calibration tarai, thè poiition of R' relativa to R and 8 in thè
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overall order, ie irrelevant. Froe the point of view of thie technique it 
need not even be regarded ai a aeeber of the ordered eet. The function of 
R' ie eieply to fore part of the eyetee into which the reeistore under 
teat are ineerted. He can count the whole of the circuit of diagrae (b) - 
except for R and 8 theeeelvee - that le not only R' but the other 
reeietore, detector and the rest, at a coaplete syetea, or env ironeent.
On thie view we coapare R and 8 by coapering the outcoees whan one is 
substituted for the other in en eppropr iute, fixed environnent. I now 
with to argue that we aay apply thie alternative view generally acroee 
the whole field of aeaeureaent and that there are eubetantial advantagee 
to be gained froa doing eo. 1 ehall begin by describing how an alternative 
foraal systea which exploite thie viewpoint can be developed froa the 
semi order structure. The essence of this alternative eyetea is that it 
separates the objects to be ordered froa the environaents which provide 
the contexts in which the behaviour of the objects is coapared.
6.4 Definition of a Deaiseaiorder
The developaent can best be explained in the following way. He 
return to Def.6.4 and rewrite P,xy, B a k i n g  use of an eleaentary 
theorea of predicate calculus, asi
P,xy ■ (w) (Pyw -* Pxw) It (w) (Pwx -) Pwy).
The clauses of the conjunction can be separated in an obvious way, and we 
now define two relations P0 and PK, coaponents of Pt, as follows!
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<i> • V y ■ <w>(Pyw -> P x w ) , and
(il) PK xy ■ (w)(Pwx -» P w y ) ,
■o thati
P,xy ■ (PjXy ti PKxy).
Both Pj and PK are reflexive and transitive, again a> a eatter of 
definition. Furthereore, ae exaeination of the proof given in the laet 
section readily shoes, each of thee is connected so that both <A,Pa>, and 
<A,Pk>, are weak orders. The interesting point is that this can be 
established on the basis of Axioe 2 of Def.6.3 alone. This single axion is 
sufficient. This coaes about because of the difference in operational 
significance of P, on the one hand and Pa and PK on the other. P,xy refers 
both to cases where object x is inserted in one test position of the 
measureaent systea (e.g. the left hand pan of the balance or the left hand 
branch of the Mheatstone Bridge) and to cases where it is Inserted in the 
other position, and the saae for y. Pa and PK however refer only to cases 
for which any given eleaent is restricted to one position or the other. 
Axioa 3 in the Def.6.3 governs the behaviour of the systea in tests 
involving the transfer of an object froa one side to the other, and so it 
is not required if no such tests are referred to. Axioe 2 is independent 
of any such interchange.
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Tht function of Axioa 3 la, aa it were, to coupla tha tao ralationa 
Pj and PK togathar. It ia thia axioa that ansures that tha tao ordaringa 
of A that thay produca ara coapatibla ao that P,, thair coabination, alao 
givaa a weak ordar. Axioa 3 incorporataa inforaation about a aora coaplax 
aapact of tha bahaviour of tha aeaauraaant ayataa than doaa Axioa 2. But, 
aa tha abova arguaanta show, wa can diapanaa with thia inforaation and 
atill obtain an ordar. Aa a firat step, tharafora, wa dafina a weaker 
atructura than a seaiorder, Nhlch wa ahall cali a dtaistaiordtr, basad on 
a singla axioa:
Daf.6.6 Lat A ba a sat and P a binary ralation on A. Tha ralational
atructura <A, P> is a dttistaiordir iff, for all u, v, x, y c A, 
tha following axioa holdai
<Pxu ti Pyv) -) (Pxv v Pyu).
Ma aay now giva a foraal luminary of tha indapandant raaulta for Pa and 
PK in tha following thaoraa.
Th.6.2 If <A, P> ia a doniaaaiordar than tha ralational structuras
<A, Pj> and <A, PK>, whara Pa and PK ara ralationa definad on A aa 
in Def.6.5 ara waak orders.
Thia waakar atructura genarataa two ordara out of teats conductad 
on an unavan balance, (or othar siailarly defectiva aquipaant). Each ia an 
approxiaation to an ideal, whara once again tha dagrae of approxiaation is 
governad by thè diatribution throughout tha set of objacta. Mhat has bean 
relinquiahad in tha aova froa Def.6.3 to Daf.6.6 ia tha guarantaa that P_, 
and PK giva tha saaa ordar, or giva approxinationa to tha saae ideal 
ordar. Thia atructura leaves that quastion opan.
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The link Mlth tht problem of •aaantlal failure of connoctodnoaa la 
now aaay to atata. Suppoaa tta have a situation where the set A is divided 
into two subsets such that all the eleaents of one subset are restricted 
to appearing on one side of the systea only and the eleaents of the other 
subset siailarly restricted to the other side. That is, no two aaabers of 
the saae subset can be coapared directly. Then Axioa 3 of Def.6.3 is not 
invoked) only half of P, would be needed for any given eleaent, depending 
on which subset it belonged to, and in this situation Oaf.6.3 reduces to 
Def.6.6. By way of illustration we revert to our exaaple of the uneven 
balance and consider the following rather fanciful situation.
Suppose that for soae reason it is iapossible to transfer objects 
froa one ara of the balance to the other. It could be extraordinarily 
long, or there could be an iapassable barrier through which the beaa of 
the balance passes but which otherwise separates loft froa right. There is 
an operator at each end with his own set of objects that he wishes to 
order by weight. They cooperate in inforaing each other which particular 
aeaber of their set is on the balance at a given tiae as they work through 
an exhaustive series of tests. Each is then able to decide for any pair of 
his own set that one is at least as heavy as the other on the basis that 
it tips the balance whenever the other does. What the tests cannot do is 
deteraine how any aeabers of one set coapare for weight with those of the 
other. For that we require extra inforaatlon or assuaptlons, the value of 
k together with the theory of beaa balances, for exaaple. In the absence 
of such inforaation the best that can be done is to coae to a conventional
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decision if one is required. This procedure can bo formalized in a scheme 
to be described in the next section.
6.5 Definition of a mutual order
No begin by defining a structure weaker than a semiorder.
Def.6.7 Let A and B be sets and P a binary relation defined on AiB.
The relational structure <A u B, P> is a autual order iff, for all 
X ,  y * A and u, v i B, the following axiom holdsi
(Pxu It Pyv) -f (Pxv y Pyu).
The idea of the term sutual order is that on the basis of this single 
axiom, it is possible to order both sets at once. Me can express this 
formally in a theoremi
Th.6.3 If <A, B, P> is a mutual order and two new relations, Pa on
A and PK on B are defined byi
(i) PjXy s (m > (Pyw -> Pxw),
(ii) PKuv s ( z ) ( Pz u -> Pz v ) ,
then the relational structures <A,P0> and <B,PK>, are weak orders.
As far as the present example is concerned A and B stand for the 
sets of objects at each end of the balance. Either L or R nay be put in 
place of P. Notice that if the barrier is removed so that objects can be 
transferred freely, we obtain A ■ B and the mutual order reduces to the 
demi semi order of Def.6.6. This example is somewhat contrived) it really 
comes into the category of experimental failure, as described at the 
beginning of this chapter. We can give more serious examples, involving 
essential failure, of the application of this structure.
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6.6 Exaaplaa of autual ordtra
(a) Suppoaa mb have a aat of aolid bodies and a act of liquid* which
are to be ordered by density. P is interpreted so that Pxu aeans "if x is
placed in u it sinks". P is not a weak ordering relation since for reasons 
deriving fro« the nature of the objects involved it is not connected on
the total set. It is not possible for one solid to sink in another solid.
Given two solids x,y we can have neither Pxy nor Pyx. And for the sake of 
illustration let us suppose that all the liquids are pairwise niscible, 
which is counted to give nPuv for any pair u,v. Thus all the solids belong 
to A and all the liquids belong to B. Now the axio« of 6.6 requires no 
«ore than that if solid x sinks in liquid u and solid y sinks in liquid v 
then either x sinks in v or y sinks in u. That this is in fact the case 
means that we can order such a set of solids, and at the sane tine order 
the set of liquids, according to what we recognize intuitively as density, 
on the basis of the relation P. One solid is counted at least as dense as 
a second if it sinks in any liquid in which the second sinks. One liquid 
is counted at least as dense as a second if any solid that sinks in it 
sinks in the second.
Mhat this procedure does not do is deternine how the densities of 
solids are related to the densities of liquids. It does not even give any 
warrant for claining that the two sets have been ordered according to the 
sane property, that the neaning of "density" as applied to liquids is the 
sane as when it is applied to solids. To cone to a judgenent on this, to 
relate the sets A and B, we again need further infornation. Intuitively wo
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recognize that if a »olid »ink» in a liquid than it ia denser than tha 
liquid, and mb ara inclinad to intarprat tha tera Pxu accordingly. But 
thia is baaod upon thaory about waight, voluaa, flotation and so on. In 
tha absanca of such information thara is no way of telling whether or not 
P, Pj and PK all signify the same measurable property. Tha possibility 
that all three have different meanings is seen in a simple model. Let A be 
the sat of parents and B tha sat of children in a (strictly monogamous) 
family, and P tha relation "is a parent of. Than Pa stands for "is 
identical with or is tha spouse of", while PK stands for "is identical 
with or is a sibling of". (The weak orders here degenerate to equivalence 
classes.)
Notice that the situation changes if soma pairs of liquids are 
immiscible so that one may sink in a layer to the bottom of the other, or 
if we allow tests in which a sachet filled with one liquid is immersed in 
another. Then at least some of the liquids are members of A as well as of 
B. Whether or not P, P^ and PK signify the same relation is now testable. 
This possibility arises whenever (A n B) is non empty. These two cases may 
be distinguished by referring to the first - where A and B are disjoint - 
as a strict mutual order.
To get some feel for how the axiom has worked in this example 
consider what obtains if we interpret Pxu instead to moan "if body x is 
placed in liquid u it dissolves“. In general the axiom will not hold for 
this interpretation and so wo do not get an order of solubility.
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<b) Tha praviout example indicataa that It ia not mcaaaary for tha 
maabari of A to ba tha aaaa kind of antity aa thoaa of B. Suppoae that 
inataad of a chaaical balança Ma uaa a ataalyard to ordor a aat of weights 
of the aort shown in thia Fig.6.4. Tha pan on tha left ia fixed but tha 
aingle Haight on tha right can ba moved to any of a aat of poaitiona 
kt,k2,....  on tha right.
o
Fig.6.4
Than let A ba a aat of bodiea, and let B ba tha aet of poaitiona. Then Pj 
ordera the bodiea by weight. PK ordera the poaitiona according to 
diatance from tha fulcrum.
(c) Suppoae A la a aat of penduluaa and B a net of time période, i.a. a 
cat of intervale on a time axia, and tha interpretation of Pxu iai "if 
pendulum x atarta a awing at tha atart of period u, tha end of tha period 
occura at or before tha pendulum complétée a cycle". Thia application 
praauppoaaa noma maana of individuating time periods. This can ba dona by 
reference to observable events. Among these may be counted any particular 
awing of any pendulum in the set A. The time interval defined by that 
swing may therefore be a member of B. But this is not to aay, of course, 
that A and B have members in common. The pendulum which is a member of A 
ia a different entity from one of its swings which ia a member of B. This
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type of application it important for ita boaring on tha probloo of 
calibrating a ootric.
(d) Suppoat that A ia a sat of roaiatora and B a aot of Mhoatatono 
Bridgo arrangooonta of tho kind portrayod above in aection 6.3, with one 
ara unoccupied aa in Fig.6.9.
The detector ia an aaoeter which need indicate no aore than Mhen a current 
ia flowing through it and in which direction, aay a centre-zero inatruaent 
whoae needle aovea either to left or right, but without any calibration. A 
reaiator froa act A can be connected into the bridge between a and b. 
Different bridgea are obtained by altering the coaponenta in the other 
area in any way whatever. Pxu is to aeam "when resistor x is connected 
into arrangement u the needle on the meter moves to the left*. This gives 
an ordering of the set of resistors by the relation Pa.
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The i«t B la alio ordtrtd. That il, tht iat of bridgi arrangmnti 
il ordered, by PK. In thii ixaipli it il naturai to vili iach Circuit 
arrangmnt ai an mvironiint into ahich tha objacti of iat A aay be 
imartad for obiarvation. Thii vieapoint could ba adoptad in any of tha 
application! of a itrict autual ordir. In axaaple (a) ae aay parhapi think 
of tha liquidi ai anvironaanti in ahich tha bahaviour ai tha lolidi can ba 
obiarvad. In (b) tha different aattingi of tha itoilyard, or for that 
aattar nttingi of any nuabar of itaalyardi, provida invironnanti. For (c) 
aa can think of a particular tiae interval ai a taaporal anvironaent in 
ahich a pendulua acta, and io on. In ganaral A il tha u t  of objacti to ba 
ordared and B a u t  of teit anvironaenti, though in aany calai tha 
diitinction betaaan tha tao aay ba aoaaahat arbitrary. A naturai raading 
of Pxu il thani "objact x in anvironaent u givai riia to tha outcoaa P". 
Tha axioa in Def.6.7 aay than ba raad "If outcoaa P il obtainad aith 
objact x in anvironaent u, and aith objact y in anvironaent v, than it il 
alio obtainad in at leaat one of tha enei x in v and y in u".
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
C O N C A T E N A T I O N  
• n d  E X T E N S I V E  M E A S U R E M E N T
7.0 Introduction
In Chaptar 9 wa conaidarad cartain problaaa in tha application of 
tha standard weak ordar structura <A, fc> (Def.1.2) to tha aaasuraaant of 
physical attributas. Tha problaas were dua to fundaaantal différences 
between physical objacts and nuabars. Na naaded to take account ai tha 
fact that tha natura ai physical objacts iaposas constraints on tha 
anpirical ralations that can axist aaong thaa, constraints that do not 
arisa with ragard to tha arithaatical ralations aaong nuabars to Nhich, as 
tha basis for aaasuraaant, tha aapirical ralations aaong physical objacts 
ara takan to corraspond. As n s  saw, an iaportant consaquenca of tha 
axistanca of thasa constraints is that, in ganaral, tha ordaring ralation 
undarlying a aaasurabla proparty cannot ba idantifiad with a ralation 
axprassing tha outcoaa of a direct oparational tast coaparing two objacts.
In this chaptar wa turn to axtansive measuremont, and consider 
problaas in a siailar vain that arisa in that area of tha foraal thaory.
In particular wa will axaaina difficultias in tha structura <A, t, o> of 
Def.1.3, which was citad as a typical exaapla of a structura of extensive 
aaasuraaant. The presance of a concaténation operation in a structure such 
as this incraases tha scopa and coaplexity of problaas of tha sort alraady 
ancounterad with Def.1.2, and givan tha central position of structuras
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lika <A, fc, o> in tha thaory of aaaauraaant, it ia iaportant to extend tha 
investigation of Chaptor 9 in this direction.
In Sections 7.1 to 7.3 ns dascriba tha problaas in question and 
propose soaa possible ways of deallng with thea within tha fraaework of a 
standard définition of <A, fc, o>. Définitions of a pêrtly connecttd order 
(Daf.7.3) and a proptr concaténation structuré (Daf.7.3) ara givan.
Section 7.4 contains a datailad discussion of concaténation procedures 
cantrad on tha question of associativity and coaautativity of tha 
concaténation operation. Section 7.5 shows an extensive eeasureeent 
structure foreulated in Boolean taras. Section 7.6 contains an account of 
a further problea due to constraints on the concaténation operation and a 
possible solution is suggested in Section 7.7.
7.1 Axioas for extensive aeasureaent
Ne start by quoting again the following définition, froa Krantz et 
*1 (1971), which was first introduced in Chapter 1 as Def.1.2. Though 
there are a nuaber of variants on this définition to be found in the 
literature, it is reasonable to view it as a standard définition of a 
structure of extensive aeasureaent and to take it as a basis for our 
investigation. It appears on the following page and is renuabered as
Def.7.1.
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Def.7.1 Lit A bl i nonupty lit, t a binary rilation on A, and o a
cloud binary opiration on A. Thi tripli <A, t, o> if a closed 
positive extensive structure iff thi following axiom» ere satisfied 
for all x, y, z i Ai
1 1 it a riflixivi, tramitivi and connictid rilation.
2 x o (y o z) % (x o y) o z.
3a x t y iff x o z t y o z.
3b x fc y iff z o x fc z o y.
4 x o y >• x.
3 If x > y, thin for any v, w i A, thiri ixitts a positiv! 
intigir n auch that nx o v fc ny o w, whirl nx it difimd 
inductivily a n  lx ■ x, (n + 1)x ■ nx o x. Ci.i. nx rnulti 
froi thi concatenation of n riplicai of x.l
We aadi i o n  explanatory comment* about thi fignificanci of thin axiom 
in Chapter 1. The firit if of courn the condition for fc to give a weak 
ordering of thi n t  A, and it wai problems anociatid with this axiom that 
provided thi fubjict matter of Chapter 5. A large part of that diicuaeion 
appliei again here, though becauie of a complication ariiing from the 
concatenation operation the eolutione propoaed in that chapter will be 
found to be imufficient to deal with the correiponding problem in thie 
atructure.
The other axiom involve the concatenation operation explicitly. I 
fhall eketch the reaiona why the incluiion of thie operation in the 
ftructure leads to added problem.
According to the cloaure condition on A, for any two element! x, y 
of A, there if a third element x o y, which it if ufual to interpret as 
the object obtained by combining, in tome specified way, the objects that 
are represented by x and y. It is a third object of which those
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represented by x and y are conatituenta. For ax amp la if x and y ara bodiaa 
that can ba placad aaparataly on ona pan of a balanca, x o y ia the pair 
of thea placad on the pan together. If x and y ara rigid rode, x o y is 
the coaposita rod foraad by abutting the two and to and. In general x o y 
is assuaed to represent a further physical object having the saaa 
measurable property that is attributed to its coaponents x and y. Again 
the coaposite object x o y can be coabined with another object z to give a 
further object (x o y) o z and so on. In addition, me aust take account of 
the fact that the closure of o yields, say, y o x as well as x o y, and
x o (y o z) as Nell as (x o y) o z. It is usual to assuae that pairs of
teras such as thesa represent objects constructed froa the saae 
constituents but asseabled in a different order. CNhether or not x o y and 
y o x , or x o (y o z) and (x o y) o z, represent the saee body, that is 
Nhether or not o is coaautative and associative is a question that is left 
open by Def.7.1. It is a question that proves to be of soae significance 
and h o  Hill have reason to pay close attention to it in due course, but 
the folloning reaarks apply irrespective of the ansHor.1
It foil one froa all this that there Mill be aaong the aeabers of A 
pairs such as x o y and x, x *o y and x o z, x o y and y o x, and so on,
that is, pairs of objects either Hhere one object is part of the other, or
Hhere both have soae part in coaaon, or Hhere both are coaposed of the 
saae constituents. The objects x and y need not be physically joined to 
fora the object x o y, nor even be in contact! it aay be sufficient for 
thea to ba present at the saae tlaa, e.g. in the saao pan of a balance.
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But even eo, two object! represented by x o y and x, or by x o y and 
x o z, and so on overlap in physical content. They are pairs of objects 
for which the existence of one is not independent of the existence of the 
other. Concatenation adds richly to the stock of those pairs of eeebers of 
A of which neither can be Manipulated independently of the other, and 
their existence is troublesoae in two ways.
First, they are new exaaples of what were described in Chapter 3 as 
nonconparable pairs. No such pair is connectable under a siaple direct 
operational interpretation of fc and so further probleas of the sort 
already dealt with at soae length in Chapter 3 will arise. According to 
Axioa 1, for exaaple, the following hold for any x,y,z c As
(x o y £ x > v (x ¿ x  oy), 
( x o y f c x o z ) y ( x o z f c x o y )
< x o y £ y o x )  v <y o x £ x o y)
and exaaples could be Multiplied. They show that the relation t is to hold 
between two objects one of which is part of the other, or which share a 
common constituent, or which are made up from the saae constituents. But 
if x fc y has a simple, direct operational interpretation - one requiring 
the objects x and y to be siaultaneously present, such as being placed on 
opposite pans of a balance at the same time - then expressions such as 
<x o y l x) and <x o y fc x o z) refer to states of affairs that are not 
physically realizable and so cannot be tested. Inspection shows that 
problematic expressions like these occur in one guise or another in 
applications of all the other axioms. As before we may pose the problem of
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noncomparable pair» in tha following ganaral taraa. Sivan that tha truth 
valuaa of expressions of thia aort cannot bo daterainad by tha outcoaa of 
direct operational taata, according to what alternative prlnciplea are 
they to be datarainad?
Tha aocond problaa ia to do with the aaaning of tha tara x o y when 
x and y atand for bodioa that have a common constituent. How aro wa to 
construe taras like <x o y) o (x o z), (x o y) o x, or x o x? Tha closure 
of o requires that there be aeabers of A to which such composite teras 
refer, but what sense is to be aada of them? A physically correlated pair 
cannot be concatenated, at least not in the straightforward sense that 
applies, as in the illustrative exaaples we gave above, to wholly 
physically distinct objects. What is to count as the concatenation of two 
physical objects that have some part in common, or as the concatenation of 
an object with itself? This is another point at which the properties of 
physical objects diverge from those of numbers. Numbers may be added 
whether they are distinct or not. In the world of numbers “1 ♦ 1" makes as 
good sense as "1 ♦ 2"> in the world of physical objects we can add one 
brass weight to a second distinct brass weight but we cannot add a brass 
weight to the same brass weight. We can refer to this as the problem of 
constructibi1ity. Its consequence is that under the usual sort of 
Interpretation of o there are terns in the formal language that have no 
reference. Again we face the question of how to determine truth values of 
sentences in the language that contain terms that have no direct 
operational significance.
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In the raat of this chapter wa conaidar tha raaificationa of thaaa 
tain problaaa of coaparabi1ity and conatructibi1ity.
7.2 Concatanation and Coaparabi1tty
Me racall froa Chaptar 5 tha ganaral approach that was adopted for 
problaaa of thia kind. It was to aaek to define, in taraa of tha original 
direct relation fcD, an ordering relation fc that appliea both to 
coaparable and to noncoaparable paira, and to find a reasonably simple set 
of axioms sufficient to ensure that 1 is i weak ordering relation. The 
same approach is followed successfully hero, though the success is 
qualified by the need to impose stronger associativity and commutativity 
conditions on the concatenation operation than those that are usually 
assumed. In what follows wo draw as far as possible on parallels with the 
ideas of Section 5.6, with the aim of giving some continuity with the 
earlier material, as well as identifying the important additional features 
of the problem that are peculiar to a concatenation operation.
7.2.1 Definition of an Ordering Relation
He consider again the example of an ordering relation for weight.
As with the cases dealt with in Chapter 5, we begin with a suitable 
categorical interpretation for the D-relationi
1.7.1 The expression x iD y holds iff it is possible to place 
objects x and y on opposite pans of a balance at the same time and, 
if objects x and y are placed on opposite pans of a balance, the 
balance remains in equilibrium or else the pan containing the 
object x descends.
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Tha next «tap ia to foraulate a auitabla definition of tha 
0-ralation, fc, which must satisfy the following conditions. Firstly, it 
aust apply to casas covarad by fcD, that is we aust havei
<«> x y x fc y.
Secondly, as wa intuitively recognize, x fc y is to hold in tha following 
casasi
(b) x and y have exactly tha saaa constituents, or
(c) x contains y as a constituent, or
(d) x and y have one or aora, but not all, constituents in coaaon, and 
if the object that reaains after reaoving the coaaon constituents 
froa x is placed in one pan of a balance, and the object that 
reaains after reaoving the saae constituents froa y is placed in 
the other, the balance reaains in equilibriua or else the pan 
containing the residue of x descends.
Clauses (b) to (d) cover (exhaustively) the noncoaparable pairs that are 
aissed by 1.7.1. and therefore aissed by (a). The list (a) to (d) is not 
intended to be an inforaal version of the sought after definition of fc.
It is a sot of criteria by which to assess the adequacy of any proposed 
definition. He wish to define fc in teras of operational concepts, that is 
in teras of fcD, alone but these rules are expressed in teras of a aixture 
of operational concepts and others relating to the structure of individual 
objects. The coaplexity is reflected in the variety of criteria involved. 
The test for whether or not x fc y holds varies according to which of the 
categories (a) to (d) apply, (a) and (d) involve operations with the 
balance whereas for <b) and (c) the truth value of x fc y is deterained 
siaply by inspection of the structure of the objects x and y.
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Mi i n k  « definition of l in tini of that capture» then, and 
only then, can».
It is worth pointing out first of all that the definition that Na» 
successful in dealing with noncoeparabi1ity between states of the saee 
body, as in the exaaples in Chapter 5, is not adequate here. Me recall
Def.9.3
xfcy ■ x fcD y v (»Mil x -» w y) It (y w -) x n )}.
Non inspection shoes that this eorks for the cases covered by clauses (a), 
(b) and (c), but breaks doen for those cases described by (d). To see this 
suppose, for oxaaple, that x ■ a o b and y * a o c and also that b c 
hold. Me then require x fc y to hold. But suppose further that for s o n  
n ■ c o d it also holds that n x . This w has a constituent in coeeon 
Nith y and so n y cannot hold. Hence the definition fails.
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A relation that does appear to eeet all tha caaaa (a) to (d) in
Def.7.2 for all x,y,a t A
x i y * <*){<* fcD x & y m ) -» (x m It n iD y) >
Thia aay not bo intultivoly obvloua but it aay parhapa ba randarod aora 
transparent if the difinitns is recast in tha folloaing aayi 
(«){[<« x b y a) -» x Hi It C (m fcD x tc y fcD a) -» a y] 
ahich givaai
( a ) U ( y  al ■) lx a v i a ¿D x] l [(a x) -» (a fcD y v i y a)3>
This nay ba paraphrased! anything that fails to tip tha balance against 
object y also fails to tip it against object x, or else is not coaparable 
aith x at ally and anything that tips tha balance against x also tips it 
against y, or else is not coaparabla aith y at all. Vary roughly, any a 
that is coaparable aith both x and y, and so can ba used to coapara x and 
y by an indirect aeans, shoas the appropriate behaviour. It is perhaps 
slightly disconcerting that the definition, as given in the first line, is 
a conditional that, in cases ahore it holds, does so by virtue of the 
antecedent's alaays being false, except only for cases ahero x and y are 
equivalent for then the antecedent aill be true for any (coaparable) a 
that is itself equivalent to each of thee. Nevertheless, technically at 
least, Def.7.2 is perfectly adequate.
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A ralation that dota appear to eeet all the caeee (a) to (d) lei
Def.7.2 for all x,y,w ( A
X i y s <*><<w fcD x & y fcD w) •) <x tD w It w y)>
Thia eay not be intuitively obvioua but it eay perhaps be rendered aore 
transparent if the dtfinitns is recast in the following way:
<n ) <1 (n fcD x It y fcD w) -» x tD wl It C <w x It y w) -) w fcD yj 
which gives:
<w)<C(y w) (x tD w » T w xl It C (w fcD x) -» <w fcD y v t y w)3)
This aay be paraphrased: anything that fails to tip the balance against 
object y also fails to tip it against object x, or else is not coeparable 
with x at a111 and anything that tips the balance against x also tips it 
against y, or else is not coaparable with y at all. Very roughly, any w 
that is coeparable with both x and y, and so can be used to coepare x and 
y by an indirect eeans, shows the appropriate behaviour. It is perhaps 
slightly disconcerting that the definition, as given in the first line, is 
a conditional that, in cases where it holds, does so by virtue of the 
antecedent's always being false, except only for cases where x and y are 
equivalent for then the antecedent will be true for any (coeparable) w 
that is itself equivalent to each of thee. Nevertheless, technically at 
least, Def.7.2 is perfectly adequate.
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7.2.2 Definition of a Partly Connected Order
The final stage of the problee it to etate axioas sufficient for h 
of Def.7.2 to give a weak ordering of A. It Mas aentioned in Chapter 5 
that there is always a trivial solution to this. It is siaply to state 
foreally that fc satisfies this condition. However, as always we want the 
axioas to be as siaple and intuitively clear as possible, and the bald 
stateaent that the relation fc of Def.7.2 is connected and transitive 
hardly seats this requireaent and the aia is to produce soaething stapler 
than that.
Perhaps it should first be pointed out that, for the saae reason 
that the relation fc of Def.5.3 is inadequate for the present problea, the 
set of axioas that were foraulated for that particular relation, naaely 
those defining a seai-connected order, Def.5.4, will not do either. Ax.l 
of that structure requires that the relation of noncoaparabi1ity is 
transitive. The relations indicated in (b) and (c), respectively that of 
one thing's being coaposed of the saae constituents as another, and that 
of one thing's wholly containing another, do indeed satisfy this, but the 
relation indicated in <d) again proves to be a problea. This relation, of 
one thing's having one or aore constituents in coaaon with another, is not 
transitive. We therefore need soaething different froa Def.5.4.
The following definition of what we aay tera a partly conntcttd 
order appears to be sufficient!
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Def.7.3 Let A bt a »at and a binary relation on A. If t it
dafintd aa in Def.7.2 than tha atructura <A, ^)is a partly 
eonnaetad ordar iff, for all x, y, z c A, tha halloaing axioms 
holdi
1 <x iD y It y fcD x) -» x i z
2 <xfcyliyfcz)-)xfcz.
Tha first of thaaa axioms ia tha countarpart of Ax.2 of Daf.3.4 and ia 
reasonably claar. It naans that ahen aach of tha pairs x, y and y, z can 
be conparad diractly and tha rasulta ara as indicatad than all possibla 
indiract comparisons of x aith z yiald results in accordance aith x fc z. 
This axion is sufficient to ahoa that fc is connected (sea proof baloa). 
The second axion neraly states that fc is transitive. This is to sons 
extent an adnission of failure in the light of the statanant nado above 
about aanting the axions to be as sinple as possible. I have not found a 
sinplar alternative. As aa shoa vary easily baloa, this definition is 
technically quite satisfactory, but ahethar or not it is possibla to 
sinplify it further is an interesting ninor problen.
7.2.3 Properties of a Partly Connected Ordar 
Ha noa state and prove tao theorens.
If tha structure <A, tn> is a partly connected order 






t x i y.
For thia to occur thè «ntecedent in Def.7.2 auat hold for sona m , i.a.i 
<3«)li ÌD k » y i),
Than, froa Ax.i Me havet y x.
Transitivity. Axioa 2. I
T h . 7 . 2  If thè structura <A,£0> is a partly connected order
and fc it defined as in Def.7.2 than for all x,y i A thè folloMing 
holdsi
x y -» x fc y.
Proofi 
Assuaai
x y b t x fc y.
Thani
x y li llilli x l y il.
Hanca, using Ax.li
x fc a >■ a k y.
Mith Ax.2 this givas i 1 y. |
This astablishas thè priaa resulta ms need. Ha bave tuo ralations 
tD and i. The first is interprated in taras of a direct autual interaction 
of two objacts. Because of this it cannot obtain batwean all pairs of 
objacts that He aould wish to describe, in nomai parlanca, as standing 
in thè relation of "being at laast as haavy as” (or thè corrasponding
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relation for tone other eeaturable property), and bo cannot repreeent that 
relation. The second 1b interpreted in teres of an indirect coaparison of 
tea objects via their behaviour with all other objects with which both can 
be caused to interact. It does connect all pairs of objects (in the 
intended set) and so is a plausible candidate to represent the appropriate 
quantitative relation. In sueaary, we see x fc y, not x y, as carrying 
the aeaning of ”x is at least as heavy as y". As the second theoree shows 
a direct operational test can supply sufficient evidence that one object 
is at least as heavy as another, but it does not by itself supply the 
seaning of that assertion.
He now turn to dealing with the other problea that was introduced 
in Section 6.1, the problee of constructibility.
7.3 Concatenation and Constructibilitv
7.3.1 The Method of Replicas
There is a coeeonly eeployed eothod of avoiding the problee of 
constructibility. It is indicated in the wording of Ax.4 of Oof.7.1 and 
involves inforaal appeal to the notion of replicas. It is usual to assuee 
(though with no explicit provision for this in the axioes) that for any 
eleeent x there is another eleeent x', itself a member of A, that is a 
replica of x. The term x o x is then taken to represent the concatenation 
of object x with its replica, that is it is x ox identified with another 
object x o x*. According to the usual meaning of "replica", a replica of 
an object is distinct from it and so x ox' is constructible. It will be a
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p h y s i c a l  o b j e c t  h a v i n g  juat t h a p r o p t r t i a a  w* i n t u i t i v e l y  e x p e c t .  It Mill 
ba  of t M l c e  t h a  m a g n i t u d e  of t h a  o r i g i n a l  o b j e c t .  A a i a l l a r  p r o v i s i o n  
c a n e a  f r o n  i d e n t i f y i n g  o b j e c t a  a u c h  aa <x o y) o x  M i t h  (x o y) o x',
(X o y) o (x o z) M i t h  (x o y) o (x‘ o z), and ao on. The idea seeas to be
that in the interpretation of the structure the tern x o y is to be 
understood along the lineai
1.7.2 x o y is an object resulting fron the concatenation of
object x either Mith object y, or Mith an object yr, where yr is an
object obtained fron y by replacing any constituent of y that is
connon to x by a replica of that constituent that is itself 
distinct fron x, fron any constiuent of x, and fron any other 
constituent of y.
However there are sona difficulties associated with this solution. 
For one thing it has serious consequences for the nenbership of A. It is 
quickly seen that for any object x in A nust have not nerely one but an 
infinite nunber of replicas - x', x'',x'".... say. x' is needed to allow 
the identification of x o x with x o x', x’* to allow the identification
of (x o x') o x or (x o x') o x' with <x o x') o x*‘, and so on without
liait. This is to say the least an implausibly strong requirement. Quite
apart from its implications for the population of the universe, it makes
it impossible to establish an extensive measure on a finite set. This is 
plainly refuted by what occurs in practice.
A second, related, difficulty is that the existence of an infinite 
nunber of replicas of an object x gives an infinite nunber of composite 
objects x o x', x o x*', x o x'*'....etc. any one of which may be chosen 
to be identified Mith x o x. It seems to bn quite arbitrary which is taken
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to be x o x .  But different choicee give different operation*. For instance 
the operation o, for Mhich, say, aeong other correspondences mo haves
x o t x » x o t x ' ,
i s  a d i f f e r e n t  o p e r a t i o n f r o e  o3 f o r  e h i c h s
x o2 x ■  x oa x ' ’
is the appropriate identification. Hence there is no unique operation on A 
corresponding mith concatenation. Associated with the pair <A, t> there is 
an infinite nueber of structures <A, fc, o t >, <A, fc, o2 >, <A, fc, o3 > and so 
on, all of Mhich support the saee hoeoeorphise into <Re, l, +>. Selection 
of a particular one as the structure to represent the quantitative 
attribute in question Mould be arbitrary.
Ne c o u l d  t r y  t o  a v o i d  t h o s e  p a r t i c u l a r  d i f f i c u l t i e s  by a r g u i n g  t h a t  
t h e r e  a r e  u n i q u e  e n t i t i e s  t o  Mh ich  x o x ,  (x o y) o x and so on 
c o r r e s p o n d ,  bu t  t h a t  t h e s e  e n t i t i e s  a r e  a b s t r a c t ,  no t  p h y s i c a l ,  o b j e c t s .  
T h i s  Mou ld r e n o v e  t h e  need f o r  a r b i t r a r y  c h o i c e s  o f  o b j e c t s  t h a t  a r e  
r e q u i r e d  t o  s t a n d  i n  as  p h y s i c a l  M a n i f e s t a t i o n s  o f  t h e s e  t e r n s  and t h e  
c o n c a t e n a t i o n  o p e r a t i o n  Mou ld  bo u n i q u e l y  s p e c i f i e d .  F o r  e x a n p l e ,  su ppose  
t h a t  t h e r e  a r e  t h r e e  M h o l l y  d i s t i n c t  p h y s i c a l  o b j e c t s  a ,  b and c anong the  
n en b e r s  o f  A.  C o n c a t e n a t i o n  M i l l  p r o d u c e  f o u r  n o r e  p h y s i c a l  o b j e c t s ,  
n a n e l y  a o b ,  b o c ,  a o c  and a o b o c ( l e t  us  as sune  f o r  t he  p r e s e n t  
p o i n t  t h a t  o i s  a s s o c i a t i v e  and c o n n u t a t i v e ) , bu t  i n  a d d i t i o n  M i l l  g i v e  
r i s e  t o  t h e  a b s t r a c t  o b j e c t s ,  a o a ,  a o a o a ,  a o a o a o a ,  . . . . ,
a o a o b ,  a o a o a o b ,  .......... and so on .  By v i r t u e  o f  t h e  c l o s u r e  o f  o
t h e r e  s t i l l  i s  an i n f i n i t e  nunbe r  o f  t h e s e  o b j e c t s ,  bu t  t h e y  t a k e  up no
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space in tha physical world. Tha aova raducas tha overcrowding and 
restores tha possibility of defining a structure on tha basis of a finite 
sat of physical objects.
However apart froa this, tha solution has little to coeaand it. Tha 
idea that tha possibility of ordering a sat of physical objects for tha 
purposes of extensive eeasuroeent is dependent upon the existence of an 
abstract superstructure of the kind we have described is east implausible. 
And the resulting mixture in the Membership of A is not at all appealing. 
The set now contains not only physical objects but abstract objects of 
various kinds, some like (x o x) formed by concatenation of physical 
objects with themselves, some like (x o x) o (y o y) formed by combining 
other abstract objects, some like (x o x) o y formed by combining abstract 
objects with physical objects and so on. This ontological heterogeneity 
leads to difficulties of comparability considerably more serious than 
those already disposed of in the earlier sections of this chapter. There 
are now members of A ontologically unsuited to appearing in an operational 
test at all. We cannot place the object that x o x is supposed to 
represent on the pan of a balance, and so it cannot be compared, even 
indirectly with any other member of A. The methods of Section 7.2 are of 
no avail in this situation. If wo were to adopt this solution we would 
need some means for determining the truth value of an expression such as 
x o x i y. We would need, that is, an interpretation of the general 
expression x fc y that is broad enough to deal with several disparate 
situations. It would have to cover cases where both x and y are physical
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objects, caaat where both art abstract objects, and casts where thsrt is 
ons of tach. This Mould extend tht staning of fc so far btyond our usual 
undarstanding of tha coaparativa taras of physical aaasuraaant as to ba 
unaccaptabla. Expressions like "a is as heavy as or heavier than b" have 
aaaning only than both a and b are physical objects.
7.3.2 Structures with Restricted Concatenation
A such »ore proaising line of attack on this problea is to accept 
that the concept of concatenation siaply does not apply for a pair of 
objects that are not wholly physically distinct, and to rule out as 
candidates for aeabership of A entities such as x o x and (x o y) o x  and 
the rest, whether viewed as surrogate physical objects, or as abstract 
objects, or in any other way. This inplies that, contrary to Def.7.1, o is 
not a closed operation on A, that is, it is no longer a function fron 
(A i a) to A. Instead it is a function fron a certain proper subset, B 
say, of (A i a) to A, where B is the set of physically independent pairs 
of nenbers of A. x o y is constructible and is accepted as a member of A 
only if the pair (x, y) is a member of B. This is so if, and only if, the
objects represented by x and y are wholly distinct. Pairs such as (x, x),
(x o y, x> and so on are not members of B and so x o x, (x o y) o x, and
so on are excluded from A. It is necessary, therefore, to modify the 
definition of the measurement structure to take account of these 
constraints on the membership of A.
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Exaaples of thia approach ar* to ba found in tha Utaratura. Ona la 
to ba found in Luca and Marlay (1969). Thaaa authora bava davalopad a 
theory to take account of limitad concatanation. They giva a aat of axioma 
for an extensiva structura baaad on a quadrupla <A, B, t, o> nhere B la a 
aubaat of AxA. Howavar, it ia claar that thair thaory la designad to copa 
with a diffarant problaa froa thè ona that concerna uà haré. The axioma of 
thair ayatam do not in generai axcluda paira lika (x, x) and (x, x o y) 
from mamberahip of B and so troubleaome objacta auch aa x o x, and 
x o (x o y) are stili admitted to A. Luce and Marley's interest ia in 
systems Mhmre restrictions on concatanation ara due to mxperimental 
limitations. In an actual situation there Hill ba, for exampla, a liait to 
tha total neight of bodias that can ba placad on thè pan of a balance 
nithout diarupting ita functioning, or a liait to opaca available for 
joining roda and to and, and ao on. It ia difficulties of thia sort that 
thair thaory ia designad to deal Hith and they ara diffarant from tha ones 
that prasently interest uà. Thay ara due to contingent faaturaa of tha 
particular systems involvad and and not to something intrinsic to thè idea 
of concatanation of physical objacta. Because of thia B must ba 
incorporatad in thair structura aa an extra primitiva tara. A broadly 
similar schema, devisad to aaat thè aaae problaa, la to ba found in Narena 
(1986). He gives a dafinition of a positivi concatanation structura that 
lncludas tha follonlng axloa of locai difinibì¡ity <8ac. 7>i
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If a o y ii defined and x in fc yfcz holds than w o z is defined.
This axloa doss not daal with tha problaa of constructlbility. For supposa 
that x and y ara wholly distinct both froa each othar and froa m and z, 
but that m and z hava soaa part in coaaon (or ara idantical). Than tha 
antacadant aay hold avan though w o z is nonconstructibla.
In our casa tha rastrictions on tha aaabarship of A ara an inharant 
feature of tha concatenation of physical objects, and we seek to express 
thee sore economically in teres of the concatenation function itself. Ha 
now consider how this can be dona.
Consider tha following as an initial suggestion.
Def.7.4 Let A be a set and o a binary operation partially defined
on A. The structure <A, o> is a proper concatenation structure iff 
for all x, y c A ,  x o y i A  unless one of tha following holds:
This is intended to capture all possible cases of pairs that cannot bo 
concatenated, namely those for which (1) the two noabers of the pair are 
the same object, (2) one is part of the other, and (3) the two have some 
part in common. Unfortunately, as wo show below, it happens that the 
success of this definition depends on conditions that are not available to 
us in Def.7.1. These conditions are that the concatenation operation 





(3u)(x » y o u v y » x o u )
(3u) (3v) <3w) (x = u o v ti y - u o w)
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hold for all x, y, zi
(i) x o y ■ y o x, and
< i i > x o <y o z) ■ (x o y) oz.
Naithar <i) nor (11) it guaranteed in Def.7.1. For exaeple Ax.2 of Def.7.1 
expreeeee the equivalence of x o <y o z) and <x o y) o z but not their 
identity. Thie ia eoaetiaea referred to ae weak aaaociativity (relative to 
i). If (ii) Mae added to the theory, Ax.2 Mould becoee redundant, since it 
Mould then be covered by the reflexlvity condition stated in Ax.l. Siailar 
reaarks apply to the commutativity of o. Weak coeautativity, i.e. the 
condition x o y * y o x, is implied by Def.7.1 though it is not needed as 
a separate axiom since it folloMB from Axioms 1, 2 and 4. (A proof can be 
found in Krantz *t al (1971), p.78.) But (strong) commutativity, condition 
(i), cannot be derived.
In the absence of these tNO properties Def.7.4 is inadequate. For 
example the tmo bodies represented by x o y and y o x, or the tmo 
represented by x o (y o z) and (x o y) o z, are made up of exactly the 
same components, and so cannot be concatenated. But in the absence of 
commutativity and associativity the inference that they are identical is 
blocked, and so clause (|) is poMerless to exclude (x o y) o (y o x) and 
(x o (y o z)) o <<x o y) o z) and other such objects froe membership of A. 
We might have been tempted to suppose that this can be remedied by adding 
further clauses to Def.7.4 to cover the extra cases. We might try for
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exaaple to axpand clauaa 1 In tha following Mayi
1' althar (x - y>
or Ou) ( 3 v ) ( x * u o v k y « v o u )
or Ou) (3v) (3n > (x ■ u o (v o m) le y ■ (u o v) o m)
But it la quickly aaan that thia doaa not advanca uà vary far. It turna 
out that thia augaentad dafinition ia not aufficiant to captura paira auch 
aa (x o y) o z and (y o x) o z, or (x o (y o z)) o n and ((x o y) o z) o m 
which ara furthar axaaplea of paira of objecta with tha aaaa conatituanta. 
Adding yat aora clauaaa to daal with theaa ia of couraa fruitlaaa ainca 
tha problem racura for yat aora coaplax objacta. Corraaponding problaaa 
occur with clauaaa 2 and 3 of Daf.7.4. If (i) and (ii) do not hold| thay 
too ara inadaquata to cover all thè intandad caaaa and thara la no 
apparant way of aaanding thea ao that thay do.
In a latar «action of thia chapter Ma ahall be dlacuaaing tha 
generai aignificance of aaaociativity and coaautativity and I ahall argue 
thara that thara are no coapelling reaaons to pravant uà froa adopting 
thaae conditiona aa axioaa of an extanaive «tructure. In that caaa Daf.7.4 
Mould be aufficiant. Houever Miller^ haa pointad out that it la
poaaible to deal with tha preaent problaa in tha abaence of thaaa 
conditiona by aaana of a recuraive dafinition, and I aa lndabtad to hla 
for tha folloHing auggaation.
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Def.7.3 Lat A ba a aat and o a binary function fro« a aubaet B of
A i A* The atructure <A, o> is a proper concatenation structure iff 
tha following it satisfied. For all x, y, z i Ai
1 <x, x) i B
2 (x, y) i B -» (y, x) i B
3a (x t y> d B (x, y o z) i B
3b (x, y) i B -» (x, z o y) i B
3 (x, y) i B unless excluded by conditions 1, 2, 3a or 3b.
Equipped with Def.7.5 mo are noM in a position to define an extensive
structure that appears to be free of the probleos we have been discussing
in the last three sections. The following is a possible definition.
Def.7.6 Let A be a nonaapty set, fcD a binary relation on A and o a
binary operation partially defined on A. Then the triple <A, fc, o> 
is a potitivt extensive structure iff the following axloes are 
satisfied for all x, y, z t Ai
1 < A , o> is a proper concatenation structure.
2 <A, iD> is a partially connected order.
3 X 0 (y oz ) * (x o y) oz.
4a X i y iff x o z f c y o z .
4b X i y iff z o x fc z o y.
5 X 0 y > x.
6 (BeHlx * e) v <3u> <x - u o •)>.
Axs.l, 2 incorporate the results of the analyses of Sections 6.2 and 6.3. 
Axs.3, 4, 5 are unchanged fro« Def.7.1. Ax.6 replaces the Archisedean axioa 
and gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the structure to be a 
well detereined order.
Def.7.6 retains the weak fores of associativity and coaautativity. 
However the discussion leading up to it did show that there eay be so«e 
technical advantage in having the strong fores of these properties. I now 
wish to investigate what significance there eight be in the difference 
between the two sets of properties.
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7.4 Aaaoclativity and Commutât!vitv of tha Concatanation Oparation
Na noN examine tha iaplicatlona of adopting tha atrong conditional 
(i) x o y ■ y o x, and (ii) (x o y) o z ■ x o (y o z)
in addition toi
(iii) x o y * y o x, and (iv) (x o y) o z * x o (y o z).
Tha daciaion ia whether or not tha pair x o y and y o x, or the pair
x o (y o z) and (x o y) o z, aay be counted aa repreaenting the aaaa 
object. At first glance thia nay look like a queation of aetaphyalca, a 
queation of whether or not we can aaaune the exlatence of aone fixed 
entity beneath changea in the configuration of the conponent parta. But I 
do not think that it ia a fundanental iaaue of thia aort. It ia ainply a 
technical deciaion about what to take aa nenbera of the aet A. If we adopt 
the strong conditions, (i) and <ii), nenbers of A are single objects and 
seta of configurations of objects. If the weak conditions only, <iii) and
(iv) , are adopted, then aeabers of A are single objects and individual 
configurations of objects (or possibly aealler aeta of configurations).
The decision can bo node on prageatic grounds according to what we want 
the theory for. Such decisions are conmonplace in science. In phyaics for 
exaaple we eight treat a sample of gas in a container as a fixed object 
for the purposes of deterelning its mass, despite the fact that the 
configuration of its coeponent molecules is changing continuously through 
randoa motion, whereas, for the purposes of statistical mechanics, we 
treat individual configurations as distinguishable entities. In this 
section 1 want to examine the question in relation to a range of typical 
applications of measurement structures. I shall argue that for the
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purposas oí aaasureaent thaory thara ara no good raaaona íor aaintalning a 
diatinction batanan x o y and y o x, or batanan x o (y o z) and 
(x o y) o z, and that no asaantial charactariatic oí aaaauraaant ia loat 
íroa tha thaory by adoptlng (1) and <il).
In ordar to dacida ahathar or not it la corract to aquata taran 
1 ika x o y and y o x, and taras lika (x o y) o z and x o (y o z), aa auat 
ílrat ba claar hoa tha dtííarencea bataaan thaa ara to be underatood. It 
ia diííicult to generaliza íroa diacuaaiona in tha literatura about tha 
natura oí tha diatinctiona. It ia uaual to oííer specific axaaplaa, 
illuatrating hoa aach pair oí taran aay be interpretad in particular 
canea. In nona casen tha interpretatlon ia obvious and plausible enough, 
in others parhapa a little contrivad, but thara ia little attaapt to spell 
out general principias. It aay wall ba north*hile, tharaíore, to bagin by 
aurvaying a ranga oí axaaplaa to íind out ií thara are any general 
features that baar upon tha decisión about (i) and (ii). Na shall bagin 
aith tha question oí coaautativity.
7.4.1 Concatanation and coaautativity
Na auat íirat nota tha diíferance bataaan ahat I cali uquantial 
concatanation and non-ttqutntiaJ concatanation. It ia claar that íor tha 
diatinction bataaan x o y and y o x to be signiíicant tha concatanation 
procadura auat ba aerial in charactar. It auat produce a sequentlal 
arrangaaant oí aoaa kind. Mont coaaonly this ia a ona-diaensional array oí 
tha objects involvad. Consider íor axaapla tha concatanation oí roda in
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t h a  a a a a u r e n a n t  ai l e n g t h .  Tno  r o d a ,  r e p r e a e n t e d  by x and y ,  can ba 
a b u t t a d  i n  a l i n a a r  o r d a r  a l o n g  a a p e c i f i e d  a x l a  ao t h a t  x o y c o r r a a p o n d a  
x i t h  t h a  a r r a n g a a a n t i
x y
Fig.7.1
A third rod z can ba addad to givai
x y z
Fig.7.2
which la rapraaantad by <x o y) o z, and so on. Honavar i i thè ordar of 
tha objecta x and y la ravaraad wa obtain two different coniigurationa aa 
•hown bere.
y x y x z
Fig.7.3 Fig.7.4
The foraaliaa conveniantly allotta uà to record tha diatinction betwaan 
theae lattar arrangaaanta and thoaa in Fig.7.1 and Fig.7.2. Na can 
repreaent thaa dlfferently, that in Fig.7.3 by y o x and that in Fig.7.4 
by (y o x) o z.
A n o t h e r  i l l u a t r a t i o n  i a  p r o v i d a d  by a a a r i e a  a r r a n g a a a n t  o f  
r e a i a t o r a  i n  an e l e c t r l c a l  C i r c u i t ,  Mh ich  g l v a a  a o n e - d l a a n a i o n a l  a r r a y .
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(It 1« not nactaiary for the rimlatora to bo aot along a straight lint, of 
courait thi array n u d  not bi confined to oni diiinaion of physical 
space.) Mi can thus distinguish between thi two configurations shorn h i m
representing them by <x o y) o z and (y o x) o z. These are clear examples 
of sequential concatenation.
In other examples hoMiver, the matter is not so clear. Consider the 
concatenation of Miights. This is achieved by placing then together on the 
pan of a balance. Mhat is the distinction between x o y and y o x in this 
case? As far as spatial configuration is concerned there are not merely 
two, but indefinitely many ways in which two bodies x and y eay be 
arranged in the pan. This concatenation procedure does not generate a 
serial arrangement. Now there may be reasons for wanting to distinguish 
the different configurations, but the point is that it cannot be done in
x y y x
Fig.7.5 Fig.7.6
representing them, again, by x o y and y o x, or between:
x y z y X z
Fig.7.7 Fig.7.8
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tha formal language. The ona-dimenaional pattern of the ayabollaa doee not 
aatch tha tNo-diaeneional pattern of arrangaaanta on the scale pan. In 
such a case it is difficult to see how the pair of teres x o y and y o x 
can be assigned unambiguous yet distinct meanings.
Me might suggest an alternative method of concatenation. In this, 
bodies are arranged vertically in a column in the pan. The resulting 
configuration does have a serial character and we nay for example refer to 
the following two casesi
Fig.7.9 Fig.7.10
as x o y and y o x respectively. That these two arrangements are 
equivalent in their effect on the balance is a significant result. That 
the downward thrust on the pan is independent of the order in which the 
bodies are piled up is part of the classical theory of statics, depending 
in part on Newton's Third Law about action and reaction. In view of this 
it may be thought useful to distinguish x o y and y o x. Nevertheless, the 
suggested concatenation method hardly corresponds with usual practice in 
using a balance; it is little more than a contrivance to provide the
formalism with a job.
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Othar examples of non-aaquantial concatanatlon abound. Confidar tha 
conatruction of a scala of alactrlcal conductanca, aa oppoaad to a acala 
of resistance. For thia tha appropriata concatanation oparation involvaa 
placing reaistors - parhaps aora judiciously referred to in thia contaxt 
aa conductora - in paralisi, rathar than in sarias. However, paralisi 
arrangement* do not in generai detaraina a sequence of any kind. Tha 
convantional May in Mhich thay ara often dapictad in Circuit diagraaa, 
i.a. aa a set of resistor* lying aids by aids in ordar in a plana aa in 
Fig.7.il, might suggest otherMise.
But thia is aerely an accidant of tao-di sanaional representation. Tha set 
of reaistors dapictad in thia figure aay siaply ba connectad aa a bundle 
between A and B. Further axaaplaa ara thè concatanation of laainar objects 
in fundamental measureaent of area and tha concatanation of solid objacta 
in fundamental aeaauraaant of volume. Thara are many more. In nona of 
these examples is any sequence of objacta necessarily produced and so 
thara is no clear distinction in uaa between tha tarma x o y and y o x.
An alternative reading of tha diffaranca between tha tarma x o y 
and y o x ia sometimes proposed, with a viaw to capturing all examples of
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concatenation in the sequential category. On this reading the order 
represented by the formalism is temporal, not spatial. The tera x o y 
reflects the sequence of operations in the assembly of the object it 
represents. For example it can stand for the object that results froe 
first placing object x on the pan of a balance, and then adding object y, 
in ehich case y o x stands for the result of performing these operations 
in the reverse order. Then we may if we so choose treat the end results of 
the different sequences of operations as different objects, i.e. we may 
stipulate that x o y i* y o x.
This idea applies well in cases where there is an explicit temporal 
element. Take as an example the concatenation operation with pendulums in 
the measurement of time intervals. The usual idea is that x o y stands for 
the sequence of events in which first the pendulum x performs one swing, 
and then the second y, starting its swing as the first finishes. In this 
case x o y and y o x clearly represent different sequences of events. 
However as a general principle it seems very weak. There are many cases 
where it makes little sense. When two rods are joined end to end the union 
is brought about at a single instant. There is no sense in which one is 
added later than the other. The same applies to joining resistors in a 
circuit. Even where there may be a definite temporal sequence, as with the 
case of weights added to a scale pan, it may not be an essential feature 
of the operations involved. We can in principle conduct weighing 
operations successfully on the basis of concatenating objects by placing 
them in the pan simultaneously.
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Thua lt can be arguad that tha facility for rapreaantlng différant 
configurationa by aaintaining a fornai diatinctlon betMoen x o y and y o x 
is not of generai une throughout tha whole range of poaaibla applicatlona 
of axtanaive atructurea. At beat tha diatinctlon ia appropriata only for 
canea of aaquantial concaténation, aince aa far aa tha non-aequentlal kind 
thare aiaply ia no point to it. However, aven for tha caaa of aaquantial 
concaténation tha poaaibility of aaintaining tha diatinctlon in queatlon 
cannot be taken for granted. Thare ia a further coaplication that aaeaa 
not to hava baen generally notlced. I ahall diacuaa it in tha naxt 
■action.
7.4.2 Coaautativity and Reveraibillty
In thoae canea whare concaténation producaa a apatial aequence, tha 
coaautativity of tha operation, whathar weak or atrong, ia dépendant upon 
tha exlatence of what ia parhapa a aora baaic proparty of tha objecta 
concarnad which wa will refer to aa nvtrsibility. Tha point can ba 
explainad very aiaply Hith referance once aore to tha axaapla of rigid 
roda and langth aaaauraaant.
In that particular axaapla aa took x o y and y o x to rapreaent 
différant arrangaaanta of roda x and y along an axia. Nom in conatructing 
a »cale of langth it ia not uaual to apacify a particular axia. Rather Ma 
aaauaa that apaca ia laotropic Mith reapect to tha relavant propartiaa of 
rigid roda. Ha aaauaa that tha langth of a rigid rod ia unaffactad by ita 
orientation in apaca. A common view ia that thia ia a mattar of convention
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tine* it is untestable. Suppose mb Mich to test whether or not a givtn 
rod dote change when rotated through cob* angle, cay 90 degrees. Me 
compare it Nith come other rod in each of the tno position# and find that 
the tuo are equivalent in both orientations. But the difficulty is 
obvious. The second rod has Itself to be rotated through the ease angle in 
order to make the comparisons, and the saee question oust be answered with 
respect to the effect of the rotation on it. The saee applies if a third 
rod is employed, and so on. Provided that the saee equivalences are 
observed in both orientations, the question is undecldable by operational 
teste and we may conventionally adopt the view that no change has taken 
place.
However this does not exhaust the matter. The case is different for 
rotations of ISO degrees. A straightforward empirical test is available 
for this. Suppose two rods x and y are found to be equivalent in length 
when compared as in the following diagram.
Fig.7.12
i— :— : '" 1
C-:t ; _____=3
It is observed that they are still equivalent when one is Inverted with 





It ia logically poaaibla that thia aight not bava baan so. Thara ara 
exaaplaa of aaaaurabla attributea that bava diractional charactariatica 
and for ahich tha raaulta ara diffarant. Ona ia aagnatlc dlpola aoaant. 
Iaagina a ayataa for coaparing bar aagnata, in ahich tao Bagnata ara 
placad equidiatant from a aagnatoaatar alignad aa indicatad in Fig.7.14.
Fig.7.14
18 Hi ®  I fi—  fli
If tha aagnata ara of aqual aoaant, i.a. if thay ara aquivalant, tha 
aagnatoaatar ahoaa .nuli daflaction. Tha ayataa ia in affact a aagnatic 
balanca. Non if ona of tha aagnata ia ravaraad to giva tha arrangaaanti
Fig.7.15
I S NI ®  15 m
tha raading of tha aagnatoaatar changaa. Tha tNo aagnata ara no longar 
obaarvad to be aquivalant.
Ha can rapraaant tha aituation ayabolically in thia nay. Ha danota 
tha objact that raaulta froa ravaralng object x by x. Clearly, x ■ x 
holda far all objacta. But tha quaatlon that naada to ba dacidad for any 
givan application iai Nhat ia tha ralation bataaan x and x? Racalling 
tha outcoaa of tha taata aa bava juat baan daacribing aa nota that tha
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ralatloni
(i) * + i
hold* in tha case of rigid roda, Mharaaa in tha caaa of tha aagnata it 
doaa not. Me can now ahow vary siaply that (i> iapliaa weak coaautativity. 
Firat nota, by inapaction of tha following figure, thati
1---------- _____Ë J 1______ — »1
X y
l * ____ i  ^ i
* 7
(i i ) x o y ■ y o x
Than from (i) we havai
<iii> x * x it y * y.
Thia with Ax.3 Oaf.7.1 giveai
(iv) x o y * x o y & x o y * x o y. 
Thia with Ax.l, Oaf.7.1 (transitivity) givesi
(v) x o y * x o y 
This with (li) givesi
< vi > x o y * y o x
Froa (i) wa havai
(vii) y o x * y o x
Finally, froa (vi) and (vii) and transitivity, ms havai
(vili ) x o y « y o x
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Hence (i), which wa aay call tha condition of wea* r§vtrtibility iapliaa 
weak coaautativity.
Ha aight chooaa to ragard x and x at tha aaaa object, i.a. to 
aaauaa strong ravaraibilityi
(ix) x ■ x
It it trivial to ahoN that we than gat (strong) coaautativityi (ii) and (ix) 
gi vai
x o y ■ x o y ■ y o x * y o x.
That ia, (strong) ravaraibi1ity implies that (strong) coaautativity. Thus, 
decisions on coaautativity in tha structure aay wall be praaaptad by, 
usually iaplicit, assumptions on reversibility.
Reversibility on tha other hand is independent of commutativity.
Tha reverse iaplications do not hold. Nonreversibility is compatible with 
commutativity, weak or strong. Refer again to tha example of bar magnets.
Of tha following arrangaaants tha first two are equivalent to each other 
in thair magnetic affects, whereas tha third is equivalent to neither.
r s  h i  i s  N l  C m  18 Ni  i N  8» O  * 3  3 *  *  5
Fig.7.16 Fig.7.17
Hero, x o y * y o x holds but not x o y * x o y.
Fig.7.18
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Thu« m« ««« that th« overall picture Nlth regard to coeautativity 
ie far froe unifora froa one application to another. In eoee caeee the 
attribution of eignificance to difference« in the order of concatenation 
ie aiaply a contrivance. In eoae other«, where the difference« are 
genuinely significant, it «eea« that the standard theory i« insufficiently 
equipped to deal with thea because related features, like reversibility, 
are not represented in the language. It is hard to escape the conclusion 
that the facility for aaking the distinction between x o y and y o x is 
not essential for the foraal representation of extensive aeasureaent, but 
rather it is an additional feature that is exploited, soaewhat 
haphazardly, when the opportunity arises.
7.4.3 Concatenation and Associativity
Broadly siailar considerations apply to the aatter of associativity 
though overall there seeas rather less to say. As with coaautatlvity it is 
difficult to discern any general principles operating throughout the whole 
range of applications. Again soae sequential pattern associated with the 
concatenation process appears to be called for but, in soae applications 
at least, the feature that provides the sequence to which coaautatlvity 
applies, aay not be the appropriate one for associativity. Consider again 
the noreal aethod of concatenating rods, where the distinction related to 
coaautativity was aade in spatial teras. In contrast there is no 
distinction to be aade between (x o y) o z and x o (y o z), that is betweeni






in terse of apatial configuration. In thia caaa tha only diatinction worth 
conaidaring appaara to b* the teeporal order in which the coeplete object 
ia assembled. In Fig.7.19 y was first joined to x, and then z was added.
In Fig.7.20 y and z were first joined and then x added. Me have the option 
as far as the foraalisa is concerned of treating the results as distinct 
objects. However, given that they are Identical in physical constitution 
and spatial arrangement, and are equal in length, it is not clear what 
motivation there is for insisting on the distinction. As for an example 
like the concatenation of weights in a scale pan, there appears to be no 
scope at all for a distinction between <x o y) o z and x o (y o z) either 
in spatial or in temporal terms.
It is worth recalling that in Ellis's system (described in Section 
3.2.1), where concatenation of rods involves joining them at right angles, 
changing the order of concatenation does make a significant difference to 
the shape of the resulting composite object. Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 show the 
difference in shape between (x o y) o z and x o <y o z) and in the whole 
range of possible configurations shown in Figs. 3.2 to 3.7 we see the 
combined effects of associativity and commutativity. Nevertheless even 
here it is not entirely clear what the point eay be of claleing that a
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pair of taraa such at <x o y) o z and x o (y o z) rafar to diffarant 
objacta. For ai wa pointad out in the discussion, a aingla tara like 
(x o y) o z itself refers to a whole sat of diffarant shapes. (In the case 
of <x o y) o z, it will be recalled a range of shapes can ba generated by 
rotating z around the aajor chord of x o y - see Fig.3.2.) To be prepared 
to treat any two of these as the saee object while insisting that any two 
represented by (x o y) o z and x o (y o z) respectively are different 
seees arbitrary.
I conclude that although distinctions between x o y and y o x and 
between (x o y) o z and x o (y o z) are significant in aany structures, 
the fact that they are not so in all of thee Indicates that the features 
to which they refer are separate froe those that characterize extensive 
eeasureaent in general. That is to say, nothing that is essential to 
understanding the foundations of aeasureaent is lost by adopting the 
condition of strong coeeutativity and associativity.
7.5 An Extensive Heasureaent Structure with Boolean Operations
It will be clear that, given the strong conditions of associativity 
and coaeutatlvity, what we have called a proper concatenation structure 
has strong affinities with a Boolean algebra. The set A of a proper 
concatenation structure can be partitioned into two subsets. The first, A0 
say, consists of the atoes, i.e. those eleaentary aeabers of A that are 
not coaposed of other aeabers. The second, At, the coeplesent of Aol 
consists of the eolecules, those that are coaposltes (of aeabers of A0).
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For axaaplai
(1) If A0 ■ {a, b) than At ■ (a o b>
(li) If A0 - (a, b, c> than A, ■ fa o b , a o c, b o c, a o b o c)
atc.
In generai A0 aay ba dafinad in tarai of A and o byi
Daf.7.7 Far all x i A, x t A0 iff -iOy)(3z)(x ■ y o z).
Sat A can non ba rapraaantad by P(A0), tha poNir cat of A0. Thara Mould ba
a ona-ona corraapondanca between A and P(A0) if thara nas a aaabar of A to
corraapond with tha aapty aat. Ma bava not aantionad thia poaalblllty so 
far but in aoat if not all caaaa of axtanaiva aaaauraaant it ia usuai to 
assuaa tha existanca of an “aapty" objact that can appaar in oparational 
tasta and to ahich tha valua zaro is assignad on an additivi scala. In 
oparations aith a balanca for axaapla it is poslbla to parfora tasti in 
ahich a single objact is placad in ona pan ahila tha othar is laft aapty. 
Tha obsarvad behaviour of a noraal balanca under thesa cicuastancas is 
consistant aith traating thè aapty pan as an extra aaabar of A0 and 
assigning it its oan placa in tha ordar. Sinca avery othar objact tlps tha 
balanca against tha aapty pan, this position is fixad unaabiguously at thè 
appropriata axtrealty of tha ordar. The adaission of tha aapty pan to thè 
set nead not ba saan as adding a special objact diffarent in ontologica! 
status froa tha othar aaabars. Ma can avoid difficulties of this sort by 
ragarding thè aaabars of tha ordarad sat as soaathlng like pan-states, 
rathar than as tha objacts thaasalvas, and an aapty pan Nili corraspond
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M l t h  a no rma l  mambar o f  auch a a a t .
I t  i a  c l a a r  t h a t  t h a  f a c t  t h a t  t h a  a a p t y  pan can ba r a g a r d a d  i n  
t h i a  May i a  an a a p l r l c a l  d i a c o v a r y .  Ou t coaaa  o t h a r  t h an  t h o aa  a c t u a l l y  
o baa r v ad  N i t h  t h a  empty pan a r a  l o g i c a l l y  p o a a i b l a .  I t  c o u l d  hava  baan 
t h a t  o n l y  b o d i e a  abova  a c a r t a i n  p o a i t i o n  i n  t h a  o r d a r  t l p p a d  t ha  b a l a n c a  
a g a i n a t  t h a  a n p t y  pan M h i l a  w i t h  t h a  r e a t  i t  Maa t h a  r a v a r a a .  Ha n o u l d  
t han  no do u b t  ba r a a d y  t o  p o a t u l a t a  t h a  a x i a t a n c a  o f  two  a o r t a  o f  w a i g h t ,  
" p o a i t i v e "  and " n e g a t i v a " .  Tha a n p t y  pan Mou ld  ba a a a i g n a d  t o  t h a  p o a i t i o n  
i n  t h a  o r d a r  t h a t  a a p a r a t a d  ona a o r t  f r o a  t h a  o t h a r .  H o r a  b i z a r r a  r a a u l t a  
m igh t  hava  baan o b t a i n a d .  Suppoaa i t  t u r n a d  o u t  t h a t  n o t  a l l  b o d i a a  t h a t  
t i p p a d  t h a  b a l a n c a  a g a i n a t  t h a  a a p t y  pan Mara h i g h a r  i n  t h a  o r d a r  t han  a l l  
Mh ich  f a i l a d  t o .  T h i a  r a a u l t  Mou ld  n o t  d i a t u r b  t h a  o r i g i n a l  o r d a r ,  bu t  i t  
Mou ld ba i n c o n a i a t a n t  w i t h  t r a a t i n g  t h a  a a p t y  pan aa an a d d i t i o n a l  o b j a c t  
t o  ba i n c i u d a d  i n  i t .  Thua w he tha r  o r  no t  t h a r a  i a  a p h y a i c a l l y  r a a l i z a b l a  
o b j a c t  t h a t  can p l a y  t h a  p a r t  o f  t h a  a a p t y  o b j a c t  i n  an o p a r a t i o n a l  t a a t  
i a  opan t o  i n v a a t i g a t i o n  f r o a  ona a x a a p l a  t o  a n o t h a r .  F o r  l a n g t h ,  f o r  
a x a a p l a ,  t h a  l i a i t i n g  c a s a  i a  a a t r a i g h t  rod  whoaa anda c o i n c i d a )  Mh ich  
i a ,  o f  c o u r a a ,  no r o d  a t  a l l .  Fo r  t i n a  i n t a r v a l ,  i t  i a  a p a i r  o f  a v a n t a  
t h a t  a r a  a i a u l t a n a o u a .  F o r  r a a i a t a n c a  i t  i a  a a h o r t  C i r c u i t ,  M h i l a  f o r  
c o n d u c t a n c a  i t  i a  an opan C i r c u i t .  B o t h  o f  t h a a a  a r a  i n  t h a  l a a t  a n a l y a i a  
i d a a l  c o n c a p t a  -  a t r u a  opan C i r c u i t ,  f o r  i n a t a n c a ,  r a q u i r e a  t h a r a  t o  ba a 
p a r f a c t  v a cuua  ba t naan  t h a  C i r c u i t  t a r a i n a l a  -  bu t  t h a y  can i n  g a n a r a l  ba 
r a a l i z a d  a u f f i c i a n t l y  c l o a a l y  i n  p r a c t i c a .
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If tha aat of objacta ia augaented in thia way we aay raforaulata 
Def.7.6 in Boolaan taraa aa foil own
Daf.7.8 Suppoaa that A is a nonaapty aat, that fcD ia a binary
ralation on P (A> , tha power sat of A, and that fc is definad as in 
Daf.7.2. Tha structure <A, fcD> is an extensive structure iff for 
every X, Y, Z i P (A)i
1 <P(A), fcD> is a partially connected order.
2 If xnz - ynz than X t Y iff XuZ * YUZ.
3 If X * Y than XUY > X
4 (3ZXX * t V (X) (3Y) (X * YuZ)
In this acheaa A is a set of physically independent objects.
(It corresponds with A0 in tha earlier notation but there is no reason to 
retain the subscript.) The relations and fc now connect not pairs of 
eeebers of A but pairs of subsets of A including of course the singletons. 
Thus expressions such as x fc y and x o y i z of the theory of Def.7.6 
becoee (x> fc (y> and lx, y> fc <z) in this foraulation.
7.6 Cancellation axioes
Although the positive extensive structure of Def.7.8 appears to 
provide a solution to the probleas arising froe restrictions on physical 
concatenation that we have discussed in this chapter, the outcoae is not 
totally satisfactory. There is another intriguing difficulty. Consider the 
following exaaple, devised by Kraft, Pratt and Seidenberg (1959).
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Suppo u t A, ■ ia, b, c, d, «> of A0 and that
operational teata yield the following reaultai
( i )
«here we uae an obvioualy abbreviated notation to repreaent specific aubaeta 
of At. If an additive repreaentation n oxiata «e «ill havei
n (a) l n(b) ♦ n(c) 
nib) ♦ n(d) l n (a) ♦ n(c) 
n (c) + n (e) i. n (a) ♦ n (b)
Then, by addition and cancellation, we «ill havei
He can obtain thia reault fro» Def.7.6| but, what is perhaps surprising, 
we need the structural axiom, Ax.4, to do so. It turns out that <ii) ia 
not a consequence of the conjunction of (i) and Axioas 1, 2 and 3 alone. 
It is consistent «ith it but so also its its negationi
n(d) ♦ n(e) i n(a) ♦ nib) ♦ nic)
This in turn iepliea that a test will give the result!
(ii) de fcD abc
(ill) Tide t D abc), (i.e. abc >D de)
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Tha trouble liee with the cancellation axiom of Def.7.6i 
(Def.7.6, Ax.Z) x o <y o z) * (x o y) o z.
Attempts to use this axiom to rule out (iii) are blocked by the intrusion 
of undefined teres like aab. This is one more manifestation of the problem 
of constructibility. Yet clearly if (1) and (iii) hold together there can 
be no additive representation.
The original discussion of the problem by Kraft at ai related to 
probability representations, and subsequent comment appears to have been 
confined to that context, with the attendant suggestion that its existence 
indicates something peculiar to probability (see e.g. Fine, 1973, p.23). 
However in principle the problem could arise for any extensive property. 
The reason why it has not attracted attention in the area of physical 
measurement is, I suspect, that it is not usual to consider the ordering 
of finite arbitrarily structured sets. It is standard for theories to 
include structural axioms, such as our Ax.3, that impose strong conditions 
on the membership of the set A. In general terms they require that, for 
some given member or members of A, there exist others related in such a 
way that there will be a sufficiently large set of operational test 
results available to determine numerical inequalities in favour of an 
additive representation. It is worth showing briefly how this can work.
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A* m i  hâve already raaarkad in an aarliar aaction of tha chaptar a 
typical raquiraaant ia that for any objact, x, in tha aat, thara ara othar 
objecta, x', x''...aay, in tha aat that are replicai of lt. Thia Mould 
provide aora than enough to aolve tha preaent problaa. Aa it happana 
augaenting At by tha addition of a aingla replica aould ba aufficiant to 
avert tha unfortunata reault in < i i i >. Suppoie aa add a replica of a to 
giva thè largar aat Aa = <a, a', b, c, d, a, >. Hith tha addition of 
a * a' to (i) tha proof of (ii) ia aiaple.
Proof.
Ha hâve fron (i) with repaatad use of Ax.2,i 
bda ace a'ce a'ab,
ahich by transitivity givesi 
bda a'ab.
Froa thia, Hith furthar appeal to Ax.2 and (i), wa obtaini 
de a a  a'bc abc.
The required resulti 
da abc
follona by transitivity. I
Thus tha problaa ia avoided in sufficiently structurad seta. Kraft 
et ai in thair 1939 papar, in discusaing a structura for reproaenting 
probability, opt for a solution baaed on tha addition of nhat thay refer 
ta as "irrelevant avant»“, such as tha toasing of coins, to tha original 
set of avants on nhich a aeasura ia to ba provided (p.418). Naverthelaaa
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It 1> rather unsatisfactory to have to rely on etructural axioas for thie. 
It ic curely desirable to have a set of nonetructural axioat that are 
sufficiently strong to encapsulate the essential relational properties 
underlying a aeasurable attribute. Suppose that the original five objects 
in set A, in our exaaple were weights, and that the results in (i) were 
obtained with a balance. If result dii) was also obtained then it would 
be clear that soaething was wrong, without any need for recourse to tests 
eaploying a sixth object. Me would reject the conjunction of (i) and (iii) 
as inconsistent with our intuitions about weight irrespective of the 
contingent aatter of whether or not replicas were available. It is 
reasonable to require as such of an adequate foraal theory.
There is no point in trying to deal with the problea siaply by 
adding a further cancellation axiom
(iv) x yz ii yv iD xz fc zw xy -♦ vw xyz
For wo aay reinstate the problea by devising an exaaple involving a larger 
nuaber of eleaents. Suppose we have a set (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, j, k> 
and that the following results are obtainedi
(v) ab fcD ede
beg ade 
cdh fcD abe 
dej fcD abc 
aek bed
If an additive representation exists, we should expect the resulti
( v i  ) ghjk abede
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But (vi) cannot ba darivad (roa (v) and tha nonatructural axioaa of 
Dai.7.6 avan when tha lattar ara augaantad by (iv). Scott and Suppaa 
(1998) bava ahoan that it ia not poaaibla to tolva tha problaa aith a 
finita nuabar of (firit ordar) cancallation axioaa.
Scott <1964, Theoraa 4.1) givea a aat of axioaa that ara fraa of 
atructural requiraaanta and that ara aufficiant to aatabliah a aaaaura on 
a finita Boolean algabra. Hoaavar aa tha author pointa out, hit thaory ia 
net itaelf expraaaibla aolely in Boolean terna. It includaa an operatlon 
for thè algtbraic sua of (tha characteriatic functiona of) tao seta. Thia 
ia equivalant to thair unión only in tha cate of diajoint tata. It ia of 
aoae intereat to invaatigate whether or not it ia poaaibla to aolva thè 
probità within a Boolean fraaeaork. In tha next, final aection I giva ahat 
I beliava to ba an adequata thaory that aeata thia condition. The aection 
ia largely taken up with tha conatruction of aatheaatical apparatua that 
appeara to ba naadad. Tha reaulting thaory ia rathar cuabaraoaa and aay 
Nell not bave auch intuitiva appeal. However in viaw of tha iaportanca of 
thia problaa it aaaaa worthuhile to ahoa that it ia poaaibla to flnd a 
aolution along thaaa linea in tha alaoat cartain hopa that thera ia acopa 
for aiaplification.
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7.7 An extensive atructura with cancallatlon
A cantral future of tha thaory to ba daacribad hara, in kaaplng 
with tha fact that it Involve* higher order technique*, i* that separate 
piece* of inforeation given in a sequence such a* in (i) or (v) of the 
last section can be handled together as a package. He shall continue with 
(i) as an illustrative exaeple. The sequence of tests - the coaparison of 
a with be, of bd with ac, and so on - of which the expressions in (i) 
report the outcoae is regarded as a single experiaent. He denote it by E. 
The expression in (ii> also reports the outcome of a test - the coaparison 
of de with abc - and we count that too as an, albeit shorter, experiment. 
It it in some sense a derivative of E. Very roughly wo can describe it as
being obtained from E by adding up and then cancelling out as appropriate
the various occurrences of each element in the sequence of tests in E, and 
using the residue to construct another test. The theory described below 
gives a formal procedure for doing this. For any experiaent E there is a 
unique experiment R(E), referred to as the reduction of E, derivable by 
means of the reducing function R that is defined in the theory. In 
addition the theory includes an axiom that places constraints on the Joint 
outcome of the pair E and R(E), and these rule out the possibility of
disastrous results of the sort that the conjunction of (i) and (iii) of
the last section would represent.
The definition of R(E) is lengthy and technically rather elaborate, 
and rather than giving a full formal statement immediately it is probably 
better to introduce it in stages with some explanatory coaaent. Something
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shorter and loss cuaborsoot is aloost certainly possible, but, as m o  have 
already remarked, the chief interest here is in the deeonstration that a 
satisfactory rule can be given in Boolean teres, rather than in the 
aatheeatical details.
Soao preliminaries are necessary and first m o  define soee teres. 
7.7.1 Preliminary Definitions
a) An ordered pair t ■ (X, Y), Mhere X, V « P(A), is a test. If X fc Y
holds then t is a positiv* test (relative to i). Othermise t is negative.
[The axioms in the complete definition Mill require that 0 t 0 holds and 
so in particular the empty test ta - (9, 0) is positive.]
b) A finite sequence of tests E ■ <tlf ta, t3,...,tn> is an experiment.
If, and only if, all tk in E are positive, E is a positive experiment.
If, and only if, all tk in E are negative, E is a negative experiment.
c) An experiment may consist of a single test, <(X, Y>>, in mhlch case 
it is a simple experiment. HoNever mo extend the notion of a simple 
experiment to Include cases such asi
< (X, Y), (0, 0), (0, 0),...,(0, 0)>,
or even i
<<X, Y), (X, Y),...,(X, Y), (0, 0), (0, 0),...,<0, 0)> 
that is, sequences for Mhich tk ■ t, or ta for all k.
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At an axaaple of tha Nay in Nhich thaaa taraa ara uaad consider our 
original problaa. Na can ra-axpraaa <i) by aaaartlng that tha aaquancai
(vil) Et = <<a, be), (bd, ac), (ca, ab)>
la a poaitiva axpariaant. According to tha dafinitlon to ba glvan balow 
tha raductlon of E, ia the axpariaanti
<vli i > R(E,) - <(da, abc), (0, 0), (0, 0>>.
Thia ia a alapla axparlaant. To anticipata tha final datalla, tha ralavant 
axioa of tha thaory «ill iapoaa tha condition that if Et ia poaitiva and 
R<Et) ia aiapla, than R(Et) ia alao poaitiva. Thia uould iaply tha raault 
aa are after, naaely da fc abc.
It ia raaaonably clear in inforaal taraa what tha reducing function 
R auat achieve in ita action on tha general expariaant Ei
(ix) E - <<Xt, Y,), (X,, Ya>,...,<X„, Y„>>.
First, tha eleaenta that occur throughout tha Bate Xt, Xa,...,Xn, auat be 
aortad, keeping atock of tha nuaber of occurrancaa of each one, and the 
aaae for thoaa occurring throughout Yt, Y3,...,Yn. Second, equal nuabara 
of occurrancea of alaaanta coaaon to both totala auat ba cancelled. To




(a) Thi cancalling function
Ona la the cancelling function, which ia atraightforward. Given the 
experiaent E froe above we define another experiaent C(E) byi
Def.7.9
C(E) - <<xi-tx,n V,l, Y^tx.n y ,3>, <x2-tx2n y 2 i , Ya-cxan y2J),
..... .<x -ex n y J, Y -tx n Y 3) >
Thia »imply cancela common elemento from each aide of individual teata.
For the caae where Xkn Yk ■ 0 for all k clearly C(E> ■ E. Ne »hall refer 
to C(E) aa the cancellation of E.
(b) The aorting function
The aecond, the aorting function, ia more intricate. The idea io to 
atart with the two aequenceei
X,, X2, X3,...,Xr and Y|, Y2, Y3,...,Yn,
whoae tarma come froe the teata that make up an experiaent, and derive 
from them, by an inductive proceaa, a pair of correaponding aequenceai
y y y y"*,l *3 !•••»»„ and Y " u" yn yr>» f Ta• T3» • B • * Tn*
The aocond pair of aequencea are related to the flrat in the following 
way. X" ia made up of eleeenta that are eeebera of at leaat one of 
Xt, X2,...,X„, X2 ia eade up of only thoae eleaenta that are aeabera of 
at leaat two of X>t Xa,...,Xn, X3 at leaat three, and ao on. Goae tere Xk,
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and than all higher teree, in the nee e e q u e n c e  eay nay be identical Nith 9. 
Indeed thin Mill bo eo u n í a t e  there it at leaet one eloaent that it a 
eenbor of every Xt of t h e  original aequence. More generally, if there are 
exactly k o c c u rrencee of tone eleeent x d i a t r l b u t o d  anong Xt, Xa, >...Xn,
then x it a aeaber of t e t e  X", Xa.... x" but of no othere in the tequenco.
An entirely einilar deacription appliet to the Y-aequencet. On the baaia 
of the nee sequences n o  define the sorting of E, StE) byi
<x> s(E> -  < ( x ; ,  y ; > ,  <xa , y ; > ,  <x , ,  y ; > ...................< ,  y ^>>.
Me can return once again to our exanple to illustrate this. The 
action of the sorting function o m
Et ■ <<a, be), (bd, ac), (ce, ab>>
leads toi
(xi) 8 (E t) - < (abede, abc), (0, abc), (0, 0) >
And before proceeding M i t h  the description of the inductive p r ocedure for 
deriving S (E> fron E, it is North continuing a little further Nith the 
exanple to shoM how the cancelling and sorting functions are to be used 
together to achieve the reduction of an experinent. If n o  now use the 
cancelling function on S(Et) ue obtain!
(x i 1) CS <Et) - < (de, 0), (0, abc), <0, 0)>,
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Than one »ora sorting producen
(xiii) SCS<E,) - < (de, abc), (0, 0), (0, 0>>.
This la ft(E1>, the reduction of E, introduced in (viii). The action of 
thie trio of operations, in the order shown, is perfectly general. The 
first sorting arranges the elements in such a way that the subsequent 
cancelling operation has maximum impact. After the cancellation, there is 
no element to be found anywhere among the members of the left hand terms 
of the tests that is also a member of a right hand tere, and vice versa. 
Following the cancellation there is in general, scope for further sorting. 
However, once this is done, no further application of either C or S will 
produce anything new. That is to say, for any experiment Ei
(xiv) CSCS(E) - SSCS(E) - SCS(E).
In anticipation of a correct formal definition of the sorting function we 
explicitly define the reduction of E byi
Def.7.10 If E is an experiment, the reduction of E is the experiment
R(E) > SCS(E).
As was already noted above in the case of Et the reduction R(Et) is a 
simple experiment. This does not happen in general for arbitrary E.
He now deal with the definition of the sorting function.
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Th» taak is to defin» a procedure for raplacing any n-taraad 
sequanca of aata by it* corraaponding n-taraad aorted aaquanca, i.a
F ■ <Xt, Xa, X3.... X„> —  > F*(n) ■ <X", Xa, X3.... X >
Thi» it achiavad by a procadure in ahich, effectivaly, F i» proceaaed ona 
tara at a tiae. It genarates a liât of aaquanca» F*(l), F*(2).... in ahich 
tha firat, than tha firat tao, than tha firat thraa, atc. tara» of F are 
aortad. Thi» ia indicated in thia array of (ail n-taraed) aaquancea.
F ( 1 > - <x,,0 , ...... F* < 1 ) ■ <x|, ...... >
F (2) - <x,,x, , 0..... —  > F* (2) - <x*, x^. ...... >
F(a) - <Xt,X9t..X ,0,.... > F*(a) ■ <X", x;.... X", 0.....
F (a+l)■ <X,,X,,..X(.,X^1,0. .0 > »■> F ( IR + 1 ) ■ < X t f X2f a a a a XM | X t ■ a
F (n ) ■ < X . X ..... ....... x > F*(n) ■ <x". X°...............
Each aaquanca on the right
n
ia tha aortad version of tha correspond!ng
aaquanca on tha left. It ia aaay to aea ahat happent near tha beginning.
1 In F* ■
X•
4 Xt and to trivially F*<1) ■ F(1).
2 In F* (2), x: - x,u X2 and ■ X,fl Xa. Any eleaent that occur»
taica (i.a. in both X, and Xa) appear» in both Xt and Xa. That i»(
Xa atorea tha overapill froa X*.
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3 In F*(3), any alaaant that occura thraa tiaaa <i.a. in Xt, X2 and
X3) appears in X*, X2 and X3.
And ao on. For tha définition to aork inductivaly wa naad a rula for 
ganarating F*(a+1) fron F*(a). To put it inforaally, F*(m+1> ia obtainad 
by bringing in tha naxt »et, X^,, froa tha original aaquanca F and 
diatributing ita maabara appropriataly along F*a. Any naabar of X^, not 
alraady reproaantad in X“ can ba accoaaodatad thare, but any othar ia 
passad to tha right along F*(n) until it raachaa a poaition whara it can 
ba accaptad, nanaly tha firat poaition not alraady occupiad by ona of ita 
own kind. Henee, tha firat tarn of F*(n+1), X**1, conaa fron adding to x" 
any nambar of X^, it doaa not alraady hava, and thua it ia givan byi
<xv> xr* - x: u x..,
Thera will ba a raaidua if X“ 0  i* nonanpty. Tha aacond
tarn of tha naw aaquanca, X2*1, will ba tha raault of tha union of X" with
thia raaiduo, i.ai
(xvi) xâ 1 " X* U (X* n  X>fl).
In ganaral, for k > 1, tha nanbarahlp of tha kth tara of tha < 1 ) th 
aaquanca, x“*1, will ba tha nada up of tha nanbarahip of tha kth 
tarn of tha nth aaquanca, x", plus any naw nanbara fron Xm<., 
that ara alraady in tha (k-l)th tara of tha nth aaquanca. That iai
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<xvi> x“*1 ■ x" u (x;.t n  xM 1 >.
Thi* can ail bt sunaarizad in tha folloaing recursive définition of 
tha ganaral tara x".
Def.7.11
(1) X1 ■ X * 1 A1
x; - x: 1 U X„ for 1 < a i n
(2) K  “ » T
V 1 < k < n
X" ■ x” 1 U (x;_; 0 XJ for 1 < a i n J
Ma ara now in a position to define tha sorting function.
Def.7.12 If E is tha expariaanti
E - <<X,, YJ, <X2, Y J ........ <X„, YJ>,
tha sorting of E is tha expariaanti
S (E) - <CX", Y7», <X”, Y,)........ (X^t Y^)>
where tha taras t" ara as given in Daf.7.11, and siailarly for Y^.
This coapletes tha pralialnarias for tha définition of an extensive 
structure. Me noa stata tha axioas of tha structura.
7.7.2 Définition of a Boolean Structura with Cancellation
Def.7.2 is rapaatad hara for rafarenca. This, it Mlll be racallad,
is a définition of an ordaring relation £ in taras of a direct oparational 
relation which aaats thè problaa of noncoaparabi1ity.
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Def.7.2 for all X, V, M i P<A>
X i Y s (H) {(M X fc Y M) -> (X iD W i¡ H fcD Y) >
On the baaia of thia we define an extenaive atructure aa followsi
Oof.7.13 Suppoae that A la a noneapty aet, that ia a binary
relation on P(A), the power aet of A, and that fc ia defined aa in 
Dof.7.2. The atructure <A, fcD> is an extenaive atructure iff for 
every X c P(A> and for any experieent E on P<A)i 1
1 X t 0.
2a If E is positive and R(E) is sieple then R(E) is positive.
2b If E is negative then R(E) is not positive.
We state and prove two baaic theoreea.
Th.7.4 If the structure <A, l0> is an extenaive structure and fc ia
defined aa in Def.7.2 then the structure <A, ~t> is a weak order.
The proof is given over the page.
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Proof of Th.7.4.
Ha aake ut« of notation abbreviatati in an obvioua May aa indicatati 
in tha folloeing figure«. (Hare variablet x, y, etc. atand for autually 
diajoint aeabera of P ( A), i.a. for aeta, and not for aeabera of A itaelf, 




Suppoae that for aoae X, Y that neither X Y nor Y t X hold«. Them
E ■ <(X, Y), <Y, X)>
ia negative. Uaing the notation of Fig.7.21, put X ■ xu and Y ■ yu ao 
thati
E « < (xu, yu), (yu, xu)>.
Them
S(E) ■ <(xyu, xyu), (u, u)>,
Mhich given
CS(E) - <<«, 0), (0, 0)>
Mhich in thia inatance ia alao R(E). By Ax.i th ia  la positive, nhlch 
c o n t r a d ic t s  Ax.2b.
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Transitivity.
Suppoaa that for soao X, Y, Z m b  havn:
X H  and Y U -
Thant
E - < <X, Y), (Y, Z)>
i* positiva. Using tha notation of Fig.7.22, put X ■ xy'z'u, ate. givingt
E ■ <(xy'z'u, x'yz'u), (x'yz'u, x'y'zu)>.
Thant
C(E) ■ <(xy', x'y), <yz', y'z)>,
SC(E) ■ <(xyy‘z', x'yy'z), (6, 0)>, and 
CSC(E) - R(E> - < (x z ‘, x ' z), (0, 0>>.
This is siapla, and hanca, by Ax.2 is positiva. Nom considar ths 
expariaanti
E' ■ <(X, Z)> ■ <<xy'zu, x'y'zu)>.
Ths raduction of this ist
R <E ') ■ < (xz', x'z)>,
Coaparison with R(E), which has just baan shown to ba positiva, shows that 
R(E') is positiva. Hanca, by Ax.2b, E' is not nagativa, and sot
X t Z. I
Th.7.5 For all X, Y e P(A) XUY i X.
Prooft Considar tha axperiaanti
E ■ <(X U Y, X)> = <(xyu, xu>> <in the notation of Fig.7.21). 
Ths raduction of this ist 
R <E) - <<y, 0)>
which by Ax.i is positiva. Henea E aust ba positiva which givast
X U Y t X. |
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Ne round this off by stating and proving a thaoraa equivalent to 
the cancellation axioa, Ax.4 of Def.7.6.
Th.7.6 For all X, Y, Z i P (A) if X«Z - YOZ then X fc Y iff
XUZ t YuZ.
Proof* The notation of the following figure will be used.
Fig.7.23 takes account of the hypothesis XnZ » YHZ. The two 
experieents*
E - <(X, Y)> - <(xuv, yuv)>, and*
E' - <(XuZ, Y uZ)> ■ <(x uvz y yuvz)>
both hâve the saae réduction <<x, y)>. Hence, by Ax.2, if one is positive 
the other cannot be négative and the required resuit follows. ■
This complotes the account of the définition and basic properties 
of the Boolean structure. Ne hâve seen that it appears to deal 
satisfactori1 y with the problem of cancellation.
... '
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I and Mith a brief auggaatlon of a poaalbla further davalopaant of 
thia thaory. At tha and of Saction 2.1.3 it wai pointad out that it la 
poaaibla to aatabliah a Mail datarainad ordar on tha baaia of an 
oparational tquivèltnct relation) that ia, an oparational ordir¡nq 
relation ia not a naccaaary requiraaant for extenaive aoaauroaant. If thia 
ia ao it ahould be poaaibla to givo an adequate fornulation of an 
extenaiva atructure aa an alternativa to Def.7.13 in tarma of Ma rathar 
than and it nould ba of aome interest to do ao. Initial indicationa ara 
that thia can be achieved, but thè detaila bave yet to be worked out.
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